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I. -

ARTS.AND HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS:
:A DISCUSSION OF CLUSTER REDEFINITION

"Exotic Dancers - Projected Nebraska.-Two-Year Need:. 1060"

That bit-of datuM appeared in Pccupational Opportunities in Nebraska, pub-

lished in 1974 by the Nebraska Research Coordinating Unit for Votational.Educa-
.

tion. Interestitgly, every ote of.those 1,060 exotic dancers is needed in a

small fourcounty region. The temptation is to send bordes.of sociologists there ,.

to atiady the'folkways atd mores of Eastern Nebraska residents, or more soberly,

to inquire of the Research Coordinatirig Unit about possible typographical errors.

Those exotic dancers exemplify two problem$ With_Which Technical'Education

Research Centers (TERC) staff has been grapPling since the U.S. Office Of Education

sponsored projeCt begat in 1.JUIY,974. The first is one of defining and classifying,

and the second is one of obtaining reliable data on occupations in the cluster.

In re-defining the Fine Arts and Humanities Cluster from its original U.S.O.E.

design, several points were considered: a) Public Law 59-209;.b) characteristics

-common to groups of occupations; c) the relationship of occupations within the

original cluster; d) the relationship of this cluster to the other fourteen devised

by the U.S. Office of Education; and e) the-project goal for ptudetts to broaden

their career aspirations and help them make career choices based on the realities

the arts and humanities working world.

Definitional problems arose from the Original title of the U. S. Office of

.Education scheme for the occupations under consideration, which included the

word "fine" as.a qualifier for ."arts."' Mhile one- slight Auestion whether an

exotic dancer is an artist at all there are very few people who would call
_

an exotic dancer a "fine artist." Yet it is an economic fact of life that

people do make' a living as exotic dancers (a Sign it a Bourbon Street,-New

Orleans, bar in December, 1974, advertized for, "Go-Go Dancere'at,$200 a week),

and.it ip economicreality that some fine arts'dancers may subsist temporarily

:as exotic dancers. If exotic dancers,:aaan example, were to be excluded by,a

narrow definition.of-arts and humatities, our project goal of.helping students

make Career choices based on accurate information about all aspects of a field

could not be met, nor could the project goal of broadening students' career

aspirations by acquainting them With a wide.variety of jobs.

6



These examples.of the econom c realities expla n our deCision to drop the

word "fine" from the title of the original Cluster. "Fine arts" i& simply too.

reatrictive. :Furthermore Public Law 89-209., by referrIng to such,fields as

industrial design and tape and sound recording gives official suppart for our

'cleire to broaden a definition of the arts beyond that implied by the use of

the word "fine.".

.TheEublic.Law, by creating a separate endowment for Ar and for Humanities,

allowed TERC to explore a second point of departure from the prigina1.8.0.E.

cluster scheme: the possibility of Separating arts from humanitieS in presenting

information ab-out jobs.' As we examined characteristics common to grouns,of jobs,

and certain characteristics of the people who are central in those groups of

jobs, We came to agree strongly with the thinking behind the Public Law's di-

vision, While one of the most appealing aspects _f arts and humanities aCcu-

pations.is interrelatedness, there (lees exist a real distinction. In simplistic

terms, the central people in humanities fields (the teacher: esearchers,

analyzers, synthesizers and dministrators) call heavily upon cognitive skills.-

The central people in the arts (the &eaters and performers) rely more heavily .

on affective: ahd psychomotor skills. Supporting'this distinrLtion is educational

custom. Cozzuonly, preparation for humaniiies occupations requires a bacca-

laureate degree as:a minimum advancement usually requires:higher degrees, In

the arts, While,m ny performer '
creators an3 others working in relation to them

. .

da obtain at least a baccalaureate degree, (often p imarily because they most

supplement their performing or creating income througft. teaching, for which this

/

kind of degree is required), it is qvite poSsible to enter and advance in a

accupations with specialized., school traininvor private' ins ruction. Job

advintement in-the,arts ddes not depend on :acquiring advanced degrees.



This consideration common skills requited-mnd common pathways: to

obtaining and advancing in jobs w4-'s the major factor in our decision to split -

the Original'U.S.O.E. cluster in two. Our next Consideration, the relaiionship

of jobs within the two clust-_ led to decisions, regarding disciplines or fields

fot the arts and maj_._ job families in the humanities.

Commonalities of activity, setting,'and competencies, as well as t adi

tional -lassifi_ations, permitted usto establish six arts disciplines: dance,

media (television, film and radio), music, Cheater and entertainment, visual

arts,and. -iting. The occupations within the total'arts cluster were then

grouped into components which exist in the working world:

introducing the. central concept of creation, performance;

applying or-producing the concept which was created; producing
the performance;

providing busineas services to ive Ma cencept financial support;

4. providing educational'serviees to make the concept available to
,and understood by a larger public.

As Chart I shows, these four components operatafor all,six of the arta

fields, although with some spedific variations in application and production.

This over-all scheme also sho s that jobs end fields ate interrelated.

dance, for example, choreographers' and dancers are essential,'but musicians
v

and designers may alio be a necessary ingredient of the central'performance

concept.- Producing a performance requires the same,kindi of jobs forvdance,

-

Imusic,-theatit, and media. Architects and environmental dedigners are epraen-
. 4

.tial in the central concept of creation, and also in the application ef thatT

'concept.' The person with writing skills could be ocCuPied at one-time o

another_ n each of the components of the working world _f the arts. Thesa

eXamples of interrelatedness of the
=,

'point up the complexities of redefining the arts fluster.

ix arts fields and four working components



1, Perferomnce, Creation

4

A: Dante
-----

1,-Dhoreogroher0

2, Dancers

Musicians

4: Designees

'B, Media (Telcuisioni PIL Raclin)

1, Artnrm

2' Announcers

3, Direr:ors

4, ?reducers

5: Dineen

6, Maidens

7, Designers'

B. Writers

9. Artiste

C. Music

ihstruentallses

2.. Vocalists

1. Conductors

4,, Composers

5, Dancers

6, Designers (opera)

0: Theatre and Entertainment

1, Actors

2. Entertainers

3: Directors ,

, 4: Producers

5: Writers

6. Jesigners

7: Damots

B. Musiciani

6. VIP4A1 Art5

1, fine Artists

2, Craftspersone

3. Commereial Artists

4, Architects and environtental

designees

5, Photograph tr

F. Writing

Litersry Oritere

2, Journalistic vriters

.3 ,' Specialised vriters

Chart 1

WOOING WELD OF THE ARTS

II. Production mnd Application

A, For Dance, Mtoim, Thester,

Music. Television, Film

1: Production managereat

2. Caters, lights, sound, otherlechnics1 equipment

3. Performancesrecerdioa
*

a!tass set., properties, ,

5. Ceatusea, hairstyles, make-np

6. Musical technical services

,

1- for Visual Arta

1, Visual communications

2. Product design

3, Environmental design

4. Crafts

5, Technical amine

C. For WWII

la EdItiss

2, Production management

3, Technted printing aervicu ,

III. Business

c,

D.

E.

G.

Arta hatless Haessetast

Slits, PrOmOtioll !Stallion

Professional Associations

and Orginiestions

PUhlishing

Musied loStroment Building

Recording industry

headiand Financial Services

2

rv. Eckman

A. Tenting :

B.
; I

C- -unity Arts Services Z7,

(twos, libraries, cultural affairs) I

C,' Therapy

Ds Writers, ResearclIers about

Arta Fields

E. Government Services

10



1Redefining_the hmanities diuste- was an even more complex task. . Chart 2:

indicates ourdefinition of humanities fields and major job families; the.de==

finirion as achieved after extensive deliberation with those members of the

Project Advisory Committee whose specialty is one of the humanities. As the

following discussion indicates, additional processes were involved in arriving

at a-definition of the humanities cluster which will most effectively serve the

project goals.

,The definition of the human ties Sub-cluster developed by-U.S.O.E. in

April, 1971, includedI Lonly creative writing, languages and history. As, this
.

definition seemed too\narrow for the purpose of TERCts project, the humanities

group of the Advisory Committee was presented ith a broader'list of.tentative
, -

fields., TOY were: history, anthropology, sociology, psyChology, political
_

='
k

science, economics geography, literature, languages, linguistics, philosophy,

religion, ethics, and-jurispreden ce; lbe first readtion of the members in

academic occupations was that the definition should be "intellectually clean"

humanities shouldbe -limited t_ thoSe fields o

valuing. This would have meant the 'exclusion from the tentative list s

_ubjects that involve

fields as sociology, political Science, economics,'geography, psychology, and

linguistics.

, However, this Jitellectually acceptable definition was at variance, wIth

the Act of Coegress which-established the Na ional Endowment for the,Humanities

and.defined humanities "as- including (but not eLclusively) the following:

language, hoth modern and clessical; linguistics; literature; history, juris-

-Prudence; philosoPhy; archeology; Comparative religion; ethics; the history,

criticism, theory and practice of the arts; those aspects of the social sciences

Which have hu anistic:Content and eMploy humanistic method; and the study and

appliCation of the humanities to the \current conditions of the national life."
\



EdudatiOn

HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONAL_CLHSTER

As:suggested by-Public Law S9'7209 which
established the National Endowment'for-

7the Humanities

-Gbart_2_

H s tory

ocial,Sciences

Teachers ,

Administrators
Counselors

_ storians and Archivists

Anthropologists and Archeolog
Economists
Geographars
Political Scientists
Sociologists

-_ngurges

interpreters
Translators
Teachers
linguists-'
-language skills i ther jobs

_useum Work

Lawyers
Judges
Legal Assistants
- legal.sectethries
- shorthand reporters

(Philosophy and Eyhics

Reriigion

Humanities Librarianshi

Administrators
Curators
Conservators
Registrars
Technicians
Educators

Ehilosophers

Clergy
Religious Brothers and S _ers

Misa-r8naries
Church AdminiStrators
.Religious Educators

Spacial Librarians
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..'In.response.to the Public Law definition,.the Advisory Committee suggested
,

1-
defining humani ies as those fields not funded by the National Science

undation.'- However, this guideline would result in such anomalies is includ-
.

ing archeology but not anthropology. .

The-Advisory Committee-then.beganxgo consider what definition would be-most .

useful ro students.- It wasjwinted out that the occupational information would
_

./
_

in Already existing-high schoel courses hich,lor'the humanities,

1.

would-presumably be courses _n English; foreign languages And social studies.

Furthermore; the Advisory Committee and prejec_ staff felttstrohgly that they

wanted to expose students to as many occUpations as possible And thus Wished

to-levoidroo narrow a definition of the humanities even thou _ome oVerlaP
_

-h other occuPationAl clusters mlkht result.
..

-. -,. , , _

was then.suggested that
.

perhaps one way
..

_
, .

inclusion of the social SCiences-And other_ fields,-such as
,

. ..\
.

,

overcome the intellectUaL

isprudence, not generally regarded as part of the humanities,

term "social studies" as an umbrella term including many o

This seemed'to removerhe last -:uMbling blodk,snd'the f hal:

of the Advisory Comthittee was,tharhumanities.be defined as

inTthe following areas . languages; literature; social

-ich woUld'inciude history' all the soCial sciences- -(pOlitica,

economics, geography', anthropology and sociology); psychology;

jurisprudence; and relfn, philosophY, and ethics.

However; 'after the AdvisorT-Committee meeting, TERC's huthanities special-

iSt found it- n4ecessary:to modify this definition somewhat., To begin with,

be implication at-the'meeting was that humanitie§-would include occupations



2 /-'
045/(Psychology); 050 conomics)!, 051 (PolitiCal Science), 052 (HistorY).

/.

--054/(SOcielOgy), 055 (Anthropology), 059 (Other Social Science); 090 (College

and,University Education), 091 (Secondary SChool Educati 092 (Primary School

ndergarten Education), 094 (Edueation of the Handicapped) 099 (Other

Education); 100 Librarians), 101 (Archivists) 102 (Museum Curatora),-'110

(LawYera.), 111 (Jndges), 119 (Other Legal);-120_(Cler&Y) 129 .(Religious

130 (Freelance,Writers), 132 (Writers and' Editors:for Publicat ons),'

I -

-erpreters and Translators), 139=(Other Writers);, 195 (Social'

Work). It became apparent, howeVer, that not all the D.O.T. , jobs

--yespecially many in education, library Science and museum-work --Would

fit,inWthe fields redeMtended by the -Advisory Committee. Project Staff

then\raised questions about the recommended fields themselves. particular,

-
there Were'reservations aboutj.ncluding

psychology; the clinical practitioner-

!

:
might'consider his'o_ her-Work an "art," but most professionala in psychology

-emphasize scientific methodology. A third problem concerning the Advisory

'Committee rectaimendations is that

With other-:occupational clusters,

dealt with education

there were many potential overlaps or gaps

particularly public servicai'which OstensiblY
.

occupations,library, museum, judicial and social work

,
However, the pUblic servide -cluster is defined as dealing with those occupationh

"usually eupPorted by tax revenues
111 and,as a result the curriculum covers

AUdges, but not lawyers. .F rthermore, although public,service covers_library,

_occupations to sorne:extent1 the project did not deal with museums, since staff
y

decided that the requirements, opportunities and Salaries in this field over-
,

lapped those Weducation and library science.2. In the field-of-education, the

_

pUblic se-

level.

ice currieulum deals just with teachin d only on the elementary

California.Sthte Department of Education, "Orientation to Public Service

Occupations: Career Educat on Curriculum Guide,"'-p.

ibid., pp; 87-88-
14



Yrhe resoiut4.on.of all these considerations'was

ln the Advisory Co ee's recomMended definition

was added as a.separate field, in part to aVoid having

ake some mndifica

anities. ''Educat nn

o repeat the same teaching

positions in each. f the other fields and in part to co-er educational occupations,
\

,esPecially teachingon the tepondary ancitollege level and administration, whicb'

are not dealt with 1), the public SerVice ciuSter As a result appropriate -

ocoupations were1 includecifrom the 166,(Personnel end,Training Administration) 1
,

category in the Dictionary of DcCil ational Titles. The emphasis in the materials

.will be on secondary and post-secondary education occupations, tather'than-
7 1
elementary. MuSeum work.was also added as a separate field. On.the other--hand,

/ .

psydhology was.deleted-and with-it most counseling-occupati9ns, except those in ,

education. Because they are-based on psychology and, covered a large extent

the PUblie service materials., social Work occupations were't.lso omitted ,

cePt fo_ special librarians in the various. field ,

.law librarians ett,, library occupations were

.service materials

music librarians,

0Mittdd, partly because the-public

cover these_jobs and partly because they do not require a

humanitiea baCkground.. tegal octupations were retained,-but since-the emphas,

will be on-lawyers and related occupations, it was decided to call the field

,"iaW rather than "jurisprudence."'- In keep ng with the Congressional definition

the human

("practice,

tieS, history and criticism of the arts
,

as Added as -a separate field

the,a _is included in the arts clus t) e final modification
\

was, while retAining literature in the humanities, o inclUde writing" as a field

within the arts cluster.1 ,While writing skills are ailed upon,by many practitione

of humanities occupations, writing-as a creative deavor is more tlosely allied to_

that 'ats disciplines. Therefore, as it now stands,' thd humanities cluster is'definda

a-



as including odcupatioris in the

and criticism of the arts; hi

ollOwing.Tields: languages; literature; hiatory

social sciences (political science, econoMics,

geograPhy, sociology and anthropology including archeology); law; religion;
- .

philosophy 4 ethic0 e ation; museum-work; and humanities librarianship.



Each Cluste

Choosing particular jobs to include in these newly defined clu

a f flrsttó lot* closely at the other fourteen U.S.O.E. clusters.

As Chart 3 'reveals, therais.potential overlap with every other cluster ex

for transportation but we decided to ignore this overlap, $ecause broaden
,

career aspirations for students neceslitated going beyond-the occupations

originally assigned to arts and humanities. Further, in clusters-where- the

great (COmmunicationa media, recreation and 'hospitality, .si'd'public

-r
for.instance),the filnded curriculum development pro ects have= Wfined

clOaters in a 4ay that excludes-certain joba.which we consider germane

to arts andAlumanities; We concluded that students will receive greater benefit
0

om being allowed tb exiolore the,same job or grouVbf jobs in more than one

-curriculum than to miss becoming acquainte4 with some jobs altogether

indeed are troubled by possible gaPs more than by duplication.,

In Salectimg,jobs to'include in either cluster, we begam with,the,36 000'

defined titles ±n the DiCtiona of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.) -but have

added jobs which exist-in the working--world if not .in .the D.O.T , and have

excluded some job titles which do'not Seem relevant ,-. 'Mermaid" (metperson?)r

entertain t; "delineator I" in graphic arts; "bellyman,"Ilyfinisher

-
".1headtucker" in mu ical instruMent building -- are the kinds-of jobs which

:either 'no longer -provide ninth epployment oppOrtunity:

assetbly-line production.

This,latter distinction was particu

are.highly specific

_ant in aelecting crafts

In recent times:the hand-making _ Objects-with: a utilitarian funpt

/

tunately, data from.the revision process,o_ thel)..0.T. can not bean
epettmen+

f the 'D.O.T.



Chart 3

The Arts and Humanities 'Cluste as They

Overlap wi h Other Career Clusters

The following is.a list of.jobs cited.in the Career Clusters (as defined

by the U.S. Office of Education) which overlap either directly or indirectly

with the Jobs in the Arts and Humanities Cluster. . Overlap exiSts among the arts

and humanities cluster and 13 of the other 14 clusters. The only cluster with

no apparent overlap is Transportation.

in a
The need f
lusters.

Business and-0

communication skills.

Oc u at o

Mining and'

Produc

i 'ng, ing, spee _g).- is stresse

rying- Exploration Seismographic
- Photo-GramMetric

AW
on - Horticultural P oducts -.Landscaping

usine fq-12.4.1-4ions

(communioation,skilis in genera

'
Communication and a

.Publishing 7'Graphic Arts - Printing PrOcesses
- Silk Seree0aking and P in ing
z- Bookbinding

urnlir Creative''Writing.
Reporting'

-kEditing
'- Publication

Publishing

Publishing.

Audio Visual

AUdio Visual

Language

Commercial Art-- Iliustration
'.nimation

,.-L-,LaYout Processes

- Photographic Reproduct*m --Lithog apiW and Ph
- Plate Making

- Recording - Industrial Electronics SystemS

Signs

- Audio Systems

10sign, Production - Sign Painting'

ography,

- Drafting/Illustration
-- Advertising

Servicing/Fabricat on

anguage,Equipment Design, uc iOn

Broael.zasting Radio/Televisibn B

0

oadcasting, Radio and TV _Announcing



. Construction

Design

-13-

Architecturar - Residential
- Commercial

Industrial
- Landscape

Dedign - Civil

Contracti - Crafts - Masonry
Metal

- Wood
- Glass and PlaStic

Inter r "

Interior

Design - Layont
Illustra ion

coration painting, papering
Draperies

- Decor

Interior- - FurniShings - Furniture
Ficior Covering

:- Lighting Fixtures

Consumer and Homemaking Educe on

Clothing Apparel and

Housing Dsign, Inte

6. EnvironMen

til& Industry. - Design - Creating and De
-yetternmaking

. -

a ion - Design & Decorationor Dec

-Developmen =.'an&Contrcilof phys
Man-Made Environment - Ornementa

Health OcCupa_ionS

Mental Health
-

ntal Illness &

cal
Horticul ure

itality & Reereation (Tourism)

igning Ga en

House Designing
and planning-

- Interior .Decbration-
-'.Counseling :en, Honse

.Design &' Decoration
_ .

s

psigri a Culture of Land Covers.
- Design & Culture-for,Stabilizera-
- Design & Culture for Beautifidatiol

.

- Design '&Culture for Behavioral--

Control to Maintain en Space-

'

tardation Psychiat ic Services - Therapy

Environment"Management ReCreation &-Planning Design, Landscaping'

:Human Development - Education-- Museums & LibrarieS-,1
Recreation ActivitieS\Instruction

19



Human Deve pmen - Arts c- Graphic
- Performing
- Fine
- Social
- Photographic

Human Dve1opment Hu ariitie Celebrators, Festivals Fairs

- Special Cultural Programs (Indian,Black, Youth etc.

- Language Development
Historic' PreserVation/Interpretation
Creative Writing

n Developent = Movement - Physical Recreation Progr
- Children's Games

Mobility- - Media Utilizati TV & Radio
Mass Media

Mobili - Space Urban Open Space Design
_

Health Care - Counseling - Avocational Counseling
,

4--

Health Care - Therapy - Therapeutic Recreation
Correctional- RecreatiOn

Manufac g

Design r Product =- Packaging

Distributie_ AdVertisin

16. arine Science

a

N

(Product Promotion)

ne (Oceano raphic ) ExP9-oratioh - Ocean .Current and
water:Research - Aerial Photographic

Monitoring

a keting & Distribution ccuoatiens

Marketing Systems Service Trades --Travel, Rec.reation & Entertainment

Sales Promotion - Advertising - Media
- Organization

Sales Pr t' Display fai-sPlay'HouSes,
Windows & Tnterio



2. Personal Services

CosMetology - Theatrical Television ake-u characterization Analysis,
Selecting.an Application\of
Make-up,for Specific Medium

- Make-4 Technology
- Maintaining ProdUcts & Supplies

Public S_crvice

Eddeation
, -

Instruc n - Teaching
Couneeling

'- Supervision
- Support Activities

Parks& Recreation - Services ,-AmnSement
- -Recreation

14. LL'ArIs--cpta,

/
-No obviou overlap.

2 1

fi



has become a viable method of earning a -1: ving, ''persons- who are
Q4. ;

'objects in Some cases consider .the elves find artiats, and-a
.

hand-crafting ,

. I

being recognithed

ep such through museum and -gallery exhibits. tp-rafts Is thus an-important pa

the worth"crafts' also has

denotation, and many of the crafta jobs listed in the D.O.T. -a

of the visual arts field.

aseembly-!line types of jobs;% crafts jobs in

those jobs which produce a hand-made product

production.
_

the arts

an industrial

e early-

cluster refer only to

otype deeign

=

The rationale for choosing jobs in both art -end humanities always

to the project goal of broadening student career aspiratids. With the listing

r indUstrial
\

related

of particular joba in each arts field and hwilanities job family, , wewantj students

to realize that starting eithe from particular competencies or intere
A

given field it is possible 'tb work in a broad range of tasks,, of larger

tional areas,: such 'as business o education, and:.Of settings.' In

we attempted to be consistent by Selecting those jobs-which .have a clear rela
, =

_

'-tionship to the central idea of creation;, there is inconsistency in/that makers

usical Instruments are included (except for assembly-line tasks', while_
. .

makers of print-making-equipment or manufacturers of stage lighting equipment,
a,-

as example's --are not- nate& Such an.inconsistency can be excused primarilyir

because koduction of many musical instruments-is enha ced by music competencies
_ - /

d crafta 'competencies on th r f h ere pat.o te work
. _ .

In hUthanitie- we felt .thet

the job titles themselves reveal very little to breist students about some ot the

fmctions perfonled (this .is aled true of .some of the arts job titles but the

arrangement 'according to performance:" prodUction, '-business, and "educe,-
-=

tion" -helpsto clarify the function).

functions performed in each

_the-humanities, by.showing the main

-b list should add Immediately, even if
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-

curSorily, to students undetstanding of- humaiftties occupations Including

fundtfens'assisted in broadening the selection ofliumanities oceupations for

Choosing and arranging particular arts -and humanities occupatione thought

fully.was a beneficial prelude to obtaining apecific information about jobs.

Thu.-complete lls- of-arts jobs, with D.O.T. numbers if existing,- is attached

to thie ±eport.H The "lobs are arranged-within eadh of the- six fields -according

the four working world components. If a career-ladder-exists n a particular ,

group o obs,,the jobs are listed tn descending order and are" so marked. Those.

obs which d- not customatily,require formal educatiunbeYond high school a e

check-marked.

The attached-complete-list of humanities jobs also ±nclüds existing D:O.T.,

ere.. This list indicaces the functions usually .Performed in each -job, the-
.

level of prepaiation gene allY necessary=to obtain the.job, and"whether the job

prOvides an opportunity for.pa -time employment. The-jobs are arranged accor-
,

ding to humanitieS fields and job faMilies-within each field
,



Formal Education
'Beyond High School
Not' Customarily

D O. T . Number Necethsary

Chore graphers 151.028

1. Ballet .

.2.. Modern'dance
3. .Ja.zz dance

4. !Theater
5 'Film'

6 . Television.
7. Night cinb's

8 Folk dance, ense

Dancers. 151.048

1. Billet
/. Modern

Jazz
4.1 -Popular,

Theater
'Film .

7. Televialtin
8, Night. club. en

Dance Notators

1. Notator
2., Reconatructor
3. 'Authgrapher

Musicians

Designers

er aihers

1. Stage Scenery desi
2. Lighting disigher
3. Costume-desigrier

II.Prodtetlon and Applica

A.. Production Management - Aager, -.Dance Company

Camera, Lights; - Sbuftd

Stage Set, Troperties
/

Cos turtles , _Hairs ty les Makeup



, ni. Dance Business'

A., Arts-lusiness anagement: concert management-.

B. Sales

1., Manager', dance studio
2. ,SaleSper oni dancing,

.Pr6fessional Associations

nstruction
18?.168
259.358

and Organiza ons.

p.
Legal and Financier Services

- IV. Dance EducatiOn:

Teaching

1. School, college
2. Private stadios
3. Folk dance societies
4. Ballroom studios

151.028

Co- unity Arts SerVices

1. Lihrary:Service'S

-Dance Therapy

liospitals
2. Clinics
3.- Correctional

_ters and

Dances criti
Dance historians

Government

1. State and regional councils on, the arts
City officers of cultural affairs

,

:utions
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THEATER AND HEDIA

Performance (descending within eaCh;
category)

Actors

'D.O.T. Number

Actor 150.048

Double 961.868

Stand-in 961.868

Entertainers

-Comedian
-Magician
Puppeteer '

159.-046

11

pramgtic Reader- 150.048

StOry Teller-
-

Master of Ceremonies_ 159.048_
to

Impersonator/Mimic-'

...
Hypnotist
Ventriloquist'
Model -297.868'

-

Pho tographer ' s Model

!Artises,Model. 961.868

Barker 342.858'

Show "girl" 159.848
- _

Circus Performers

Clown 159.048

Acrobat 159.248
. .

-Aerialist
. .

Juggler 159.348'

, eThrill Performer
-u

. Ringmaater. -159.368

Stunt Person.
-Fire Eater-. -159.348

2 6

Bormal'Educat on
.

_

Beyond High School
Not Customarily -
.i_
ecessarY_

V
'V
V
4

-



Newspeople/Announcers

Brbadcast Journalist - 131.068

Announcer 159.148
Specia1ized television reporers 963.168
Sportscaster 159.148
Disc Jockey

.1

159.168D. Directors-

TT. WritersandScipt People

Blaywr_ s

Scriptwriters

Screenplay Writer
Continuity Writer
Scenario Writer
Gag Writer
Title:Writer
Reader
-Script Cierk
.Script Assistant

III. Deeigners and-produc-ion people

Designers

--Scene DeSigner
Costume Desikner 1
Lighting,Designer!
Sound Designer

-Art,Director--(motion-p

Backstage Theater

:Technical Director,
,Stage Manager '

AssistAnt Stage Manager

131.088
131.038

131.088

II

969.368
963.368

.142.081

2 7
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Master stage carpenter
Stage settings painter
Grip (stagehand) 964.884
Fly person,' 964,887
Curtain person
'Rigger 962.887
Circus superviéor 964.138

7

Property:master -962.138
Property person 962.887
Prop maker 969.281

Costumer 969.261
Wardrobe MistreSs _346.878
Dresser (wardrobe aftendent)

It

,Master electrician
Lights operator
Master sound rechnician
Sound person

Make-up person
Hair stylist'

C. 'Media Production

.

824.381'
,964.781
194.282-

333.

332.271

:Technical director
Stage ,manager
Cameraperson, 143.062
Motion'picrure equ pment fore an '.962.132

Motion picture-pro ectionist 9 0.382

Film editor 962.288
Film techniCian 976A31
Vault custodian 223.138
Dam clerk 223.387 ,

Film assistants .
976.588

Special effects Person, 962.281

2 8



Master carpenter
Set decorator
Painter
greens person
Grip
Aligger .

142.051
840.381
962.884-
'962.884'.

962.887
Stage/production person 963.168
Property master 962.138
Preperty-person 962.887 :
Prop maker 969.281
Shopper 962.158
Property custodian 223.387

Costumes Supervisor
Dresser 346.878
Wardrobe attendent 346.878

,Caffer 962.132
Studio electrician 824.884-.

Lights technician -962.381
Sound effects person 194.281
Recordist 962.782
Mixer 194',.282.

Re-recording mixer 976.381.
Cutter
Engineer 963.382
Playback person :194.382
Mike operator :963.782
Microphone boom operator 962.884
Audio operators
Make-np'dupervisor 333.271

--Halx-stylist 332.271

2 9



_

IV. Blisiness

A. ,Producers

Producer ,187.168
,flExecutive Producer

Associate Producer
--Assistant Producer If

Theater Businesspeople and Managers

General (business) manager
Production (Company) manager
Publicity director '(Public relatiOns

manager)
Press agent(assistant)'
Advance press agent
Theater manager
House Manager
Box.office treasurer
(Head) usher
Ticket taker

Television and Radio Directors

Program department director
Production manager
News director
Program (production) assistant
Public affairs director
General (station) manager,
Business manager
CoPyright.experr

D.. Agents and Salespeople

'Literary agent (and script rental agent)
'Personal manager '(business agent).
Booking agent
Ticket, broker
TV-Radio Time Salesperson
Sales tanager
TraffiC manager

191.118.,

187.168

=344.878

344.868

963.288-

.191.1l8
_191.118

II

259.158 : '



Education

-25-

A. Teachers and Librarians

1. College or university faculty member
2. Secondary School teacher
3. EleMentary school teacher
4. Adult/communiry education teacher
5. Private acting.teacher
6. Film librarian

B. Writers about Theater and Media

090.228
091.228
092.228
099.228
150.028
100..168

.1. Critic 132.088

2. Research/diasertation writer
3. InstruCtional writer
4 Theatrical biography_writer, ,

5: Research director (motion picture technical 052.088
advisor)

Historian 052.168
/=



Performance and Creation

A. Instrumentalists

1. Solo'perfOrmers

C.

Concert
Television, radio,
Recording studio
Night Club

e. ,Special events

2. Accompanists

MUSIC

a. Recitals
b. Choral Concerts
c. Opera rehearsale
(1. Ballet rehearsals
e. Dance nlasses'
f. Music shows, music theater

g. Night club
h. TelevisiOn,:radio
i. Recording studio

Orèhestral and Band Mudicians

Symphony
.Theatre
Ballet
Opera: .

e. 12o0ular bands and groups

f. Ilecording studio =

g. Radio, television
Chamber music

i. Armed forees bands

Organists and other

a. Organists (pipe

b. Minisier.of mus
c. Other instrumen
d. Carillon

Church MuSicians

and.electric)

aiists (special performances

FormaIlducation
Beyond High -School,
Not Customarily

D.O.T,_ Number Necessary

152.048

3 2
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B. Vocalists

1. Soloist

a. Concert
b. Chamber mUsic
d. _Opera
d. :Music theater, music show
e. Church Soloist

,f. Popular vocalist,

2. Ensemble'

a. Opera chorus
b. Music theater chorus
c. Chamber singers, madr gal
Z. Professional chorUs
e Church choir

Conduc to

1. Symphony and-chamber orchestra
2. Ballet:

T. Opera
4. TV And Radio
5. Schools,- colleges,universities
6. 'Civic7musical organizations
7. Popular-bands
8. Armed forces bands,

D. CompOsers

1. Composers

a., Symphonic, cha- -er, opera-
b. Popular song
c. Commercial jingle
d. Mqtion pictura
e. Music theatre
f.. Music for teaching

152.048

152.048

152.088

Arrangers 152.288

a Orchestrators
b. Copyists

;Librettists
4yricists

II=

1524588

139 OW
130.088



Dancers

-28-

1. Sallet dancer- in ope a
2. Chords dancers in music thee er
3. Dancer inNnight club reviews

De igners in Opeta and Ballet

,Scene ,

Costume
Lighting

II. Production and Application

Production - Performance Manage ent

I. Symphony orchestra,managers
Chords managers

:3. Stage'managers

Sound, LightS,'Technical Equipment Operators

1. Acousticians_,
2., Sound equipment operators
3. Light showoperators
4. Lighting-engineer

C. On Site-R6Cording and Broadcasting

1. Broadcast director
2. Broadcast engineer
3. Camera' person=

4. Announcer
5. Recording engineer

Studio Recording

1. Record producet
2.: Artist and repertoire person
3. Recording engineer
4 Sound person
5. Sound Mixer.
6. Sound and lab engineer

=7: Ilecording machine operator
Micrephone opetator

9. Dubbing machine'operator

Stage Set Properties

Opera'
Ballet
Musical comedy

142.081.

964.158:

194.282

824.381

143.062
159.148
-962:138

962.138
194.282

976.381.
194.782'.

_963.782
962.885
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E. Costumes, Hairstyles, __akeup,

1. Opera
2. Ballet
3. Musical comedy

Musical Technical Services

1. Acousticians

2. Instruent Building and Maintenance:

Customarily.-hand-crafted acoustic inthtruments

. (1) Fretted,string-
(2) Harp
(3) Harpsichord
(4) String (violin)
(5) Brass and Wind

Music instrument repair

730.281

Instruments,customarily p odUced in factories

(1) Accordian
(2) Pipe organ builder, installer, tuner
(3) Brass and wind instruments'
(4) String instruments
'(5) Pianos
(6) Percussion instruments
(7) Fretted instruments

Electronic musical instruments 730.281

730.281

(1) Synthesizer
(2).Electronic organ
(3) Elettric guitar
(4) Electric piano
(5) Electric versions of other Instruments

3. Piano'tuners, organ,tuners

Publishing .

1. Publiáher
2. Music editor .

3. Proof reader
4._ Music grapher
5. Musie engraver.
6. Music copyist

730..381

970.381

152.586 -



III. Music Bus -ess

-3Q-

A. Arts, Business Manag- ent: Concert Management .. 191.118

1, Concert manager
2. Booking-agent
3. Business agent
4. Hiring,contractor.-

B. Sales, Promotion 207.358

1. Salesperson, musical instruments and accessories
2. Sales person, sheet music
3. Sales person, recorangs, tapes/

"
.

.

Professional ASsociations and-Organiza_ ons

Publishing

instrument ManUfacture'

ReCording Industry.

G. Legal and Financial Services

1, Music copyright lawyers
2. Copyrighf-experts
3. Performing and broadcas- rights

Education

Teaching

1. Public School

a. Supervisor
,b. Director
c. Teacher

2. College, conservatory
3. Community music! school
4. 'private,studiot

Music store

organizat
963.288

Ons,

-091.168-:
.152.028



I

B. Commun ty Arts SerVices

1. Museum:Services

Curator, hist rical Instrument
collectiOn

2. Library Services

Institutions,(public, univers ty) 100.388'

Performing:organiiation
c. Music theater
d. Opera'

3. Community,Cul ural A faIrs Coordinator

G. Musie Therapy

1. Hospitals
2. Clinics
3. Correctional instItutions

D. Wr rers about. Music

1. MusiCologists
2. Music critics
3 Program annotators-
4.. Album note writers.

Government. Servides

079.128

139.088
130.088,

11

I. Statearid local councils on the arts
2. City office of cultural affairs
3. :Program monito-
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V1SU ARTS

Commercial'Art+-NIsual Communica -ons

A- IlluStratiOn

I. 7:Illustraor
2. General Illustrator'
.3.: Technical Illustrator-
4. Fashion Artist
5. Cartographer
'6. Cartoonist -,(printed media)

7. Colorer'
,

8. Medical Illustrator
.2. Calligrapher,
10. CoUrtrooth artist
11. Cartoonist:, motion picture,TV

12. Scenic artist
13. Architectural renderer

'Graphic design

I. Graphic desigper
2. Production maprzzr, Iver
3.',DirectOr-art
4. Book desig

Coyer desg.rier

6. Typbgraphc;c
Layout pect.on
Paste-up .per§on
.mechanicals person

C. Printing pro ass

Printer
Compoeitor-
Lithographer

4. -EtCher
Silk screea:printer

6. Screen maker, photograp c Ljrocess

l'hotCengraver
kngraver

9. Music grapher
10. Stripper
11. Color separator

.141.08/

144.081
970.884
141.081
970.381

144.081
144.081

141.161
141.031

141.081

141.081

141.081

979.081

971.281
704.884

979.381
971.381

979.281
970.381

Formal Education
Beyond High-School
Not Customarily
Necessary 74



D±splays and Signs

Manager; displaya
2. Display designer'
3. Display artist
4. Director, merchandising display

and specialties department__ ,

5. -Display.person
6., Display assembler
7. Sigrudesigner
8. Diorama model maker
9. Sign painter',

10. Sign Writer, hand:

-Photography

Photographers

a. Photographer
b. Photographer,
c. Photographer,
d. Photographer,
e. Photographer,
f.- Photographer,

news
commercial
portrait
I.D. bureau
scientific and

biological
Photographer, aerial

h. ,Photographer, finish
I. Photographer, street
j. Photo' researdher
k. Photographer, photoengraver

Photographer, lithographer

2, PhOtbTechnicians ,
,

a. Photo technician'
b. _Film developer_
c.- Copy Cetera per on
d. Photo finisher

Negative cutter & spotter
Photo cheeker And assembler
Photograph,retoucher
Colorist, photography'

142.031-
142.081
142.081
164.168

298.081
739.381
142.081
739.381
970.381
970.081

143.062-
H.

143.382
143,282

143.858

971082
972.382

476.782
979.381
976.886
976.884:

976.687-
970.281

..97Q:381

y.



II. Commercial Art: Product Design

A. Industrial Design

IndustriaLdesigner 142.081

.apmmercial designer _142.081,

Model, maker 149.281
)

Package designer
Industrial rdnderer
Patternmaker. 781.381'

7. Sample-maker 700:281

Agodelbuilder 709.781

:-Designer with Special ies in

a. furhiture 142081
b. cabinetry 660.280 V

c. fixtures 142.081 V

.d. metalwork '142.081' V

e. = musical instruments V

f. jewelry and flatware 142.081

g. , glassware. V

h. tile 142.081 V

I. toys- 142,081, V'
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Textile and Fashion Design

1. Textile designer
2. Cloth designer 142,081 .

3. Screen printer 979.884...

4. Clothing designer: also in fur, 142.081

hats, shoes, handbags .784.884

:Copyist 142.081

Master tail& '', 785.261

.
7, Dressmaker .

785.3617

.8. :Walipaperdesigner; 141.281

'9; Carpet deSigner

ComM.eicial Art: Enyironmental Des

A. Architecture

1. -Arehitect-
-,2. -Draftsperson, architecture
3. 'Renderer; architecture.
4. Architectural 'modeler .

I. .

001.081
001.281
970.281
149.281



Landscape Architecture

Landstape Architect
Draftsperson, landscape

Environmental Designer-
_

019.081
019.281

Urban planners 199.168:

Interior,Designer

Interior designer
Color expert

c. Stage set designer
Miniature set designer

.142.051
141.051
-142.081

.142.001

Two-Dimensional Art

Painter-, 144.081
b. Draftsperson
c. Muralist ,

d. Photographe
e. Printmaker

Calligrapher:-

Three-Dimenaional___Art-
_

_

Sculptnr 148081

Other "Mixed" Media Ar

Experimental:materiaIs artist
Independent film' maker
Computer.4rtist
Media ertist
Experimental ar st



Craftspersons

Craftsperson

'Wood

Clay
c.. Leather
4. Stone
e. -Plastic.

Horn/bone
g. Piber,-

h. Glass-

j.- Print
k. Mis.cellaneous/combined materials

,1. MiOcellaneous/other materials

shell

Crafts

A.., Hand Crafts/Craftspersons and Desi-

Wood DeSign

a. Cabinet'maker
.b. Woodcarver

,Boatbuilder_
d. Wocid sc'ulptor

e. Instrument-maker

Clay Design

a. Ceramicist
b. Potter
c. Tile designer

.

.142.081

Leather Design

Leather worker
Leather seamstress, cust_
Shoemaker, custom
Sandal.and belt maker.
-Saddle end harness maker

789.884

788:In-'

789.781

Stone Design

:Sculptor
Carver
Worker

771.381
771.281



Plastic Design

Sculptor
Jeweler

_ /Bone:/Shell Design

a. Carver ,

b. Jeweler
c. Scrimshaw ar ist

.Ribgr Design

Weaver
:

b. Basket maker
C. Spinner '

U. :Dyer
e. Needleworker
f. Quilt maker.
g. Fabric,printer-
h Macramaist t

Non-Ioot fiber worker
Rug maker ,

,CustOm seamstress

Glass Design

-37-

769.884

a.. Glass blower
b. Glass decorator
,c. Staiaed" glass worker
d.- Mosaicist

Metal Design
, -

772. 281

775 ; 281

142.081 -
779 . 781

a. Silversmith (goldsmith
b. Jeweler

Metal sculptor
Blacksmith'
Enamelist

Printmaking

a. -Bookbinder, hand
b. Small press printer

4 3

740.864



,711. Elstellaneous/Combited Mater

a. Bead naker
b.' Toy maker

Craftis:tools d

12. Miscellaneous/Other-/
/

/,
oral designer

Cand1emaker - //
Paper craftsperbon
Decoupage worker'

B. Teciriica1, Se ine Art

1. Picture fram
2: Mat .cutter,/

3. Fine art printer

Art Education /

TeaChing/

1. FacultY member, collegeor university

2. iteacher,'secondary school
3d.7. Teacher,elementary achool
4. leaCheri.kindergraten
-

5. teacher; nuraery sthodil,

6. ',Teacher; visiting
7. instructor:, vocational,tra n ng

8. Director-, Art-department
. 9. teacher, adult'edUcation

Director, vocational_training

. 11. 'Director, special education
12. Art:supervisor
13. EduCational specialist,
14. Instructor, on-the-job training

090;228
q917-228.

,.692,.281 _

092.228
359;878

-,699-,208

-697.228

097.228
097.118
094.118



Settings

is ;impossible 0 list teaching jobs,by subject, as eleri skill, and
every'possible combination and permutation of skills which appear in 7

these listings, can conceivably be taught. Imetead,; teaching jobs will
be listed'hy setting rather:than'hY subject.

The above can work in:

pre-;,;private or public sch0018
elementary, junior, or senior high
specialized schools
community centers
junior colleges
c011egps
uniVersities

B. Museum Education

Museum educator
Nuseur designer
PUblicatfons specialist
PublicitY-specialist
6nservat

C._-Writers about

l. CriticS
2. -Art reporters

Art reviewers'

trade schools
schools Army bases .

;recreation departmenrs-
'educational T.V..stations
prisons
private studios':
workshops

Art librarians

'Art Therapy_

1. Art therapist
2. :OccuPational therapist
3. Expressive or play-therapist



I. Arts Business and Management

Craf ts ,Management

Arts manager
Director, art/crafte organizations,
government or privatg
Researcher, art/crafts organizations,
government -or private
Adminisrator,art/crafts
organization, governOent'or-private
Public relations viorker,_art/crafts
organization government,or private

Exhibiting and Sales and Promotion

GalleryAirector
Gallery assistan
Private.dealer

4. Collections "advisor
Directbr, crafts center
Directer, Crafts fair

-gersons' agent

8. Artists.' agent

APpraiser
11. Cataloguer

er, retail shOP or gallery

13; Manager, photOgallery,or-stddio
14. Salesperson, art/crafts

15, Salespersot signs and displays
16.. Director, hobby shdp
17. Sales, iMportcrafts
H. Arts, crafts:-supplysalgagerson
19. Designer, ähop or gallery'ekhibits
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eating

A. Literary Writers

Poet
2. Novelist:
3. Short story writer
4. Essayist
5. -fiction writer
6.

.Non
Biographer

7. Playwright .

8. Scriptwriter for radio, TV, film
9. Librettist

10. Lyricist for music

nalistic Writer

Social Commentator
2. Political comMenta or
3. News reporter
4. Feature writer.
5. Humor writer
6 ArtsiCritic

a. Theater

d. usie
' Visual Arts
.Architecture and design.

g. Books and other publicat ons
Special reporter
a. Sports
b. human relations
c. home-related topics
.d. social events
e. hobbies
f.' travel
g. financial topics

governdental topics
News analyst

9. Editorial writer

Specilalized Writers

n,
-0.

0.0,T, N

130.088
130.088
130.088
1,30.088-

er

152:688
,131.088-'

_14.088
139.088'

-Formal Edgcation
-Beyond-High-Schoo1-'
Not-CuStomarily

132.068
132.268-

132.268,-

-139..988

132..088
132.688 .

132.088
132.088

132.088
-132.268

concerns of special grouPs
health topics
community and public affai
puzzles, games
headlines, captions
obituaries
arts
edupation

131.066'..

132.088
adid a .T17)'

L. Advertising copywriter. 132.088
. ,

(newspaper,magazine,radio,TV, other advertisements)
. Public relations writer- ' --- _ .

(

165.068_
, .

(newspaper,/ other media releases, articles placed in trade journals
or publications sponsored by a particular company or organiZation)
Technical writer

,

(ComparW news releases,advertis
articles, grant proposals)

ents,

139.288
sales.materials, journal.

.1
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Educational Writer, ,

az texts and other Instructional materials

b. journals and other media
reference publications
1. Lexicographer

. 2. Endyclopedia research worker

5. Greeting card and otherAhessage writers .

Game creators

II.. Ed torb

A. .Liter oks and journals)

I. Chief editor
2. Editor
3. Editorial assistant
4. Manuscript reader
5. Copy Editor
6. Index Editor
T. Proofreader

'L

132.088
109.288

132.068
132.288
132.288 ,

132.288
132..388
209.688 ,

Journaliam (newspapers, magazines, --radio

1.' Managing Editor, all media 132.018 .

2. Specialized editors, all media

a. editorial pages or TV/radio time 132.038

U.S _or international news editor. 132.038

c. specialized department editor -132.038

d., photography and film editor, 132.288

3. Editorial assistant 132.288

4. Rw±itepeson 132.288

5. Copy editor 132.288'
.

6. Proofreader
209;688,

C. Specialized writing

1. Advertising editor.
2: Public,relations editor, rewriter

3. Technical editor
4. Editor for eduCational materials

5. Editor, copyreader for greeting cards and

measages
6. Proofreader for all_special writing

,7. Game reviewers

II Business-and Management Occupations

A. Literary Agent for manuscript bale

1. Book, fnagazine,and newspaper,sales
2.- Sales to TV, film and radio.

132.038

139.088

209.688

191.118

Promotion agent for speeches and other ublic media'appearan s

_



Legal-counse17-for-copyright, -publication -contracts,

liability in content og written material

:Technical/producation Occupations'

1. Production supervisor, all media
2. Art supervisor, all media
3. Printers, film or videotape reproducers

Finished product sales

_ 141.081
141.031
973.381

1. _Book store distributor and retail market sales
2. ,,Film/TV distribUtion
3. Newspaper syndicated column d stribution

Educator :about Writing

TeaChers-of literature, journalis_

_289.358

specialized Writing:090,228 C011eger .

univerSity):.

secondary).-

Librarians

Critics, rev ewe
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,

ES OCCUPATIONS

hart

=-necessary fo theocàupation

=- might be nee's ary,for the
occupation

Six:digit number in left hand column 7:-source.
_

is 12-4---StiPronal Titles

Note: 'ConSUlting, Interpreting, Librarianship and Criticizing are all

----na-_ wly-defined for-the-purposes of this chart.

Consulting: seeking or giving profeaSional advice for a fee,

tether than the day-t -day con ultation Which goes
_

on between People who Werk together,

Interpreting: refers to that skill which enables a person

.
repeat words,spoken in One language in,another language.

Translating- toe,is%used onlY as it applies to languages..

Libreria ehiprefers" to that group-of skills Which mark the profesaionaI

librarian rekher than reference skills which

11 humanities cupations.

zing: refers only to that skill by which arts critics eatn
-

their livelihood rather than the skills involved in the

processes of critical thinking



OCCUPATIONSIN EDUCATION

%ORATION--

College and University

090.118 Academic dean

Alumni secretary'

Dean of students

Dfrec.tor extension work

Finanr.fai aids officer

" President, educationa1 institu-

tion

090.168 Department head

Dire tor of admissions

Director of StUdent affairs.

" Director suimer sessions

Registrar

,z m SChelirship counselor

090.228 Faculty .mem4er

Instructbr, ,extension. work'

,

leacher, techerst college

090.999 Graduate assistant

045.108:Residence counsclpr

tt

:.FcTIoN OR SKILL
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NECESSARY
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EDDCATIO,

FUNCTION OR SKILL,

,

PREPARATION

,NECESSARY

!

g w m -, ,i

0
.r1 bB 44 .v, 1 f-i I.1

00._g°04-1 ._ geta.__,,o--00,_ : _ :''.,,L9 0 ow .
0

I. o' ..
, g .

ri.

I-0 0 H d ;II:
r.0 4

t0 A U 1-1 ri 41 0 14 N A Ti. -0
li 0!, r.

d U 0: H 00 t4 4.1 .0-' Id .1.i ;rt.. H t-, .! ti) HH rl Q. I. 0 0 w ''' 0 . 0> 0
'

1 .

0 1 0 0 orl 'rl 0 F -;-, 4 ,0 0. - ,Y
g g ,Ili ..4 'i a.

E4 1g A: p 1) H H, 4 LY U -41

099.108 Foreign sttidenf adviser

166.168 Director of placement

166.268 Loan counselor

Placement officer

Affirmative adtion officer

Elenenar

045.108 Counselor

Director of guidance,

' FOchologist, school

045.118 Director of guidanWin public

'-schoo1S

195.108- Skial worker school

091.118 Pr,pcipal

Headmaste

Superintendenti chugs

091.228 'Educational therapist

.094 118 DiTecror, special edkation

H094.228 Teachers blind



OCCUPATIONS IN.EDUCATION

F CTION OR SKILL
44,

ri

0
CO

0

01

0 04 t-1

01

0 ai Ig10,r1W0t1DM
65

44 01 III 0 N 94. 'I P40 40 U +4 ri 4.1 1.1
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Fl g .4 LI 3 41 (.7 H H P4 0 0 4

PREPARATION

NECESSARY

It

Teachtr,. handicapped

Teacher, mentally, retarded

099.118 Director, educational program

If
Supervisor, education--

7

099468 Audipvisu

Director

specialist

_xperimental schools

Educational_snecialls.

Governes

099 2 8. Tutor

Instructor, correspondence school

:Teacher aide

-Secondary only

091.228 ..Teacher

Department head

Elementau ony

092.228 Teacher, elementary ,

Thither, ki0ergart.en



OCCUPATIONS IN .EDUCATION - 4

Other

099.288 Teacher, adult education

School librarian

Occupations related in siplilarity of

training to those in education:

Counseling '

Personnel'workers (DOT 166.088-.168)

---t#loyment-counseliff(DOT-0457I08 afid ,

166.168-268). ,

Rehabilitation counselors (DOT 045.108)

(All omitted because setting is not:

education)

Director, Education (DOT 166,118,.228)

Ior a service br industry

FUNCTION OR SkILL

3

0

PPERRAT1ON

NECESSARY

5"
W

0
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U 0
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t71
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0
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0
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OCCUPATIONS IN HI TORY

OCCUPATIO

052.088 Historian

Ceneologist

.Historian, dramatic arts

052.038 Director, state historical society

152.168 Direct re a ch (movies)

01 101 168 Archivist

Note. In history and the following social

science occupations, a limited number

of opportunities also exist for

researchers, writers, and editors for

special projects and professional

publications. These positions require

an educational background in the field

plus appropriate writing or research

skills.

FUNCTION OR SKILL

g Q

0 0# 0
0. to .ri v
Li till 0 A 00
0 1:0 40 g 41 .ol
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PREPARATION

NECESSARY
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OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

,OCCUPATION

ANTHROPOLOGY

055.088, Anthropologist

Anthropologi t physical

Anthropologist cultural,

055.088 .fttheologist

052.381
1

H ,

I. 055.088 'Ethnologist

Ethnehistoriao

Visual anthropologist

Linguist

:Descriptive linguist

Comparative,linguist

059.088 Philologist

Applied anthropflogist

Urh.an anthr pologisi

g (11

0 0. I-I
T1 DOH. ,-,
,u Ng4 a.cla agH0gNPg g0u0H0

b044.1 ii .rivw01,1.14
g U0H01)4 "4J 0 14 ri 4.1 H
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-PREPARATION
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OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE - 1

ECONOMICS

050,088 Economist

4

Agricultural economist

Financial economist-

Industrial econoMist,

to .

11
1 Tnternational 'economist trade

Price economist,

Regional economist

Tax economist

Market rearch 'analyst

Market research worker.

050.118 ManpoWet4 search:and planning

director

FENCTION OR SKILL
1"

Co

g 0
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OCCUPATIONS IN'SOCIAL SCIE CE

DCC _ATIO

FUNCTION OR SKILL
ON
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C 0
0 A. eq
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(t1 til E : 4-1 /4 c 0 4=1 XI00'0014t014094$4044H gc4V.3N041.ZUU A

PREPARATION

NECESSARY

CEOGRAPHY

029.988 Geographer

II

It

Physa1 geographer

EconoMic g _grapher

Polftical geograpber

_____41egionalgeographer---

SociaLgeogapher

Urban geographer

Cartographer

Map Librarian

POLITICAL SCIENCE

05L088 Political spien6.st

II
Intarnatidnal relations

apecialisi ,

Directori polling or opinion survey

Legislative Aide

66



OCCUPATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE - 4

T.

_OCCUTATION _________

SOCIOLOGY

054.088 Research worker, social welfare

If
Sociologist

Criminologist

IndustrIal sociologist

1/47
I Penologist

Social pathologist

Urban sociologist

Demographer

,Organizatiaal sociologist

Family sociologist

IntergroUp sociologist

Political sociologist

Industrial sociologist

Medical sncologIst

Religion sociologist

_

Sociological methodologist

Director, polling or opinionsurvey

FUNCTION _OR SKILL " PREPARATION

NECESSARr-
o
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OCCUPATIONS IN IAGUAGE

PliNCTION OR EIJI

0

Z
0

W

4.1 e4 04

00' .a ov
)4 o 44 a:0 0.0

u W H ovto
4,ita,r1W001.1r-raiWU0WN

'400101-1ri'0'0,140.r10bONg U UW gl W LJ

ctl Ea rLC 0 4 ri

0 41 'Z1 0 1-1 W.' 0 7-1,

F 4.p E4 .14 44 u'o

059.088. .Philologis

Ety6logist
,

Scientific Linguist

inriEg.tilg a

7

137,268 'Interpretir.

137.288 Translator-

Niseellaneous

131.068 Writer, :pews or script, foreign

199.288 Cryptanalyst

39

PREPARATION

NRCESSA.RY
,



OCCUPATIONS IN LAU

IEEE!

110,108 Lawyer

" Lawyer, criminal

110,118 Claim attorney

District attorney

In urance attorney

Lawyer, Admiralty

Lawyer, patent

Lawyer, probate

.lioyer, real estate

Title attorney

Solicitor, city or state

"

Tax attorney

. Lawyer, music copyri

963:288 Copyright expert

B r examiner'

FUNCTION, OR SKILL

H
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OCCUPATIONS:IN LAW - 2,

ligat

111.108Judge

111.118 Magistrate

Other

119.118 Appeals reviewer

119.168 Patefit agent

If Title supervi or

119._ 8 Law clerk

Title examiner

'100J68 Law librarian

Paralegal

,Cccupations related to 'jurisprudence:

Legislator DOT number)

Legal seOretaty,(201.368)

Court reporter ,(202.388)

FUNCTION OR
PREPARATIO

SLILL .
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or,
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,OC(UPATIONS IN UUSEUif WORK'

CCUPATI-

FUNCTION OR SKILL

,

_

PREPARATION

N4CESSARY
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Diretor

Registrar

102..118 Curator

Assistant CUrator

,102.381 Museum Technician

Conservator ,

Oioramis

Preparator

, Taxidermist

Ceramic restorer

102.381 Restore lace & textiles

109.281 'Armorer te'chnician

gucational directoi,

Instructor guideS

109.118 Spervtsor, historic sites

, 109 288 ,Researeh. assistant
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40.

2'OCCUPATIOiT5 IN RELIGION

120.108 Clergyperson. minister: priest, rabbI

.Nissi nary

,

.19 au Director of religious schvities

irector, religious education

120.208. parish worker

Religious brother m sister

!Church or temple administrator

edkational requirements differ according
to order joined, most require high school

77

PI1NCTION OR SKILL
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OCCUPATIONS IN 11ST0Rli

and CRITICISMS OF THE ARTS

OCCOPATI

FUNCTION .OR SKILL
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ART

Ae
,

hetician

Art hist rian,

Folklo_i t

100.168, Art librarian

132.088 Art critic .

MUSIC

Ausicologist

'Music libtariaiv

132.088 Music critic

MIRE

052.688 Historian dramatic arts'

132.088 Drama critic

MEDik'

100.388. Music librarian radid).

100.388 Music .librarian internat '1 broackast.

100.168 'Film lihyarian

132.088 Movie critic

TV critic
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. ARTS AND HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONS:
A DISCUSSION OF'OBTAINING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

Back to those 100 exotic 'dancers needed in Nebraska: whil'it is not
.

-impleto dbtain acdurate occupational information for any climplex cluster;

-there are'particular difficulties.for arts and humanities. Firstt of alL Bureau

of Census data and BureaU of Labor Statistics 'data are arranged-in categories

whieh do not lend themselves to eaay identification of all the jobs in

1

revised arts and humanities clusters, nor dn such sources include appropriate

breakdowns of jobs within fields. Fu in the arts and, humanities clusters,
'1

contrary to industrial fields, there few single-employers of large nuMberd of

people from whom.it is possible to g6tain accurate informatiOn regarding career

ladders, career.. lattices, Salary aáales, and peoplepowet needs projections. We

have examined government publications commercial pUb*ations.(such as Science

Research Associates' Occupational Briefs), and responses to le__ers of inquiry

sent to over 300 professional organizations.(including unions) to obtain certain
-

kinds of. occupational data,which will be discussed in later sections of thiS

paper.: Additional data'is being collected 'for presentation in 'the Student Re-

,source Book on. Arts and Humanities Occupatiphs to b_ published in 1976

As the sources,of information are examined, TERC's pr ect staff eValuates

each fori_ts'merits in-providing data for our nvrposes Of occupational analysis,

also as references tot) recommend in subsequent project products for teachers, .

co- selors and students. An example of these,p eliminary evaluations.prepared

-by the ftbject H: anities Specialist,includ some of the following comments:-

1:2upational Outlook Handbook,.puhlished hy the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
has been a'major source,A3ecause.it is more up-to-date than most other
sources; it,.contains,more of theinformation required for TERC's project'

Chan_do other sources and the write7ups are,generaily clear and acturate.
The bibliographies list the majOr professional associations which can he
contacted for further information.
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Science_ Research A6aociates OccuRational Briefa contain separate, ar
,ticlea on vatioUs occupations; butthey, covet mote oCcupations than does
the,gcsmatidnal Outlookilandboek. -On:the othat hand, the briefs ate
up-dated only periodicallyAnsteadrof every two_years -- some of them
date:back as far\es 1969 whichmay explain the occesionalinaccuracies-
Their bibliographies have'been very helpful in locating further soUrces.
'ofinformation, by'listing both ptofessional associatiens and career
publications.

, 1 i

Chronicle Guidande_Publidations Osaationa,are also up ated
only periodically, but most seem to,have.been published in 1973and.
1974, instead of many in 1970.as la the case with SRA. The biblio-

/-

graphiep list career publications and in many cases the listp are

extensive.

Cateer Publications are generally brochures or pdhphlets. _Often Rqbllah d

b-Y the professional essociatiorrfor a particular field. ample tAlea

lare: Careers:in Geography_from the Associetion oArican Geogr4hers;
Foigign Lansuagee and Careers'froMthe Modern Language Associationletc.
While pot all professional associationa.Oub/laii sudh pamphlets, those
that have been reviewed are very,usefulegenerally the informetion

very,specific-about requirements for-d\types of occupations in that

particular field-. For some.reaeob there ia.,an especially large fun

of such ctreer publications<filithe field:of%foreign lat4guages. Some

associatious, heYe beencandid in-informing us that the ublication is

out-nf-date,'usually-it-respect to job projections ard salaries.'

Career BookS refers to the Severaleeries of book.o careers'in various

eccupations. Of the ones reviewediby project 'Staff, =he series published

by-Richards Ropen Press seems best.forthe'humanitie clustet, as the

bOOke-cover much-Of the required infortatien and are usuallY fairly] ,

recent.. Other series are published by Julian Messne (although oub4shed
reCently, these:books tend to be rather general and:peraonal to be o1T,

great usetothe project), Henry Z. 14.41.ek (much of,the,information,in,
these books.is too obiand too general to be very helpful), and E.P.

Dutton (only one becikin this series reviewed thus far; although out

of Aate, 'some information about the field was useful.) Another areal, of

career books are those which describe a field iri general rather than

specific-jobs; these are more.useful for staff than as potential resou ces
Jkfor teechers counselors and Students.

8 2
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In discussing these sourees of information the,staff Humanities Specialist

.pointed out inaccuracies and problems with datedness. All other staff specialists

report the same difficulties. The Music-Specialist, in checking job projections

for piano tunersfor instance, found that Chronicle Guidance Publications

continues to make available a 1971 Occupational Brief 1/424 stating that "There

is a large demand for piano,tuners at this time." and elaborating on "Making a

r

considerable amount of money." The-1974-75 editiOn of 0ccupational Outlook,

Handbook p. 450, reports that "little growth in the number of piano tuners.

is expected through the mid-1980's." The Piano Technicians Guild in an Undated

information sheet which we received in NoveMber, 1974, reports, "Recently, much

misleading information has appeared in the newspapers conveying the idea that

there exists a severe shortage of piano tuners. This is not true." The Ateri-

can Music Conference printed Career 0 ties in MusIc in 1966, and regrets

not having funds to update the salary figures and job projections; the 1966

publication, which is being distributed tostudents upon request, states that

A
"there is room,for more well-trained tuner-teehnicians." The Complete Course

in Electronic Piano Tur1Lg- by Floyd A Steven's (Chicago: Nelson-Hall CO, 1974),

makes such comments as " :.fewer than 100 persons a year are entering the piano

servicing field." ". .piano experts often exteed the income of most other pror

fessionals who require lengthy college training.. This book then estimateS

the nbmber of pianos in America (10 million) and:the number of full-time tuners

(3,000), implying that because the people employed can't possibly tune all those.

pianos, America could use.lots 1ore,technicians and therefore, everyone should

ipuy the book and go out and tuae pianos.

The obvious reason,for,bias in the last mentioned source makes it easyto'

to temper the projection, but bias, contradittion and datedness in wri ien
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sources of information mandated that the staff talk personally with practitioners

in the arts and humanities occupations. Although, as the Humanities Specialist

points out "much of thejnformation may be so tied to the Practitioner's

specialty and personal experience that it is not applicable to the field as a

whole, these IntervIews have been a major source of informa ion about career

lattices (bUt not ladders), Job satisfaction', and Value considerations."

Because the revised arta and humanities scheme infcludes over 1,000 jobs in

both'clusters we are necessarily restricting our-interviewing to people holding

jobs or performing work will& represents various aspects Of a,particular field.

To show many facets of all the fields within each cluster, we are interviewing

-
people who perform work or hold jobs that: 1) employ large numbers of people,

2) have_grawing numbers 0; can be con idered an emerging occuPation 3) are
\

entry level but have advancem nt opportunities, 4) are entry level without

advancement possibilities, 5) a e highly visible, 6) are not visible, 7) have

high change-of-setting or career .lattice possibilities, 8) require traditiOnal

preparation, 9) pan be successfully performed -ithaut such,prepara ion, 10)

exemplify either free-lance and thus unstable income or relatiVely stable in-

come. Most of the interviews are being:Conducted personally in the Boston area

for reasons of economy, but other personal interviews'are being conducted in.-

,

New. 7ark, Washington, D.C,,-and the Southwest and California; A questionnaire

form of the interview schedule is being mailed to practItioners in-dther parts

4--
the countryto obtain further geographic distribution. Each interview

schedule,or questionnaire has tabs adapted to fit the respondent. but basic,

questiona Were evolved by the project staff in Order to design an instr_ ent

which could be

Of q estions

adaptable for -all arts and humanities practitionera. The kinds

adapted _pr an "educ tional researcher,in crafts") are:

8 4
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To help students understand some of the details of a job _ d like you to
reapond to-specific questions about your job (work),

A. JOB DESCRIPTION

1. ,First, ifyou had to give your job a title, or if Someone has already

given it a title what would that be?

2. How long have you been an educational researcher in craft_

Is your ppsition one which you created, or is'it one which-existed
before you held it?

4. 'Have you changed the na ure and scope.of your post ion? If yes,how?

5. What product or service results f om yoUr being'an educational reSearcher

in crafts?

SUPERVISION VS. AUTONOMY

For whom do you work?

7 As an educational researcher in crafts, do you feel that you generallY

have a great Leal of autonoMy, independence, freedom, some, or very
little?

TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

What 4Ifferent kinds of teaks and activities are-you likely to do

during your,working time?.

9. B7eyond the time that you spend working, what kinds bf activities
clo-you participate-in that enhance your being an-edUcational researcher

:in crafts?

How much time per week'do you spend in these actiVities?

. TDE

11. ts your, time flexible, for daily working hours? for vacations?'

GEOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS

12. -In-what particular geographic areas are there likely to be

concentrations of educational researchers?' .

high

13. Can educational researchers in crafts obtain work equally success-

fully in rural and suburban areas,-as in urban areas?

8
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B. QUALIFICATIONS

REPARATION

14. Let's talk for a minute abeut your preparation. What was your formai

education?

15. Was your educational background in any sense a conscious preparation
for your job as an educational, researCher in crafts? .

16. Do you have an internship or.apprenticeShip or any oh-the-job training
for this job?.

17. To What exten are'yoU self-taught?

18. Has your working experience always been related to your present fielei

If not, could You tell me abott jobs and other kinda of.experience
you've had?

IDEAU PERSON FOR YOUR JOB

19. If you were to hire someone for the job that.you hold or if you wanted
to pass On the traditionof being an eduCational,researcher inerafts
to someone,,what would the qualities and qualifications of that person be?

, 20. What would,the preparatiOn be ideally?

21. What talents or abilities Would/this Ideal person have?

22. What about specific skills andicompetencies?

23. What kinds of pe=tsona1ty characteristics would.you

24 Any-particulariphysical eapabilities?

JOB ACQUISITION --/Career Ladders.

looking io

--
Students are interested in the process of how people obtain work, and/also,

t ey won& about the question of advancement -- which coulc1mean advancing:

.in income, or advanoing'inzresponsibility,:or advancing-in freedom\from

outside influences or advancing in "quality." TheSe.next. questionsattempt

to provide us with A better understanding Of how a-person Obtains.work as'

an e uCational researcher in drafts,.and hew, a.person advances .

do y u and othe with your job Obtain work?

26. 'pid your'last.j. b lead to this one? Lto

What'other jobs might your present job,lead

8 6
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What constitutes advancement?

29. Are there any particular reasons why people might not ge, work'or
advance as ameducational researcher?

What other jobs cnnld you be doing with your background?

As society dhanges fields and jas dhange, of course. We don't want
to write materials forstudents, teachers,and counselors about arts
and humanities occupations whidh may be outdated even before these
materials readh the schools in a coUple of years. So we'd like to learn'
your viewsabout the'future.

31.- For instance, what do you.think is the general outleok through the
next five Years for,people whb-are educational- researchers in:crafts?

What changes do you foresee in t enty years?

Do you see any new occupations or sources of income emerging in
the future?

34. What-fActors affect dhange d or growth in the field of educational
research?

0
,

.While there are many aspects about jobs whidh interest students, one is
probably an interest common to all Students -= from One viewpoint or,
another and that is income, so we haveia feW questions which focus

on this subject.

,
35. Does the major po A_on of-your-annual inco

as an educational researcher in crafts?

result from your work

36. :If "n " or at n11," what percentage does_ approximately?

-37. If "no" or "not at,all" how do you supplement your income as

an:edutational researcher?

38. Is the income from being an educe ional re earcher in crafts a s ab e
income.

39, What factors coulciaffect:yourancome as an,educational researcher?

40. Yoiiig people might be intereated in knowing how different people.in
arts and humanities occupations are paid, for example, by anlannual:

salary, by a negotiated detinission per piece of work, by the hpur,
or by some other standard. :

are you paid as, an educational resea _er in cra ts?

_owdoes this affect your

.ffaw.



INFLUENCES ON CAREER CHOICE

Since the students we are concerned with are in grades 7 through-12, they
will be Interested in the TrOcess by Which people make decisions about
entering a field or a particularjob within that field. This.nexteet
of very important, questions-will help us to help students Understand.'
how career decisions are pade. There are typically seven or eightjaetora
which either determine or influence a person's 'career choice..

41. The first factor is the role of parents. :How did your parents
:influence you in entering:the field of educational researdh?

42. What about, the role of other adults whom you knew personally?

43. Some people Were influenced In entering a field byheroes, whom
theY may-not have known Personally, or by sone,iMage of the field.
Were they a force in your entering the field of\educational research?

ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES

44. Did you participate in either high school or college extracurricu ar
actiVities related to the field of educational research?

Did these activities play a major role in your entering the field

for a career?

45. Were there other particular experiences which led you into the

field of educational, research?

SETTING OR WORK ENVIRONMENT

-46. What-was the importance of setting-or work env ronment to you when

-entering the field'of educational,reSearCh?

OTHER FACTORS

47. Were there any other factors which-influenced your entering t

UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS

48. When you committed yourself to the field of--educationalresearch,
did you have any notionsaboutthat field thatproved to be un-
realistic?

FACTORS LEADING TO PARTICULAR- JOB

49. We've been talking about the field
Earlier, I waslearning about your
in crafts. It would be helpfulto
led you particularly to_Working as

8 8

field?

of educational research just now.
job as an educational-researcher
know if there were factors.which
an educational researcher in crafts.
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JOB SATISFACTION

In:grades 7 through'12, students are exploring themselves, hopefully, and
are interested in the feelings, of people AbOut jobs to help. themselves

'matdh their own feelings in this exploration Arocess. :So we would like
to know how you feel About being an educational researeher in crafts,

, For example, What satisfies, you and what dissatisfies you?

50. What is the most satisfying thing About being an educational
researdher in crafts?

51. What about the least satisfying?

52. 1Jo you think.these feelings are shared by most educational
researchers. In crafts?-

H. ADVICE FOR STUDENTS

In thinking about'entering and advancing in arts and humanities careers,
and your job in particular, what:advice wuuld you have for a student who
is conaidering entering this occupational area?

53. Leestalk about the field of educational researdh fi st.

54. Now, how about advice for students who might be or should be
considering educationalresearch In crafts. What particular

advice do'you have?'

I. CONFLICTS

55. Students,will be interested in the-kinds of'conflicts they may
encounter in the,field of educational research. -We would appreciate
your suggesting some conflicti that people in your field may have,

to deal with.

Responses to aome questions are reported in the sec ions his paper .on

7Career Ladders and Lattices" and\"Job,Projections." As indicated, information

from practitioners Will be reported\fully in,the Student Res urce Book, to be

published in 1976.
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III-

ARTS AND HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONS
A DISCUSSION OF CAREER LADDER AND-LATTICE POSSIBILITIES.

'While it is regrettable that each section of this working paper on arts and

humanities occupational analysis begins with pointing out problems, that is a

.reality of, the working world of arts and humanities. In considering career

ladders and lattices in each.cluster for 'yet another example of Problems one

must be ware of-the idiosyncratic nature (wi h some few exceptions) of the

occupations. Even in those occupational,areas where a career ladder can be

clearly defined on Paper,.., th practItTbners gum it up by jumping fifteen rungs

in two 'days; or slipping ou_ of a hierarchical setting into a totally amorphous

One; er quitting the hand production of an: art object to set up a corporation

with designers; production workers accountants, and sales-People; or holding

three different jobs, only one of which may involve, a recognizable career

ladder; or creating fmctions which never quite existed before; er performing

in one job while continuing to become-prepared fo- another.

Such gumming up is not, _f course, dona,Purposely to confound the nation

of career ladders and lattices. The gumming may result from the nature of the

beast (whether One refers to an arts or humanities field,or to the practitioners)

. Or from sources (or non-sourcei ) of financialsuppert, or from the horrendously

rapid shifts,in public opinion, or froM custom or attempts to overcome'traaition.

AlJlough TEEC's, does not pinpoint the reasons far lack of clarity

In ladaers and latticea,,we -ill surely point out-in materials for students,

those areas in whichhierarchy and st ucture exist and these fields and occupa7

tions where such leaders as' do exist are set in sand. Our:preliminary report
'

on career ladders fellows arraged fer arts according to the six dieciplines,

and for humanities by job families. Redundancies among sections,of the report

:have: not been eliminated, for these tautologies reflect the Conditions which

exist'from field tO field.
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A. Qareer Ladders and La tices in Dance Occupations-

There arerwo principal areas ofwork for dancers:- education,and

performance. -The settings-for education are the private studio, the college

university, the specialized secondary school, and rarely, the public school.

Thesettings for performance ate generally: bellet, modern dance; and-jazz..

-dance companies, as well, asfree-lance work for Broadway shows, theater, films

'and television. A featured soloist with a company may also pursue a free-lance

solo careet,_making gtiest appearances . with other Companies. Another setting for

:free-lance work is the night club, dinner theater, or supper club and even

'"burlesqUe' theaters.

In.botheperformance and education, the nature of advancement, pr career

x

ladder, is determined by the setting. A dancer-working in a company ? college,

universIty, school, or troupe is working under a hierarchy which provides the

Career ladder. _A dancer -o_king in a free-lance si uation must,- in a sense,

'build his or her own career ladder, -since there is no established. hi -rarchy.-

In the area-Of performance there see-:-- to be ca general life-long progression:
,

from atudent, to performer,in a company or troupe. , to featured soloist, to choreo-

.

grapher and teacher. Traditionally, f_ -claasical ballet and Modern dance the'

.sruderit period begins very early andlasts very long.' For a serious professional

.dancer, the study of dance often begins as early as age Seven,.and continueg to

the early twenties, indeed, never stops. Even the most accomplished Ballet dancers

take claSses with rheir companies This same kind of rigorous daily -ractice and ,

continuous study is common'to all performing arts.

9 1
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-Theperforming part of a dan career is often quite short as compared

_th other performing artists. :While there arenotable exceptions, in- general

the daneer does.not perform past age fifty, and many dancers-cease perfor ing

as-early as thirty. Dancing professionally requires the athletic energy and

physieal suppleness of well trained young- people.

The career of a dancer is net over when he or she is throueh performing,

however. Many.dance s continue to train other .dancers,.or establish new companies,

studioa, or sdhools Also, the years of dancing experience are the best

preparation for choreography, so the experienced dancer often extends a career'

by directing others in thecreaCien of new_dance forms,,as well as the training

of new dancers.-

For many dancers---orking free-lance, the job ladder is.merely a progression

from job to jet). They muat audition for every job they want, and there is no-

guarantee of how long the job will:last. In the case of- aBroadway show, for instance,

the dancer hired for a show takes a-risk. -If the show is a "flop" he or she is Out

of work:again; if the -how isa success, then the employment can be long term. A

successful performance can often lead to another job offer, or.anothe audition for

another show in this highly competitive world.

Similar in its free-lance nature is the highlOcompetitive world of dancers

working in-large _ighrclubs and other enter ainnient 'establishments. These jobs,'

/., .

are often -."4dadTends" for dancers although a dancer with- some other talent, such

ai acting, could be "discovered" and begin a neW caree in film ot

The keen competition and the-haphazardness of the free-lance career ladder are,

i pediments for entry and advancement zxcept to dancers with a high degree of

competency and great dedication to the field%

9 2
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Dancers do-not have to belong to companies or perform in staged productions.

Many are teachers. The setting- in which the teaching-occur- determines the

structu e of the career ladder._ DanceA.s taught in private s udios, in colleges,

and universities and sometimes in public schools

In the public school se ting, dance Is commonly taught in the-physical

education:department. In this situation, it is sometimes necessary for .
the dance

teacher to build a career ladder by Creating a demand for-a full dance course,

which means cOnvincing students, parents, sdhool principals,_ fellow teachers -

and finally the,Schnol board of the worth of such a program in order to advance

in one's career;

Similar problems exist in colleges and universities, but Jtere dance

departments do exist, the career ladder is the traditional one for faculty members

in thobe settings.

The private Stud 0Aance teacher Can perceive advancement in a career to be

sicquiring mote students, higher fees, or A job teaching in a bigger and better

.dance studio:.

'The career ladder for the dance therapist is alsb one which Often has'to 'be

built. A dance therapist interviewed, by TERC project staff'had a maste- degree

in motor therapy and was working:as:a lo- paid-ward attendant in a state hospital.

-
She later advanced to assistant occupational therapist. She described her strategy

/

as,this: enter a state.hospital on any level possible, then try-to demonstra e

the effeetivenes6 of dance therapy by Working with appropriate -Patients, and

next/attempt.to'develop: a full-fledged dance therapy program at the hosPital: This
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-trategy requires that a considerable amount of salesmanship has to be used by

the dance therapist to convince doctors and hospital staff of the effectiveness

,of this form of non-verbal therapy with certain kinds of patients. The

strategy is necessary since very few hospitals have programa which-include the

.non-verbal forms of therapy. in hospitals where positions exis_ ance therapists
.

typically begin-as assistants, advance-to-therapists-and-then to ichief therapists

depending on the structure of the hospital or clinic.

Horizontal Movement Dance Careers

Most professional dancers receive training in three styles: classidal ballet,

Modern dance, and jazz dance Diversified training-gives A dancer:the opportunity to

select the style he is most suited for. It also alloWs dancers to take different

kinds of performing jobs, such as Broadway_shows or television specials, or

ballet performances. This lorm of lattice movement in dance involves little

change of activity-or setting.

Another possibility for lattice movement in dance occupations. is that4q

going from performing to education. Movement into education from performance often

_requires additional course k for_ certification and degree attainment_which is

not,normally part of the performer's training.

Dancers from education and performance ar as may, with further training on

the graduate level, . enter dance.therapy.-

Folk dancers can branch-into ethno-musiOology and other aspectsof sociology

involving the oulturaI background of the danceS with which they work.

Horizontal, or-lattice, movement in dance occupations must often be the result

Of a creative effort on=the part of:the individual in much the same\way as the

.aforemention-d careek ladder strategy of the dance theraPist; in trsatility

of dancing style and borough training will help a d

9 4
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Career Ladders and Lattices in Music Occu ations

The concept of career ladders in the sphere of music raises questions re-

garding 1) the nature of "advancement," 2) the role of Chance in career develop\

ment, 3) the fact that careersan be complicated arrangements of many types of

jobs, and 4) systms exist in mnic that obscure the shape of career ladders.

There are, -f course, iden_ifiable career ladders-in music. These usually

exist under a corpora e structur-d such as a symphony orchestra ori academic in-

stitution. In very.g neral term there are three possible kinds of ca-ler

ladders: the corporate structure'1' the free-lance or self-employed musicians;

and a coMbination of the first two, a free-lance musician who also works in an

academic institution or corpora

The first question in discussng any of these possibilities is the nature

_f advancement. As in most creat±v fields the:criteria for success are uniqUe

for -ach individual musician. A orming musician may see advancement as

:greater income or more critical acc aim, or More attendance at concerts, or

the growth of musical skills. Howev*r, all these values are not necessarily

related. _Musical maturity'may not co respond to aft increase in income. Increased

attendance at concerts may mean that ood pUblic relations work has been:done;

I
it Ma not indicate musical maturity.

Even on carder /adders within ex Ang structures, .the criteria for advance-

ment or promotion may be basidally non usical. A-good music teacher may be

promoted to dIrector because of good administrative ability, not'because of

good ntisIcianship. Also, in many acade ic situations, salaries and promotions ate,

Often based on seniority and academic a tainments rather than ability and performance,

I

1

The second Preblem is that of the r le of chance, often called "the breaks.

In the performance:area of music here,are many legends about overnight rises to
1 ,
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stardom. The famous stars sometimes seem to go straight to the top. One of the

best known example is Leonard Bernstein's meteoric rise to conductor of the New

York Philharmonic Anothermanifestationofthe role of chance in career pro-

gression is the fact that every week another popular recording group moves-up

to the top ten, displacing one of laSt week's 'greups. Factors,which affect the

rise and fall of many entertainers' careers'are popular taste public relations,

and previous successes. Popular-taste_end_public_relations_are closely wedded.

The public buys what is advertised effectively, and likes what __ in vogue.

Previous successes are factor beCause financial backers will often support a
h'

star performer or a successfulgroup before they. will support an unknown, untried

group.

Career ladders are en difficult to identify because working musicians

may have many differe jobs in different settings. One guita Tlayer:_inter-
.

viewed by TERC projeXt staff does recital Zjork, has teaching work In a conserve-
,

tory, teaches a secondary scheol, and teadhes private lessons in his home.

One jazz m cian teaches music theory in a college level program rites and

records commercials, and-plays in supper and night clubs. For these VA0 indi-

viduals And many more in the field (' one aspect of their own career, may be ad-

:vencing, while.anOther declines. All mUstapply their talents in diierse ways

in order to survive. As an ope a comgany's asSistant director said in. an

inte :ie "You don't close your options tpo soon. You shouldn't leaVe any

yOur talents unexplored because in-music versatility often equals su iVal."

-J
In many situetions in musicqwhere one would expect- to find career ladders

the actual job progression is not at all obvious.. One Such field is.opera.

The chorus singer at first glance seems t_ be in a stepping-stone position
,

toWards featured soloist. In fact, this is/hardly ever true. If,a singer wishes

,to star in the7Metropolitan Opiate Company', theplace to begin is not in the chorUs
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f

of the Met, but in an opera company in Europe. Proven.success in Europe is almost

mandatory for a successful solo career at the epolitan.

The audition sysrem'Of=Our nation'è orchestras has'not always provided

the advancement of qua ified.musiciens

manifestation of a em that obscures

in an equitable way, which is another

nature of the:career ladder. Donald

Handhan, in an article about the audition system (slew York Times, October 15, 1974)

says, Hüd oning for a sympheny or opera orchestra can he an experience

combining the worst fea.tures of s debut recital, a commando obstacle course and

-a kangaroo court trial." He desc ibas how hiring can be biased in favor of the

students of an orchestral section leader. In-this case, anunseenpart of the

career ladder=is becoming the student of a certain seCtion-leader. Pressures

are being brought to make auditioning more equitable, but many inconsisteneies

remain.

,In the area of musical performance occupations, advancement is often

determined by audition. For a symphdny player, auditions are a constant fact of

life. Once accepted for a position in a section of a symphony, he may audition,

as vacancies occur, for the positionrof leader

II

that section. In the case of

violinists the final stage is that'. of condert master of the orche

chair first violin Lateral movemen_ is

_a, the Li--

expressed by moving from one orchestra

audition_to another. -A good violinist In thq Chicago Symphony, for instance, may

,

for the concert master's, chair of thk Cleveladd Orchest a, if the vacancy eAsts.

A free lance player must auditionfor nearly every

free7,lance musician advancement on the

job played. For a

career ladder is a matter of more money,

more work, and more prestigious jObs.

In the area of dance accompaniment, we see a job with.almost no vertical

moveMent possibilities. Most scheols and dance companies who,hire a companists

hire only one or two. the case of schools, the accompanists are often

9 7
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students working their way through school. In the case of dance accompanists

for companies, the only poss ble move is to another company. Moving from a:

regio_al ballet to

move.

4 ionally based company would be considered a vertical

In the area of he Professional rock group, vertical movement is determined

by the popular and financial success-of a group through concerts and record sales.

Move ent in this field is vertical as long as a group is successful. When a

group begins to lose its appeal, musicians will often break f rum the group to

pu sue solo careers, or join or form other groups.

In music business and production the advancement of an indivdual'is often

shaped by an existing corporate structure. In publishing, an assistant editor

may advance to chief editor. A copyist may advance to autographer. In instru-
,

ment building, advancement depends on setting. If employed in a factory as part

of a large company, an individual may advance from assembler to foreman.

individual craftsman building musical instruments in his own workshop may advance

to the point of hiring assistants, who may learn enough in the course of their

work to set up their own shops.

In the area of education, once again setting determines the nature of the

career ladder. A "Lacher working privately in his or her own studio may advance

by getting higher lesson fees and gaining more students. In a public school,

the ca eer ladder may be f om non-tenured teacher to tenured teacher to super-

visor, although the move to supervisor takes one dut of the class oom and away

from daily müscal work with students. In a college setting, the progregsion is

from instructor to assistant professor to associate.professor to full professor

to dean.. Again, a move into administration takes a musicIan away from daily

musical work with students. In education, moving between settings is frequent,

and many teachers in schools and colleges also teach private students.

8
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Lateral movelaent between areas is commen 1ft music. Many times careers are

Made up of many different jobs in different musical ar as. Performing musicians

often supplement their incomes.by teaching. Musicologists may apply their talents

simultaneously to the fields of p blishing, education, curating, and ao etimes

arranging and 'performing.

While vertical and lateral job progression is diffi ult to generalize about

in musical occupations, there are some conclusions which can be drawn. First,

vertical movement advancement ay' or may not have-anything to do with musical

ability. Second, lateral movement/is often necessary for survival especially to

coMbine jobs into a career For Such lateral motion, the versatile muSician .has

a tremendous advantage over the specialist.
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Career Ladders and Lat ices in Theatr

There are difficulties in tracing career ladders and lattices in

the fields of theater, film and television.

There are rew set patterns in theater and media careers because
jobs may not be sequential.

Many practitioners are-either unwilling or unable to describe any
models of careerpatterns,

In the world of theater and media a step up on the career-ladder
frequently achieved via a change of setting rather than a change
job.

4. Many jobs are only partt1me, and other (often unrelated). jobs are
held at the same.time Thus, often another discipline must be
mastered.

5. Connections and chance occu,rrences are too often the means by whiCh
positions are secured, rendering career,ladders prattically useless.

Particularly in the area of p -formance, immediately preceding jobs have

little or nothing to do with the present job. The actor and actress are jAst

as often the former secretary, bookstore clerk, or salesperson as they arethe

former model cir backstage person. One pragtitioner interviewed said there was

"no set outline" to explain how one job leads to another. Most of the people

interviewed felt quite sincerely that their last job did not lead dire tly-to

the one they are holding now.. The drama teacher interviewed said that she

a waitress at Howard Johnson's immediately before securing_her present

as

po ition;

however, as a teacher, this person can .ollow the career ladder pattern existing

in the public school 'system.

Not only are there no ideal models showing job ladder and lattice movements,

but also suggested models are difficult to obtain from practitioners. They

are unwilling to accept that a. logical sequence of jobs
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A movie producer-director said quite flatly that he Could

b ladders.

Clearly there are some. Many entertainers, for instance, move ahead to

acting. Mimes, comedians, models, and show girls have often entered acting

careers. The mime, Marcel Marceau starred recently as an actor in'a motIon .

picture. MartyBrill, stand-up comedian, became a leading actor in the stage

play, uLenny.H Cybil Shepherd was the nation's leading model before launching

into a lucrative career as a motion picture act ess. %films, a double or

stand-in may eventually becothe an actor.

Most good directors are former actors or stage managers. Gerald Freeman
-

director of the original eff-Broadwayproduction oOlair, Painted scenet4

d fhen acted in summer stock before becoming a director- HalPrince,.

George Abbott, Milton Katselas and other fine directors-are all former stage

Managers.-

It-is also quite cleat Cha- __11 order to reach a design position in theater

and media (set, lights, cost

-stage capacity first: painting scene

ne may either 1) -ork in some sort of back-

costuming, hanging lights, etc. , or

-2) start by designing for community and amateur theater groups and then, from

recognition received for previous efforts, advance to a4obdeignng for

. professional theater. The example of the designer is only one cif many jobs

in theater and eda where advancement ig defined by change of setting, instead

by change of job A disc jockey for a small town radio station may
ea

advance by becoming a disc jockey in 'a big city. Wimerous actors in communitY

and-Bummer stock theater have landed roles on television s ap operas. A part-

time costumer for a university theater program may progress to a costuming job

-,xecutive producr for a televi ion station toldtn a repertory company.

'TERC. projectstaff that one should "apply to lesser jobs at smaller TV'stations .

ur way up-to a larger
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The field of education is often a step'in many career ladders_in theater

and.mediaThe theater arts'professor who is teaChing performance was often

aa actor and/or director himSelf prior to teaching: Howard Eay, professor of

design at grandeis Unive_-ity, worked as a designer for professional theater

prior to teaChing. There are many others like 1,L Bay.'some of whom do both at

the-same time. A:director,for a Boston television station also teaches part

time at a university in the area.

'This pattern may also work in rever e. Teadhers often leave the educe-.
fi

tional environment and move into some area of bUSiness, production, or perform-

ance in theater and/oi edia. Porexample,_the producer of educational films
fi

may move laterally to produce -works on the stage.

While working in the world of theater- and media, it is often necessary

to hold another, and often unrelated, job in order to live,. Most actors and.

Actresses work at some other job as they wait patiently for a "break "

Without supplemental income the young actor or actress literally could not

eat. Screen Actors Guild claims that 85 percent of the Guild's members

are unemployed all or mot of the time; mastery of another akill becomes

mandAory under those conditions. Many actors also teach. The.magician .

interviewed for TERC's project.is president'of a wholesale liquor business_and

definitely USCS his magician income 'only as a luxury. A 'playwright we inter-

viewed is in the ho el and travel business. Producers m:= t have another income

as they make nd Money until a show opens and attracts continuing audiences.

Our practitioners told us that the most important factor in securing a

job has nothing:to do with the -lob or jobs previously held. Instead, the key

to obtaining a job in theater, film and television is to know someone. When

we asked Joseph Kierland, playwright, hoW he and others with his job obtained
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work he answered, "Meet people who are in positions to get positions. Know

people who know People." His advice was to attend parties and functions where

people in important positions will be present. 'James Kofman magiciarv, used his

liquor business to find work as a magician, and now gives: shows at national

sales meet ngs to-help.the liquor business. Every single person interviewed

in theater or media said that contacts were largely responsible for procuring'

a job. "Meeting people" should be thesfirst Step on every career ladder

for jobs im theater and media.
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- D. Career Ladder and_Lattice Movement in'theVisual'Arts and Crafts,

Career ladder-lattice movement- in the visual arts and crafts presents

several problems which preclude the identification of clear, overall patterns.

In brief,, some major problems are:

The jobs in this field are performed in e.variety of settings,
with distinct employment patterns, so thaten individual's career
ladder may be definerrby where one works, not by what one does.

2. These jobs include.a variety of, employment modes, In that some may
be stable, full-time; ialaried jobs, while, others are sUbject to
tir vagaries of free-lance self-employment.

3. Many specialties within the visual arta'are net economically
supported by society, thereby-treat4ng7them as "hobbies"; this
lack of support.pitts the praCtitionera in the position of 'need ng
additional joh(s)' in Order to support their primary work;

:Economic factors may necessitate octupational flexibility'on the
'part of-many practitioners.

-

Formal edUcation is not crucial for all upper-level-jobs in'these fields,
except for those which require- academic.degrees oir licenses. In many:

Cases practitioners can be largely self-taught in their specialties.
Prattitioners may, however,,needrdegreesAn order to compete for scarce
johs, even- when-those degrees are of questidnable relevance to thp.work
performed.

Visual'arts and crafts jobs pan be divided roughly in o two main types of

career-patterns: free-lance 4nd corporate. The latter group includes full-tiMe

salaried jobs in-academics, industry, business and-cultural institutions.

.The jobs in, this field which are set in industry have generally predictable,

employment patterns. A "mechanitels person" in a publishing companycan follow

a.career pattern from designer to'senior de-igner to-art dire tor, orjfrOm

calligrapher to designer to: art, director. 'In any'case, he/she can e-*Krpect

promotions based on seniority and regular pay increments. Those in hierarchical

. fields like.academic can also identify.possible ladders from instructor to

assistant professor, to associate professo , to full professor, to department

chairmanto dean. Of course there are variations in these patterns One
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university may expect its art department chairman to be a practicing artist,

while another Is looking for a-distinguished academician or an experienced'

administrator. In a:field like publishing, the nature and size of- the"

organization may determine the limits of one's professidnal growth. Advancement

for a senior-designer could mean transferring to a larger organization at a

=lesser level, or from a well-defined job in a large company to a mot- autonomous
,

job-in a smaller one. For the art director, advancement may mean leaving the

top level of the specialty (art) for the middle level of another (buSiness managemen

or continuing in his/her area of expertise in anothersetting, such as an

advertising gen6y. This same person may have begun a career with no expectation

of rising above "Mechanicals person" or as a Master of Fine Aris illing to

accept underemployment in order to work up to a directorship.

For fine artists and craftspersons, career ladders cannot be equated with

corporate promotions. These,people work for the most part on'a free lanc

-speculative basi ith all the uncertainties of self-employment; A sculptor

who was interviewea for instance- could not describe hiS work as a job, II

, _ , - _ _ _

since he has no employer2na'place in a corporate hierArCh).7 and no salary. For

hIm,-advencement is not linear, b t qualitative and episodi The are inescapable

elements of chance involved in public exposure, acceptance And market value.

Furthermore,: young artists and craftspersons are in'the position of needing-.

other Aarning skillAinArder to suPport.their- careers until their pH._ ary skills

become profitable. One weaver interviewed supports herself by working in a small

crafta-shop and gallery. .An Artist can work on a commission basis, rather than on

speculation, but.these are only temporary contracts, which need to be solicited-

on a regular basig. One is conStantly "job hunting" for eVery piece of work. For

those who have reached the point'of contraCtual agreement with a gallery, there
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are still no assurances that the work will be cri cellyeccepted, or sold at a

-prite commensurate with the time it took to create. There is also no assurance

that the gallery affiliation will'continue for a significant period.

-In free-lance dominated field like crafts, the direction of an individual's

career may be determined by a subjective definition of advanc Tent. The crafts-

person may judge personal, success- as combination of improved quality -f work,

icreased demand, increased production and/or higher fees. As many of the

craftspeople interviewed indicated, work may change from a part-time octupation

to a full scale business as their techniques improve.and demand increasei-.----A

logical progression would then be for the Craftsperson to hire assistants, train

apprentices or teach courses, thereby advancing along the career ladder by

broadening his.or her range __ activities.

Advancement is not-always achieved by changing the scope Of one's activities,.

but at times 'by refining the quality ofene activity. For example, the illustrator .

may begin by having to solicit piece-meal assignments. Later, when this person-

bas developed,a repUtation and a steady lucrative clientele, any, subsequent ca eer

:movement is lateral, rather than linear. Once one has become a successful

illustrator, any career change must be from the top rung of that ladder, to the

equivalent, though_mi4dle, rung of another. For example, the illustrator whe,

Can.adv ance no further in that ield Must move to acme related work, such as

graphic design(

Educational background is not a constant factor id job acquisition or

advancement in arts and crafts. Clearly an architect, urban planner, professor

=or Curator needa a strong academic background% However, most managerial or partly

managerial jobs like advertising production manager or art director :an corideivably

be obtained without formal education, but :they rarely are. Craphic or industrIal
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designirs might poSsibly learn their trades infOrmally, but they are at a 'distinct

.disadvantage because degree programs do exist in these fields n sueli free-lance

dominated fields as.crafts or photography, formal education may be an advantage

in that ' 'highly efficient way to gain exposure tO a _"eld. gormal .education

not, however, likely to provide sufficient experience in all aspects of the

-practitioner-s career, dike marketing and small,business management. Apprenticeship

is.frequently a neCessary adjuncrto formal education. For lower-level industrial

.
jobs,such as printing or photo-processing, non-academic on-the-. -b training is

the only kind available.

For some professionals, academic prepa ation is not-in itself an adequate

prerequisite for job .acqUisition Without parallel experience. A recent graduate

in art education must be simuftaneausly gain ng teaching experience and a graduate
1

degree if hetsbe plans on moving to administration 'Or college level teaching.

\

newly licensed-architect should- ideally have a degree and related work experience

in order to compete for a job. Even in less rigidly hierarchical fields-like

arts management an academic backg ound is not enough without complementary work

experience, 4 vice-versa.

The charting of career patterns in this field is further complicated by

the fact -hat for many artists and craftspersons, careers are made up of multiple

jobs. In order to survive economically many artistS must maintain several

.part-t ig jobs. For example, _. few fine artists make an adequate income from

the sale of their works, that they. find it necessary te teach, do free-lance

illustration, or accept any related work available.
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All eareers are subject to economic fluctuations ID__ some more acutely so

than other_ T Free-lancers are always in jeopardy of losing their clientele, or

finding that their specialties, such as cartoon animation, are no longer in demand.

The stability of a salaried job may be less dependent on happenstance, but

-general economic fluctuations affect every industry.

In a period of recession, for ins tance small crafts shops may-not be

=able to sell moderately priced items to the public, while major galleries a e.doing

brisk buSiness in "investment" quality wo ks. A sculptor may find. that small pie-a

are difficult. to sell, while commissioned public works are n demand Fractitioners

fiequently fina it necessary to change the settings or.scope of,their work in

order to continue in their specialties.

Late al career movement includes the ability to perform the same, task in

dlffe ent settings When one has acqui ed managerial skills in adve tising art

direction for instance, it ip feasible to take over the same kind of job in a

,graphics studio. A cabinet maker could also Apply hispkills to fields as

diverse as set building, or museum installations. ny such jobs In this cluster,

re9uire skills whch can be applied to a variety of jobs. Highly specialized

jobs ,tend to be more limiting.
\

An illustrator Wet:11d need additional
\

training to

use hia/her drawing skills in architectUral drafting, or advertising layOUt. A

fabric desikner would need a great deal of ,additional training to go into

commercial desigi while a broadly-trained industrial designer could easily move
, -

'from one specialty to anc4ther. Flexibility'is, for many, the major quality which

allows for career change in cases where only lateral movement is possible.
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_Career Ladder and, Lattice Movement InWrItin g

Careers in writing will be discussed according to salaried arid e-lance
, -

occupational possibilities. While there is c o s-over between the two, (the

newspaper.journalist who sells an grtile ora book to, a publisher, the

television script writer who fakes vtempord y salaried position during "dry"

writing spells, the university p ofessor who publishes book reviews, are examples

the trossover) most stndents aspiring to writing career- will use their

,

skills In salaried pbsitio s-'and -ill never publiSh on nfreelance basis.
T,

he media, by ac usinting us with those frea7lance'writers who make

novelists may-lead a Rirents to believe that earning

r is rewarding, only a mall:number of people classifying

iter' Oh income tax returns actuallY make a fullttime living:

eager- base.

Writers employed in such cOrporations as bOok, magazine, and-newspaper

: OdbliShers may work up through a clearly structured-career ladder. The similar-

among the threa are shown in these sketches of,pOssibieladders (which do

16f She* printing an& other technicarjobs related ,publishing):

r'BOOK PUBLISHING INE PUBLISHING NEWSPAPER 'PUBLISHIN

Editor

Managing Editor Publisher

Specialized Editor Managing Editor'

Editorial'ASsistan

Manuscript Reader,-

Copy Editor CopY Tditor-

Index Editor Proofkeader
Proofreader

Proofreader
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Other writers employed as public relations and internal communieatiOns

people'or As technical writers/editors can advanci within the public relations

_ technical writing department of annrganization to become director nr

manager of thatdepartment. However, because such departmental jobs arg

:considered Supportnr staff positions, the Writer-rarely advances into top .

management, and will thuamove to a larger organization in-the same-position

for adva-edment. The public-relations writer who has iaequired competencies ini

develop_ ent (fund raising ) can become part top management in small:non-profit

-.-organizations such as hospitals, where public relations decisions andlund raising

are integral to the organization's success. In large industries where publie

sen itivity to the firies.corporate -behavior affects buYing Of stocks, salea,

or regulatory legislation, the director of publie relations may.be involved in
,

polidy-making decisions as part of top. management. At this level; however,

writing akills have long since-been lesslimportant than an understanding of the

climate of public opinion.

,Entry into salaried writing positions usually requires an A.B. degree in

English or journalism, except in newspaper work Which will'be diseussed later.

A:degree in communications, often on the master's degree level, can allow entry -

into Corporate jobs such as writing the company's internal newsletter or public

.relations jobs The courunicat,ions degree with course emphasis,on advertising

can%provide entry into adver-ising, either with a firm employing its Own.
/

advertising staff or a'firm which speCializes in advrtising In terms
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advancement the advertising wdrld is highly cotpetitive, and asan advertising',

r
writer proceeds _14 the 'career ladder, success may dp end less on writing skills

than on maintaining excellent rappo ith the firm's clients and on managerial

skilla. Advancement in salaried'writing.jobs does no_ usnally depend on,.

additional preparation eXcept for some business and highly technical industry

positions, for which the writer may-need scientific courses or business courses,

'in order=to write knowledgably about the subject. Advancement in magazine and

book publishing enterprises deptods in success-in choosing authors.; books and

articles which will sell, on'maintaining a good relationship with_authtirs, so

that they do n-- leave for another jOurnal-or-bookpUblisher; and on acqUiring

'mana,erial and financial acumen.

In the newspaper world, a high school graduate can obtain beginning re-

porter jobs on:small weekly or dailY tewspaPers if'as-a'student she Or he worked

eXtensively on the,school Paper and-, Perhaps as a volunteer,-fora coMmercial'

'newspaper during vacations as well es the sdhool year. The high school graduate

will eventually have to acquire a college degree however,for advancement, An -

A.B. ,and, increasinglY, an thadegrees can be in English,: Journalism, or

Communications, or for people who aspire to specialized reporting jobs one of

these degrees combined with one In political science, as:an example) are required

'for entry-level reporting jobs on larger neWspapers; generally previous paidlex-

-perience'nn a smaller-paper is an additional reqUirPmentj High:sdhonl ancl college

riting-aud editing experience is also usually' mandatory., AdvancementneWspaper

depends on writing anflinvestigative kills,'and for top editorial positions
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on:managerial As large newspaper reporters are becoming increasingly

:specialized advancement, depends upon acquiring great knowledge in a specific

field, although not yetl,pecessarily through formal_education. On small town

, or suburban newspaPer.staffs, the reporter is still more of- a generalis a

thorough knowledge of the community in addi ion to writing competency is

necesSary for advancemen '(and imaome cases, for entry as well). The newspape

field remains fluid:in te- s of edutatiOnal requirements for entry and advancement;,

however, this situation may, change as more people with advanced degrees in fields,:

such aa teaching and law seeknewspaper'positions because Oe job market: is highly

competitive in the fields for which they prepared.

F- ,those people who teach,writing o- jdurnal±sm, _he ca eer ladder

equivalent to' that describeein the discussion of humanities teaching:ladd rs.

A'B. A degree is essential for 1gh schoorteaching and'an M.A 1qr Ph.D.

!

postsecondary teaching. Teaching creative writing on both the' high schooLand,

postsecondary levels is. almost always Accompanied by teaching literature courses,

so-that the degree should be in English, comparative or American literature

1

n colleges withstrong journalism departments, the 'faculty meMber will-teach

journalistic w-'_ing and other journalism
\.

hire a noted w

specialty -g-

icourses., Postsecon
i

ary instit_iona
,

1,

te, or jOUrnalist-for a term to teach only th'at person's
\---i

/

poetry, architectural reporting

may,

For free-lance writers, whether literary, jodrnalistic, or specialized

writers, the career laddr is based on the p actitioner's /ersonal sense of,

advancement. Increased income through sales greater public recognitIon, critical
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recognition, or an inner sense of Advancement in 'Craftamanship and quality

constitute the "ladder". Initial publication (assignmentsjor scriptwriters,

or production for playwrights and musical writers) generally necura."over the .

transom"*: a Publisher- bUys an unsolicited manuscriOt from thedividual.

-After a f ee-lancer has sold several pieces, he! or she-may acquire a literary

agent who will conduCt future sales and arrange contracts for ancillary :sales

rights such as paperbacks. Most ee-lancers who earn their living solely,as-

free-lancers w ite mainly in one genre and advance in that genre by increasing

quality and sales. The well-known free-lance writer also advances by being

,solicited to write book reviews of other works,in his genre, or to move out

of the_ genre (the novelist may be asked by a magazine publisher to report on,

.a maior political event, far example). Recognized writers a e also invited

ro school campuses as,"writers-in-residence" whichmay require some treaChing.

While formal'education clearly enhances:the writer's ability perform, i

is-not-essential for-initial publication or subsequent advancement.

Career lattice possibilities hased on the,upe of writing skills:are broad.

Free-lance writers can take tempora y or pdrmanent positions as editors or

writers for any kind Of publication

the manager of one large indlstr'al., technical editing department prefers that

inclUding, technical publications (indeed,

j

the emPloyees are also eat=ge writers in their non-paid e.) Writers

* For readers acquainted only with modern buildings, there was a small _window over
the door of interior offices in many ',id buildings which was often left open; --

the aspiring writer who'could not ger an appointment with an editor would pitch

a manuscript through the window-or simply mail it-hoping that the editor would

read it and be excited by the qualib. "Over-the-transom" sales avoid the need

for an agent or a personal acquaintance with an editor.
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and, editorann- salary can move rather easily from a magazine to a newspaper,

bUt somewhat less easily to a book publishing firm Business firms use writers

for ,public relations., -internal communications report writing and editing.

te agencies, educational institutions

ith writing skills, although usually in

-

and research firms seek

olbination. with Other

ers editors can also 'move from one editor another-
.

advancement although having only editorial-skilla can be quite

: lateral changes:in employment. In the bUsiness jobs which _upport-

writingendeaVors, a high.degree of specialiiation makes

re difficUlt..-

-ral movement-

Despite the fact that feT.i people make a living

aild that advancement in aalaried writing positions,

ng Skill_ are-a tremendous asaet in_most professional positions.
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F. HumanitiesIC1.uster: A Di cussion of Career Ladder and Lattice Possibili ICS

Caree ladder possibil'Aies in the ,humenitiei occupational cluater can

describe rather clearly because most work opportunities for people in

humanities ields 'occu in settings with a hierarchical Arrangement Career .

lattice possibilities

and functions from one setting to another. TERC's overall\system for classifying

generally involverransferring paticularicompetencies

_

umanities occupations includes both-enterprises (e.g."educa

-
This discussion of career ladders will focus first on the -enterprises we haye

and fielda

"political science") in order to show students a.broad rarige of occupations.

_
included,,demOnstratingthe eki _ing laddere Ahd showing lattice poesibilities%

by example, and then will outline ladders and lattices for humanities,practitioner

- /
in fields not covered,by the first -discussion.

Because education is by far thelargest nterprise in whieb human

occupations exist, it deservee major attention,.ilfu ther peOple in all

nities fields can function in the enterp ise-- educations and for moat
..

. _ .

fields' more people are employed as educators than- n any other enteip
-,

,and religion are fields where the largesr numbe_

'education"). n fact, for ma_
- _

1iiable enterprise.-

Elementary 4nd Secondarj Edu'tation

emplOyee_ are nOt

peOple in-humanitieS education-is

a

'Career :laddera for elementary and

well established patterns:

- '-secondary school-continue to follow two
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Suerintendent'

Assistant -uperintenden

Principal

ept.Head or Team Lea

As the chart shows,from the starting rung of teacher, advancement may be

a ladder towards supervision, of 'other. teachers p another towarda admin-

istration of a,school or school system These laddera exist: in both publie
,_ .

t'raditional
, 4

top administrative positionin.a private'achool;= With adVanced degred, it is

private schools pp to-the runvof principall which .is generally the
_

. ,
oming increasingly possible to skip several rungs,on a ladder:-for example,-

starts as a teacher, leaves to get a master's.-er doctorate, and return as an

assistant super ntendent. In the alternative school movement, the career ladder
_

distinCtions may be'biurred but the large ma3ority-0 elementary'and.secondary

school positions follow thes patterns.

:Except for the teacher al.de entry int -this career ladder necessitates an

A.B or B.S._ degree either irkeducation or in a partidular discipline complemdnted

by:.education courses. The teacher aide cannot advance without obtaining an

or B.S.degree As-school population's decline:and- the supply of teachers

With'education credentials remains condtant, public/schools ate increlSingly
-_.-,

-unwilling to hire teachera who haVe not taken-appropriate education coursed in'
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college. Private andparochial schools remain-lese concerned:about education

courses than about disciplitie courses; in the more prestigiods private schools,

however, entry teaching jobs are freqUently given to teachers with Nester

or Science degrees and/advancement to the higherpositions of'daparr

/
orl3rincipal (headmaster) may tequire a Ph.p= degree.

/

f

Advancement in public schools usuall3r depends on acquiring cr

a recognized educational institution to comply wih cer
4

teqUirements set

_

rth by the-legislatures and Boards Of_=Education for each state:

ts beyond--

tiEiiat1on

the second g ade-school teacher.cannot becomeptincipal of the school through

/

demonstrating/leadership aUaliries alone, but,must. have additional cours
,

ration. Requirements for each step of advancement can limit ihe

r
possibilities for highly-competent people who are unable to lake additional

/

--

courses however, these reqUirements have eliminated ineqUities occUrring.through.

politidis or through a custOm of choOsing principals 'and other administrators :00m

.0

the high school athletic coaching ranks. As school sYste
-

cumber omely'toward'some sort of "merit" system, the-establish

may be replaced. NO radical change can be expec ed fat' many yea

and secondary education patterns of advancement

,1owly and

f.# ",-

Lattide movement occurs in va- ous ways for elemen ary and secoridary school

educators. The teacher may_transfer to -0.Aarger
.!

school syStem on'the same
,

teaching-level, or from one level to another (elementary to junior high to

high) depending on certification require ents. Since differences in salar
,
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for each level have been generally eliminated mov'ement from one to another
a

odcurs more for the teacher" interest in a.different age group or educational

approach, than for career ladder reasons, in 'other words, the-high school teacher

is no longer considered more advanced" than-the elementary teacher

,

Teaehers may move out of the-classroom-into cu. iculum-writing or coonSeling.
,

,
:(with additional courses). for a ,sdhool system, into. extbook editing (wnich usually_

for elementary and high sdhool texts), into' /

-1

industrial training and management development instruction;-into businesi ocaupatiOns,

reqUires-.teadping experience

(though additionaLtrainingMay be required) especially if the bcdupation'requires

a great deal of public contact, or:into public service occupations (althiaughi again,
_ -

Additional preparation may be required.) The lattice 'pos ibilities for//educatiosal'
I/

, . h
administrators-are not as varied as for teachers, perhapasbecailse ad inis -ators

3

are'Mpre specialized: Iypically, administrators moeto different 'Setting;-
. //

.for example, a principal may move from 4 junior to a senior high; from a Private

.

_ #
school to a public*(though thith is not,very common because public schools require.

..- . :

certification not required by .private-schools), or eisuperintendent rom 4 smaller

a larger schoolsystem. Administrators can move into.teaching administrationv.

in college departments of education, into businees management and personnel work,,
-and inWeducational research firms,or foundations-.

car
'This paper will focus a g-eat deal_o_f_at-ention on'postseccindary

teaching positions because in many humanities fields that is-where most

jobs .exist. In a f_ fields such as philosophy or linguistics', college

and. University'teadhineposts Offer: nearlythe. only job opportunities__

.at this time. The ca eer,ladder is very clearly delineated:



AssOciate Professor

Assistant Professor-,

Instructor:

There is a clear break'after asgistant professorships for it is at that point

that tenure decisions are made. An-assistant professorship nay be rene ed once

.before.tenure is granted or denied; if tenure is denied-, the assiStant profe6

I

y no longer remain-on:the-faculty of that institution.

Entry into postsecondary teaching-requires aiinmum of a Master Degree

although- in four year colleges and dhlversities a Ph.D. degree (or all advanced

Course work minus a Ph.D. dis ion),Js now the.entry level requirement.

=

Advancement paths in an academic faculty vary Somewhat-according to the setting .

In a university offring advanced degrees,'the move up the ladder offeculty-nembers

entering with a Ph.D. is based bn scholafly research and publication:in recognized -,-

sChClarly=journalR,_rather than on,mer,.t in teaching. In twoyear colleges and,
. , ,

in four year Colleges-offering few or no advanced-degrees,--schplarlY publicatiOn

is much less e6sential. Advancementand the granting of tenure in these schools.

-y be based On involvement-with:teaching or projects which enhance the school

but the .pe- who,enters withoiat a Ph.J). is likely t find-advance-, ;t difficnl

es areprimarily because Ph.D. holders.who formerly sought positions in univers

quite Willing - indeed delighted - to obtain teaching jobs at any level of aceredited

POstsecondary institution. 119



Although Affirmative Action leg±slat±onu attempting to ameliorate the

"buddy" or "old bo process of yy and advancement in postsecondary teaching

("bud-dyl! refers to sobs being available-only through a faculty member recommending

,a graduate student for placement-to his buddy who hiring_at another university )

the,procesa,still. tends to be highly' discriminatory'at the university level. Among

those discriminated against are women minorities, an&all.students receiving Ph.D.

from less prestigious uniVersities:.(which includes most state universities ). There

definite adademi- 'aristocracy' A and the job-s eking Ph.D. who does not have

entreertothis'aristocracy through the buddy system.will gain,admission only,

through-publication of-highly.respected-sthOlarly research prestigious universities.

-mere once able to"absorb one another's graduates into the,fatulty; as this is no

longer economicallY-feasible, the Ph.D.'s frOm these universities-are acqUiring

teaching positions at less prestigious ones. The ph-.-bs graduating from-the

lower-rated universities are getting,jobS at two and four-year tolleges or

secondary schools or not at ail. The extension of the buddy system via the Ph=D.'s

from,prestigious schools teaching at non-prestigious schools may raise-the quality

of academic instruction or the prestige level of state universities; whether it

opens .o._ further restricts academic advanceMent for,Ph.D.'- graduating under this

new-generation of -buddies hasyet tl-be determined. Orwalready apparent positive'

aspect of extending the aristOtrats" into less well-rated schools: impacts on the

promiging undergraduate-:/with recommendations from a,faculty member holding a Phj).
/

. t

from a prestigious school, thi. s student,is more likely than in previous years to

be admitted-to top-rated graduate schocils and-therefore have entree'fnto the

buddy system.
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The'buddy systeM has ramifications not only for _mtry into postsecondary .

teaching positions hut also for advantement. While advancement within An

institution is based erva'clear-tut hisrarchy,.advandementin the eyes of h.

scholarly morld,is_related to-the prestige of the postsecondary school-where one,

teaches. Thus the full professor of geography at a second-rate school probably'

does not coneider himself/herself as "advanced" ss the assistant professor of

geogrs-phy.ar a Prestigesch--1, and.:unless he publishes a "brilliant" piece

of original research, will never Winvitectto teach fUll-time at a prestige

school (though if he obtained his Ph.D. at a prestige school, there is a very

slight chance that the buddy syst

a less than brilliant

on-the top

could work in his favor with ths_TUblidation

ork and texttnoks

rungs of a prestig

usually don't,courit).

univerSity ladder', with publicat ons

A teacher

likely

to receive offers from_both prestige sehools and other academic inst tu ions
/

whith are seeking to improve their ratings.

e buddy system.

Just as-there are aristocrats among sthools, there are,particular journals

for eadh scholarly field which are-thearistocrats7--and-the-editOrs of-these

-
journsls are generally themeeUres faculty members at prestige schools. 'Fe

the postsecondary teaCher seeking advancement, a "note-in one Journal-may be

far more valuablethan a'fulllength article in dnother. There.are examples,

which wi
1

I never be documented, :of an article-beingrejected when submi ted

through:a lesser institution but theexact article being,published when subMitted

through a prestigiouS university. In-the field of economics, the role of the

21



buddy system in publication has been examined to the extent that'an investigation

of articles published.in the two leading journali for economics scholars shmds

that a less-than-random sample of authors teach at certain-poasecOndary schoOls

While one may intetpret these 6ndings to mean that the publishable articles

-itten by schOlars on the faculty of prestige schools

buddy system is-at work.

Wheh one reaches-full-professorship status at a top-rated university,

one_may also infer-that

=.there are still degrees of advancement.; The ultimate in the scholarly world

to,be holding an endowed chairat the university whhsedepartment in one's

,particular diacipline-israted as the very best, teaching one small seminar

graduate students every two yearsv and spending the majority -of onea

earCh for further publicatiom

'For the young person interested in a humanities field; thia'discusiion of

career ladders,on the postsecondary-teaching level
f

seeM invalid if his or,

her goal is to teach in a college or university, However, the'person satisfied

/
or the entry,by the latrine c rewards of excellende as.a teacher must be aware

_

and advancement paths described For the person seeking recognit on in the schlatly,:-,

world and concerned wiCh the academic level and caliber of students being taught;

it is crucial that he or She
)

understand the ramifications of-career ladders in-

the scholarly world .

The greatest potentialchange in the career ladder, will.be brought'about

changes in grahting of tenu e. Some schools-are already experimenting with renewable
,

contracts even after a teacher has been at that school-for seven-years. Publication

ratil'er than merit as a teacherwill probably-re__ in the standard for'advandement untjl

standardiied procedures are developed for identifying excellehce in\teaching.
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Career lattice possibilities for postsecondary teachers depend greatly

upon the_particular field'. Faculty members In social sciences have greater

possibilities for moving in _
government or business jobs.than do teachers of

language, literature, history of the arts or philosophy,.simply,because there

are-more non-teaching jobs requiring.social sciences skills. For teachers

economics, geography, political and social science, possibilities continue to be

open for research and administrative jobs outside the educational enterprise;

because.universities cadallow leaVes of absence,-tenureci faculty -embers haVe

great flexibility in mcVing out of education, for a year or two and then back in.,.

at the same professorial levelr- The more'education One receives in nonsocial

,sciences humanities fields and the more one advances on the postsecondary career

ladder, the lesaable oneis to move. laterally. As the declining economy and,

federal'governMent policies prohibit'innovatiVeOublic service Ventures which -

formerly were able to absorb some of the professors seeking career lattice movement,
=

"a locking-,n is oceurring for people in the academic world.

In addition to teaching ladders, postsecondary institutions also Offer

adminiatratiVe career posSibilitieS. 9rie is_that of ."line administratiye occupation

which deal directly with the faculty; the.other is the ustafe'administrative

.occupations. The latter are supportservices Such as admiasions, financial aid,

placement, development, recOrd keeping, and Affirmative Action. At the top,

the tWo ladders conyierge in the positions of vice-pre identand president: .
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Fadulty Member

Because they are prbgressions from -faculty positions, line occupations, ,

:-

generally require advanced degrees, b -1 a bachelor's degree may. be sufficient for

many staff Occupations. Staff position career ladders seldom lead one to the,

position of president of a po- secondary institution.

Career lattice movements for staff positions in postsecondary education

are mare poSsible on lower levels where the position does.not yet require highly

specialized knowledge or experience. The assistant Affirmative Action offiCer

-
could Move into a.staffposition in placement at the same institution althOugh

the move wouldmote likely to be upward to office
p-

or sideways to a larger

_institutiOn as either assistant or Officer for Affirmative'Action. As one progre s

up thq administrative staff ladder, it becomes_ ore difficult to moVe out of

the educational enterprise, even,into other non-profit organizations A hospital,

for example, would much more likely hire a personnel director from another,hospital

than from a university. Large_businesses almost always-tequire previoug experience

in a,business -etting for higher-level staff jobs. The moVe for, holde of these

positions would-thus generally be frouvonepostsecondarY institut On tO another.
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Museum Wo.rk

An enterprise similar to the world of education-in having clearly defined

career ladders is the muteumworld perhaps because there has traditienally

been a close relationship between museum curators And acadeMic scholars. The

career ladder for curatorial work could be pictured as.

Director

Curator

Associate Curator

Assistant Curator

ss stant

Under the museum director is the administrative staffthe busIness manager,

public relations director, registrar--but as these positions are not usually

direct pathways to museum directorships, they are not placed on this career ladder.

Similarly, the exhibition function of a curatorts department is supported by

'a staff df conservators, preperators, technicians; but again.; since these do not

lead directly to curatorial pbsitions; they are not oh this ladder. The step

the ladder are not always as clearly defined as this diagramAepicts. In

small museums a curator may act simultaneouSiy as director. In very large

.,museums the director is likely to be someona with a great deal of adtiniatrative

experience and/or a background in museology and curatorial work. Other museum.

departments, such as library, education or exhibition,ylave their own career .

ladders. For eXample, this is the career ladder foramuseum department oU

education:
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Chairman

Assistant Chairmn

Senior Instructor

Instructor',

-es in museum work, curators tay moveback and ,forth,

:between museum work and university teaching. Similarly, persous in museum

education occupations may havecome from elementary,or secondary schoOl poSitions

_aphers, fIor e- mple)

ettings, of course,

or move back to them. Museum technicians (carpenters'and pho

can apply their specialized skills in a wide variety

can accountants, public relations people, and oEhers who-are employed on he

museum administrative staff. Technician level job in museums are amongithe few

in the humanities field which can be obtained with less than a baccalaureate degree.
I

Other _Blurianities Occu ations

'For occupations in the humanities aside from education-and museum work the

career /adders are determined by the specific settings in which the ocC4atiods

exist. For -xample, if a person works for the federal gover: ent,-thelcareer

ladder is that of'the U.S. Civil Service; if he Or she works for buSiness or

the career ladder Of that.particular-organization prevails'. In some=industry,

cases, as in the arts, ladders do not follow a traditional pattern but a

I

=determined by individual practitioners who include such considerations as
,

autonomyand personal satisfaction in their concept of a ladder.

1 6



Career lattices are also varied. ecauselatt±ce movement Aepends high. y upon

:individual.practition this discussion will cite those lett ce possibilities

described by practitioners interviewed bx_XERC project staff. For many of these

occupations, entry requires an advanced degree beYond the baccalauroate;_as.holders

of Ph.D.'s move from teaching Into non-academic jobs, the mere availability of

aUch people will tend to make the Ph.p. degree necessary for advancement.

- In languages, a practitioner with a D.A. in a foreign language who'is

presently working as an escort interpreter for the State DepartMent indicated:

insn interview that he might also work for the governmentjn the Foreign Service,

for the State Department in other Capacitie- in AID, or in private agencies

.partly financed by the government such as the African American Institute.

Outside the government, this person could translate literature or informa ion for

a business; work in the travel industry as a-chaperone or a group leaderl teach

sin private.lariguage schools, in elementary ot secondary scheols (if certified as

a teacher) in literacy programs, or in A child'care progr_ or rk as an

.interpreter for a,social service, agency. Additional possibilities inCiude

businesses such as import/export or banking:where fluency in a particular language

(or languageS)5 is often required. in addition to sales,-adminis rative, secretarial

or.other skills if one-is good at balancing trays,' restaurants With menuf.:

printed in a foreign language are a possibilitY.'
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In the field of literature, most of the occupatiOns7are in teaching,

and most of the career lattice possibilities are in writing. Someone with

a backgrOund in literature could edit or t'grite textbooks, compile antholOgies,

or edit or annotate previous editions of literary works. CreatIve --iting,

critical writing, and reviewing:are also possible career options. HoweVer,

thesepOssibilitiea, with the exception pf editorial wprk, are generally

4PPlemental rather than'full7time tareet opportunities.

.,-For arts historians and critics the career lattice possibilities are .

varied. example d musicologist could edit, give performances that are

historically authentic, or be a curator of an historical instrument:collection.

Career lattices:for critics of the arts include teaching, writing,, agd if

is consistent with their-training, performing in their specialtY as artiSt,

musician, actor or broadcaster. For an art historian who is presently an

assocjr rofessor at a liberal arts college, the lattice possibilitieS

7

are: a cu-ator in an-art museum -an academic dean of a college', g teacher

f art history, or history in a secondary. school, or an administrator.of

a secondary school.: This person could also work in the art Publishing field;

galleries or dealerships; in urban or'community planning as for example,

, a consultant on-a project or as the organizer- of a p bgram to'teach children

about the.visual aspects of their community; in the conservation of works of

Art or archi cture; or inthe echitation department of a museum.
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Most practitioners in the field of history are faculty memberti

'colleges or universities, but there are lattice possibilities. An historian

could be employed by the federal government as, for example, an intelligence

specialist for the Department of DetenSe; or a writer of hist_ ical nfàrmation

for the National Park Service or the Smithsonian Institute. An historian

could-also function as a -riter of poPular-historidal works 'ad an editor

of hi torIcal books and/or journals; as a curator or director of:an historical

museum; or as a consultant for-dramatic productions or for the restoration

and interpretation of historic sites. With training in archiVal techniques,

an historian could work as an archivist in the National Archives, or aIlbrary

or as a curator of'tanuscripcs in a museum. Increasingly, archivists are able

to obtainiwork in local and state governments, in private'businesses and

in professional associa ions.

.Career lattice possibilities. in the field of political science a e greatly

,varied as the two folloWing examples will-indicate. An interview witha publie

'policy analyst with a master's degree employed by' private research company

revealed tfiet that person could ahve into government work as a policy formulator

and_eValuator or as a program manager, fora. governmental 'agency or Trivate-

a planner, or for.- non-profit or professional organization as a planner

or resource person. Anotherperson interviewed' who holds a bachelor's degree

in political science is Presently a legislative aide for a state representative;

he informed TERC.project ataff,that he could find employment in the executive branch:.

of the government as an agency aide or tor an international agency such as those

sponsored by the.U.N.,His.advancement Could conceivably Include running Tor

A
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In.the-field of economics, the career lattice possibilities can also be
\
\

. _

desCribed by citing eitemples of Practitioners. Amarket _esea eh analyst for

a company which manufactures consumer-products could also be employed as a sales.:

analyst for.the same or a different company, as an economic analyst for rhe

federal or state government, or in a variety of sales, adminiatrative, or manage-

ment Positions. An economist who.is presently -orking for a banlyforecasting.

trends in loans and deposits indiCated that he could Move'into another Position

with the same bank or could work lor a brokerage or insurance firm conduCting

industry studies. , Another po sibility ia performing basic Market tesearch or

sales forecasting for a bUsiness firm.

The majority of geographers are faculty members in colleges and universities.

'-'An important career lattice for geographers is working for the federal government

.in intelligenceor-map work for various departments such as Defense, Interior,

Bureau of the Census, and Bureau of Outdoor' Recreation. OeOgraphers also

can work for state and local governments as planner§ for private buSinesses doing

site research, for textbook and mappublishers, and oceaSionally, for travel

agencies..

In tha field of sociology the major occupation iS again thatof faculty member

in a cellege or university: 90% of America's practicing sociolbgists are academics. ,

The career lattice possibilities are teadhing insecondary schools; providing

clinical services,in social service agencies, sudh as marriage_or family clinics:,

Conducting re earch for_non-profit organizations such as political groups hospitals,

.religious organizat ons, and, independent research rorganizations: _r working for a'

government agency.
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Anthropology is another field where the great majority of practitioners

are facultysiembere jn colleges or universities. There are a few career

lattice possibilities such as working for government agencies,:research

organizations foundations Porexample, an anthropelogist might inVestigata

the impsct of a;planned military installation or a super highway on people

and the naturaL.envirOnment. There are so e opportunities in buSineas helping

to design airplane cockpits and_other "created" environments,such as the

leisure cent6r for Alaskan pipe-line workers; Anthropologists also work for

government agencies and museums discovering, restoring and preserving

historic sites and artifacts. Some anthropologist6 combine'teaching and

museum work.

In the fields of philosophy and ethics, the major career opportunity is

---

teaching. Career lattice possibilities are limited,but include computer

programming, consultant work fOr private foundations or government agencies

-:interested in.philosOphical fonndations of pOlicy formation =d personnel

work

Moat religious practitioners serve as theclergyperson,for a congregation.

In someAgroups, a clearly,hierarchical ladder exists with evament between

congregation determined by the leaders of:the ,denomination s headquarters or

regional aditnistrativ offices; in others a clergyperSon is " -lled" from

one congregation to serve another, often Movingfrom assistant to head clergyperson;
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In .someCases the-clergy member is assigned to his/her pos __on. Other

clergy members may choose to serve in the armed forces, in hospitals, prisons,

schools, drug:clinics, family counseling denters,

other.countries

missions located in

Lattice possibilities are as varied as the many churches_

/:

s.lents .and skills of the' people whoand religiouq organizations and the

work fOr then

People receiving training'in-law -here.degrees are now oonsid_ Z.the.

equ valent of a Ph.D.. are finding keen competition in obtaining entry: level

positions because the'number of annual law g aduates is more than twice the

-number of-law-positions available Within a large law firm, ailierarchy

exists with advancement. culminatidng at full partner. Advancement f- a

person practicing individually ia determined by increase in numbers of'paying

clients and in. the kinds of oases the-lawyer is asked to assume. Lawyers

can also become- judges. For lawyers there are career- lattice pOssibilities

within the field - for example, laWyers can move from a' general practice to

- -

a specialized one, from-practicing laW to teaching it- from private practice

to being a gOver_-_ ent lawyer. Career lattice possibilities for lawyers include

seeking'eleCtive office or working In a business. An occupation In the field

f law which does not requireS law degree is that of-paralegal. For paralegals,,

lattice possibilities include working as an administrative assistant in a

government agency, privatebusiness or bank and 'cataloging for a mUseum or

a library.
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To conclude this discussion of career ladder and lattice possibilities in the

anities thise po nts need emphasis:

1) In such enterprises as education and museum work, clear career ladders

can be drawn; occupations in other enterprises will follow the career

ladder of the specific governmental agency or corporation in which the

person is employed.

2) For humanities,occupations which involve c011ege and university-level

teaching,. a Ph.D. is-becoming the entry educational requirement; publication,

is marCdatory for advancement in many four-year Colleges and all univerSities.

3) For fields which have an application to business or-governmental enterprises

(translating anAinterpreting, geography, economics political science,

sociology) thereare occupations requiring Only a master's degree or possibly

a bachelor's degree;, however, as Ph.D.'s become more available.for non-

teaching jobs, there will be far fewer_opportunities'fOr people holding

lesser degrees.

In times of economic strength, there is a good possibility of:movement

:among:business, educational and social service/governmental enterprises-

jiowever, many humanities occupations tend' to be considered a luxury in

times of :economic, recession, thus constraining poSsibilities for lateral

movement as Well as for entry And advancement;--------

5) For women defining What constItutes career.advancement _y.be aApecial

, problem. .Interviews.with several women in'middle-management positiona or

in occupations where most of'the-practitionemaremen revealed that the

women tended to define,career advancement in terms of personal fulfillment

.or satisfaction. Men in similar positions, hOwever, generally Aefined

adVancement in more-traditional terms, 6.g., moving up tO the next position

in the hierarchy, a salary raise, or similar MeisureAofsuccess. The

obvious question is whether womentend to define success in-perSonal terma

because they'are afraid of being,frUstrated in their -effort to attain the

traditional standards.

.Certainly An interesting variety of poSsibilities exists in the humanitieS

occupational-cluster. Making this variety Available to individuals depends on 4

--climate Which inclUdes a'stable economy_AncLan attitude of acceptance for the

..impertance of-humanities practitioners in the daily lives of Affierican citizens,,
s

3
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IV.

ARTS AND BUMANITIES OCCUPATIONS:
A DISCUSSION OF JOB PROJECTIONS

-If a young person asked a member of TERC's arts and humanities pro ect.staff

in early January, 19754 "Do I have much chance of getting work in these fields'?"
1

the ans er could realistidally be "no", based on research in the employment

:outlook for the vast majority of Jobs in these'clusters..:TERC had,kaown, when

beginning:occupational analys s six months earlier that We were looking at crowded,

highly comPetitive.fielda but hadAloped to offset distressing projections by

b--adening the original cluster concept to include a range,o,flobs related to

cant:al art:1 and humanities oceupations We had hoped that our investigation'

would: be eric;2 -aging hy revealing emerging occupations and new ways.of putting

togeth obs so that interested students could indeed ant cipate earning a liVing

in arts or humanities fields..

Dat'a has now been assembled from written sources, a ntimber of practitioners

have been intelviewed; reports such as the Ford,Foundation'_ The Finances of.,. the

. Performing Art! 1.,,r-a been sc.utinized by project staff. Turing the-time of

conducting these ilti!.ities the overall unemployment rate has risen to over 7% (and

will likely reach .8% by the end of January, 1975) and the.inflatiOn rate is over 12%.

The country has a new President and a number of new governors, all of- whom are

'pledging to cambat ihflption by trimming government spending. Foundations are'

*as Robpr:t Brustein reports, "what this weighty massive 446-page document manages to
that.if you think the performing arts are in financial trouble'now, just

wait tirick 19814" (Reprintedfrom the New York Times in the October-November isaue
qf the Cratsmanshi Center News, p. 45.
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reducing grants because of reduced capital and dividends from stock investmen

School populations are declining on most educational levels, and educational

institutions are reitricting staff budgets. The consequent, impact on all

occupations-but particularly on arts and humanities- can most succinctly.be

described as trim.

Despite this gloomy ontiook; we do not plan to say. "no" to students interested

in exploring these ca eets. .We did learn about a few emerging-occupations;

we did interview arts practitioners who are Creating careers in innovative ways;

we even found one or two teaching areas which-may offer increaied emploYment

despite declining school population and .inflation; and there'are some interes ing

quirks in which the recession has actually expanded employment opportunities.

More importantly, )3elieve ehat arts and humanities are essential for the

intellectdal and social growth- of this country. These occupations and preparation .

for them are not luxurIes to be abandoned in times of coMbined recession-inflation.

Norman Cdusins wrote recently,- "The most serious problem right now is that the

American people are psychologically depleted and are not primed'for innovrtion."

(Reprinted from BIRL-Ly,Revie d'in the Boston Globe,..January 5, 1976,p.A-1.)

,

We believe that artists, humanists, and those people Working with them are_integtal

to restoring the American spirit.

In student materials ITRC will point out the realities of,employment outlook.

Students with limited interest or marginal potential for acqdiring competencies

pay be discouraged by these realities, but the student with strong commitment should

be encouraged by exploring' tha breadth of possibilities. .This student will eventually.

,contribute to the country's regaining,,again queting Normen-CouSins "confidence in

wirselves, in our history, and theultimate power of ideas."

13 5
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TERC's discussions of job projections for the humanities cluster and the

aix components of the arts cluster are based on national t ends-exiating

_\January, 1975- While these trends may'change, we are prognosticating I rôrn the

,sitUation in-1975, not being wise enough to choose correctly among contradic ory

econoc forecasts nor to prophesy policy of present or fUture government

administrations nor to foresee whether 'ztro population g wth Is only a cycliCal_

social goal. -Some factors are common to all proje7tionslparricularly economic

1.
-conditions and gover-7 ent policies.. Foundation:policies and contributions from

[

many arts- occupations.business and individual citizens also affect projections

The following table derived from Ford Foundation'- The F the-PerfOrmin

Arta, indicates the impOytance of such contributions:

Percentage of totat o era in ncOme 100%) receiVedthrough earned and unearned
income, 1970-1971.

Theater (not including

Total Earned Income
Trital-Unearned.

Income
Appendik C

page

Broadway, dinner theater 66.4 33.6 13

a 50.5 49.5 22 _

Symphony . 47.0 53.0 31

J3atlet_ 54.4 45.6 40_

':.Mod _7' dance 68.6 31.5 49

1 6
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e ,report Concluded that privatepatrons, foundat1ons , and corporations'as

Well ea governmenta must all substantially increase'auppOrt of these perfórmfng

4.
organizations in order Merely to maintain the 1970-7i financial level.

In .considering factorsaffecting job projections, TERC staff encountered

(11.1emma regarding public tas e. Particularly in the-arts, shifts in attitudes

of,the public can create new work-swiftly or jnst as swiftly eliminate

employment. A question arises as to the.precise relationship.betweet:economics-

_

and public taste:. For example, did Peter BrooW3design for a.British

'Shakespearian production in the 196075 influence public taste to the point

that subsequent deSigners used simple sets to szcomodatePublic taste? Or;

has!the use of Simpler

ses and changeS of Set betWeen acts or scenes Is too expensive to allow'

sets evolved -because mounting a play \k/ith elabbrate

a financial return to the inveators? Is the upsurge in popularity of etchings
,

attributable to a change:4n public taate or the fact that fine artists can
P

.A,roduCe etchings at a wore reasbnable price than one-of-a-kind works? Did the

string- CtIon behin_ a'country western group in recording fade

out because the string section cost money or because the publicno longer lnsists
,

*on baCkground as well as foreground music? TERCs curriculum development pro ect

Cannot possibly arrive at any reasonable conclusions regarding- the relationship

between the economy and puhliC taste.' W i.raise the questien becauset affects
. ,

jOhprojections: if one could say simply, "ecOnomy prevails, then projections

would be simply "small orchestras, or small whativer in times of recession, and thus

fewerjobs;" if public'taste is the dominant factor, projections would be more

difficult, but some generalizations could be drawn based on cycles of styles

-

and tastes, or projections could simply be avoided altogether. At the very least,
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e-ials itten for students creatAan-awarenes both

economica and rapid shiftsA.n public taste on employment outlapk; our conclusions

for now are that Versatility and'flexibility'on-the part of the Individual

practitioner are essential for surmounting employMent,ob tacles Caused hy

either the economY pr a.particular fad. Althou3h_raising the question of

ships tempts us to stray into considerations of various factors

.public,taate, we will be 'content with arousing awareness-on, the part of- s

of the questionl_ ramifications on earning=a living Ih--arts humanities.

As TERC is conduCting All U.S.O.E obligations with the ultimate aim of

-broadening students' career aspirations and,helping them make realistic

choices, we-wanted to-present JOB:projections in a readilyperceived fo-

A possibility for _his'forat to which the staff:devoted undue attention was

chartingspecific Jobs on a _ ateby-state hasis.to shovi 1970 employmentJigUreA,
,

I-and pro ected employment needefor 1980. All fifty states Puerto Rico, and GuaM

were-asked for available data,,and-two thirds had responded by'the en&:pf 1974.,

,Examining the'state.documents revealed an immediate prOblem. 1n most caseS

the job classifications included are those determined by the U.S. Bureauof

Census for use in such documents as,Occupational Characteristics. The .

'groupings dO not reflect the'kinds of-discrete titles in.,TERC's claisificat on

system; instead,. "musicians'and 'composers" are lumped together; "editors"

and reporters" are listed aa one Item, ,as are "painters" and scUlptors" and

eachers of art drama, and usic(college and university) This kind of

lumping tbgether is no help tp the student interested, for-instance, in being

junior high,schok band director, to know exactly whatemployment outlook i

projected for the desired career.
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The examinat on reVealed additionalproblems. SOme states proVided projections

for 1975, or 1976, but not fOr 1980. Other statesdndicated annual average job

openings which may not necessarily be equiValent to estimated.needs over a ten-year

period. The tUbles of projections did not always indicate whether openings --ere

I ,anticipated_due to growth of a field or to replaceMents.because of death or reri- ent;

as the,difference can be impor ant, omission -Of precise-reasons:for projected-

employment needs caused a problem. The most diffidult problem is rhat Unadcountable

variances:occur among tables: totals in one state's chart for a particular group

jobS do not 'equal expected totals dn anothei-chart in the same document.

Because of,these-variances, TERC's-research,librarian consUlted staff of the

regional U.S. Bureau of Labor StatisticS (BLS) of fice. The BLS isrespondible'

for the Occupational:Outlook Handbook (0011) and tabulates data obtained from every

state as part the Interims Manpower Projections Program.

Each state provides data on employment according to,industry, and the BLS

. ,
.in turnAises_the data to'provide projections by.occupation and estimated people-,

power needs,during the next several years. Thebase data used is obtained from the

1970 cengus, and the Occupational categories are the same as the census classifiCation

mentioned'previbusly.

SeVeral- potential sourdes for inaccuracies in -this data exist Mie,projections

1- which rhe states use are based on,a national staffing pattern and are not indivi--

-dualized according to s ate, although a state may make changes to reflect specific

conditionS in,that state .For example, a statewhich has a particularly'high

proportion ofpersons employed in a certain industry probably, will have a higher ,

proportion of persons employed in variousoccupations which are part of that industry,-

'Unless the State adjusts the figures the projections

that state 's needs.

4-

not accurately reflect



. Projections for 1980 ate usually based on

for each industry as was !used during

take into consideration changes that
t

-..economid-conditions, f example.

e samejjercentage of growth ,

- I

previous periods, which does not necessarily
,

may have:affected an indus-ry due to

:there are also d±fficultes in uaing census figures a_ base.data for.
- F

I

/

The census is based on placeof-esidence, riot place',
/

1

1

employment projections.'
.L0

of employment, and does not take into account mobility of peop e between states.

//
-Currently the BLS iadeVeloping a new national matrix which will be based

-onplae of employment thus hoptful y increasing the.accurac of the data obtained

It -Will also be basedonemp1oyment figures over a three-year/period rather than

on.the decennial census. Each sUcceeding year will be added and the first year

eliminated always maintaining figures for a thrde-year perio1 d. This i known

as the Occupational Employment Statistics (QES) program, and labout 19 states

are presently involved in it. It is hOped that -eventually state pattarns,.not

ust national one's, will bexeflectedin the hase data.

Also'undergoing change is'the Bureau of Cenaus Occupational-Classification

wh_ch-is gradually- being-replacedby the Standard Occupational'ClassificatiOn (SOC).

For reasons stated above the validity of the State data seems questionable,

resulting in mInimal usefulness for, a chart of peoplepowet projections by sta'e.

fact, some of the introductory explanations of various states' information

advised that the data be,usZ os indicatorsor ttends, not'as actual figures

and forecasts.

Rather -than use state figures at all, 1ERC decided to rely priMarily on data-

rom the:1974-75 'edition af the _Occupational Outlook Handbook. :The BLS staff

memberswe consulted suggested this as preferable to data from individual'states.



'They also. suggested using informatLon from Occu ational Manpower and TraininA

Needs,,(BLShalletin 1701), but since it was Publishedln 1971 and iabased on

1968yemployment figures, we decided to use only the more current 0011L

In addition to thn Occus atlonal Ou -Pic Handbook, ,ench staff'apacialist

writing,a_report on Job Projections for a given field used other published

Information such as occupational briefs from Science Research Associates, Teacher

kupzi.y_i:ALp_emandin,Pub.972, (National Education Association, 1972),

anol'Pro ections Of Educational Stntistics to 1.98283 -(0.S=0.E. ) Current reports

from newspapers And journalnhaVe ileen valtiableln reflecting up-tothe-minutn

_thoughts on these field, s have interviews, with people'presently working in'

arts or hurnantis pccupations. Each staff specialist brings his or her -current .

'knowledge_of.joh opc,rtunites And trends in a pa ticular,field which-will affett',

opportunities in th4 utUre; staff knowledge has been applied to temper some

of the publiShed ons-which are ne longer realistic= :Though the job

\'

-projgctiona reports are generally gr±m, project staff has been'and will mon inue
.

be alert to emerging opportunities end- to innovative ways for people to'

be employed in these clusters,
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cb-Proiections in Dance

Competition for the few position's available'to prefess onal dancers Is

very heavy considering the small number of dandersable to find work: 4000

1972, (004) a figUre whIch includes stage, Screen'and.televisionr Since

women account:for 90% of all professional dancers, the situationJor trained

male-dancers is less competitive because danee companies try to maintain

equal.pumbers of men and worden
.

As the nuMber o .jobs in the area _f professionalyerformance is directly

related tO the funds available to dance companies financial predictions about

these,cotpanies Can indiCatesome general trènd in the future,job-market. The

'Ford Foundation recently released The Finances of the 'Performing Arts, -(Ford

'Foundation, 1974) which reported on 166-non-profit perforMing organizations

with annual budgets of $100,000,or more, including ballet Companies a:d mcidern

dance troupes The total earningsiap:of the 166 organizations duringthe

197071 seaeon was'$6? million, and over half __ the Aid not balance thei

budgets even with unearnedincome contributed from various sources. The earnings
'

gawill continue to increase, according'to'the Ford Foundation report through

1980 :o.o. figure clos $335 million. The Ford Foundation!a recent decisions

to cut spending by50% by 1978 will have an adverse effect on many ballet

/

who must now look to local private pa -ons for support. Becauseljothcompanie

private and'national foundations depend on investment income, economic conditions

will determine how much of the earnings gap can be filled from these sources.

Foundations and patron gifts provided ballet with 81% he fotal unearned

indome in the 1970771 season;many ballet companies are, therefore, faced with'

the challenge of seeking a different financial base.
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The impact of foundation sUpport on modern dance companies is serious tit

not so,critigal aa for ballet becausefóundatlons and'patrons provide-only 32%

-of total.unearned income to _ modern dance troupes; the remaining 68%,is contributed:

by government.grants On federal state, -nd local levels, while ballet.companies

,
receive-19% frOmHgovernment support Government-grants are.supplied-by the

National Endowment for the Arts as well as the state7and local councils on the arts.

-

Support from sugh sources,iS enhanced through positive a tion by federal and state

v.

legislatures, but' with pressure to cut government spending the'future of such

subsidies is unclear. Another source of amiiety for ballet companies is

competition _rom_European companies.touring the United States. In these times
.

Of inflation and recession, American dancers a put in the pesi ion of' coMpeting

for the same audiencefagainst their Etiropean colleagues, who pre, mainly supported

by their own governments.

The Broadway muSical has,long generated employment fin' trained dancers,

a Jerry-Herman, ho

nothing but amall mu icalS on Broadway for st least the next five years --- shows

Wrote Mame and ljelk:Ljic, has pointed ellut, "There will _

with_casts of. twenty or less and no chorus. You haveto spend $1 million now

to produce a big,show, sO there's no way, The economit problem of the musical

is wildly aut of coatrol." (UPI, December, 1974). It seems apparent that dancers

will:tave difficulty finding jobs on stage for at least the next five'years, not
-

Only in ballet and modern dance but also in music theater andnightclub,shows.'_

(-Film and television'provides modern dance co panies with only .37 of the total

earned income and an even smaller percentagelor ballet, according to the Fora

Founda ion report. 'Howevet,-individuale working on a free-lance.basis at the

large film and television studios can ,expect continued spdradic emPloyment.-



The practi_e offilminglarge.Broadway

zome employment on screeni PeWer jobs

_seeks to economize'produCtion costs to

the original.musical is mounted 'with
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musicals'should continue to provide'

could result, however, as the film industry.

cope with inflation, and-of course, -hen

a small rumber c dancers.

-
Beyond the limited oppertunitles available in the performance area is a'

wider field !of oppOrtunity in dance education,

ce teachersA.n privateatudios working

dance of alikinds continues to groW.

ber of TERC's National Advisory Comm

s' educator, more dance

creating

Many opportunities.exist for .

with all age groups, and general interest

According,to Shirley Ririe; whois'

ttpe and a professional dancer as well

courses are being establiabed n.public,schools,

nand for dance teachers 'Ms. Ririe cites auch'programs-aa Artis

Schoolawhich stimulates, intereSt and support for

growtft,. In the form -f an educationalprograM, dance

-programs, like music and theater, because it is quite

needing only space with practice bars, a,t9acher

music and theater curricula,require expensive instruments and o

and expensive stage equipment). In a time of'economic.recession

the in roduction of a dance Program.

dance as contributing to th

has,an edge oVer-other

economical t' maintain,

and a ay of p oviding music

ten elaborate

and inflation,

this economy:favors

Since most dance therapists work in state hospitals, they mustTrely:on positive:
action on the part of state legislatures for j_b opportuhities.7'Wbile%some dance

therapists are working in large private hospitals, the growth of employment

opportunities is slow, owing t6 a lack of research and to a lack of acceptance

on the part of the medical profeasion of this form of non-verbal psychological

therapy.
144
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A finar--and very important faCtor in diacussing job pro

-dancers relate to the age at which training begins

ectionsjor pe

Authorities in the field

telieve that a dancer's tralning should begin as early as age 8. Professional..-

auditions begin when the dancer reaches midadUlescence, gssentially, there is no

_

job outlook for an aspiring dancer who.bas not, begun training at an approOriaterage;
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Job'PrO,ection in MuSic

In a recent letter in respons to a TErt:C staff ember'- inquiry, Margaret

Sears, the Executive Director of the Na onal Association for Mudic Therapy, Inc.

:wrote:

"Available positions in this field (_usic therapy) are'nqtyre entlY,

as plentiful 4s was true two years a-- due to the Unsettled-econOmic

cOnditions this coun'try is experiencing= Howeyerv n recent.months

we have noticed,an increase 'in the nuOber,of job openings. 'Hopefully'

this is 'a trend heralding better-days.

Sears goes on to say:

"Curren ly, most .music therg-pists are employed in governmental '

-,instftutions thus the'actiont Of legislativebodies determine to'

a gregE deiree growthof the field; The most significant deterrents

growth) have probably been the absence of a significant body:of

retearch and a public relations program.,

In the paragraphs 'quoted- it ispOssible-to gee the complexity ofmaking

job projections. For music therapists-and most other musicians, the future job

market is closely tied co several complicated and interrelated factors. Some of

these-are:

3.

4.

5-

6.

Economic conditions
Policies of foundations
Public support
Legislative actions:,
Impact,of technology
Deelining population
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Of-these,: __e most complex 'and the Osr.frequently mentioned by interviewed
\

.practitionera is the economy-. %Musicians and other attists are often.among

the first to feel the effecti of an economic crunch. A school administrator

4orced to cUt expenSes, for example, will usually make'reductions.in- music and/

art progra_s long before cutting back support of strictly academic areas, or

athletics. As a private violin teacher interviewed)Dy TERC staff explained,

.sheiscaught,"betweenthedeviland the deep blue sea" in times of econo ic

hardship,-for if she raises ratearo offsetHinflation, a:be:loses students.

.For many non-7:usiciana, music is considerecrentartainment and, the efore

. ,

dispensible.-

Inflation has put the big BroadWay musical.out of business. As quo ed

earlier,, Jerry_Herman, successful writer of Broadway musicals says that only

the small musicals will be i3roduced on Broadway'for at least next five years.

Producers will have to spend $1 million to finance a big show. The rising

and falling of the-economy affects mnsidians working in all areas.as it affects,

the musicians'.sources of.income.

'One of the major sources of financial suppor muSical institutions is

national foundationa. Since the money available from a foundation is mainlY

intome from inves nts, economic- fluctuations cause more or less money Ao

be available.- ,The ord Foundation provides many'symphohy orchestras and opeia

companies -with substantial subsidies, and that Foundation's recent decision

not to spend more'than what: is earned in dividends and.t6 cut the amount
1

of money

_aijarded by fifty percent by 19-78 will force many ordhestras and opera companies

7
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change, their financia] base. .Recently,-166.performing arts:organizations,

including symphonies and operas, Were surveyed by the Ford Foundation. (The

Finances of the Performing Arts, Ford Foundation, 1974.) The earrings gap

these organizations was $62 million tn the 1970-71 season, a figure which

would triple by 1980. Hawever, with the:current rate of inflation, the. deficit

.could reach as high as.4335 million: Ta clasp this gap, higher ticket prices

- .

could mean athaller,audiences-. Less money could mean .smaller orchestras ar fewer

:orchestras and opera companies and the jobs in these companies would only be

available to the,most highly qualified musicians.

Economic conditions alsa have a great deal to do with the 'degree to whichi

the TUblic will'support musical organizations and-events. The public support
_

of popular music.is naturally stronger than that,:for serious music. Th_ popular

music.field,is greatly stimulated by' adve tising and mass marketing.of recordings,

and new opportunitiesin popular music' are constantlybeing Created- as yles

, come,in and aut c. vogue. PublIc-support of large_popular orchestras has

dwindledi.n favor of smaller groups

-,popular taste, for as larger groupsllaVe become less ecanothical1y viable

.few of the large hotels and dance halls can afford a big band. ObviouslYthis

-hich does not neCessarily reflect a change

economicfactor has reduced work available for popular inatrumentalibt and

vocalis

The shift in popular taste' toward the e ectranically p ocessed sounds of

rock and roll, with electric guitars, electric organs, pianos, basses,'and

even,electrically amplified drums, has created -n one.hand more opportunities

for rodk musiciane andon the other hand fewer alportunities for musicians

working with now-less papUlar traditional instruments like clarinets, saxophones,
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= Public support of anything is stimulated by advertising. 'Because the

advertising business realizes that,a musical message:creates a retention fac or

five times that of unaccompanied verbal messages, there will always be jobs in

the recording studio for musicians writing and recording commercials. A recording

N.
engineer:interviewedIv'TERC.staff suggests that there is a great shortage,

le vecalists-who ean read music to sing commercials. ,The same engin

_

also maintains that many firms actually increase'their advertising during time
\
of-

,-e=essiontand inflation Creating more jobs for musicianswho record commerciala

(a caution: not every recent reeessien has Created.advertizing-related jobS).

In the pxoduction area of instrum nt building the-vagaries of public

support often determine how many instruments of which varieties will be prOduced.

Sales Of eleetronic instruments of-all kinds are on the rise,-.and titere is an

increasing, though limited interest, in authentically'produced early instruments

such as tarpsichorda,-lutes,irecorders, As well as guitars and, such folk instruments
t..

as duicinMrsand.autoharps. Opportunittes for building these latter instrumenta-can'

be expectgd for handcraftsmen.

Ihe iseue of pUblic support for musical organizations-and events is.a

difficult one'becaUse it i_ impossible to say whether changes occur as the result

of changes in Public talte, ot!As the result of changes in econo ic conditions;

or as the result of a change in the artis i- language initiated by the Artists,

themselires. A trend toward more chamber music could be the result of public

preference theeconemie problems -f.the orchestras,, or the preference of the

musicians themselves.
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egisla e action on both federal and'state'lévelS-'affects the Nationa

Endowment f r the ,Arts as well as the variOus state councils-on the,arts Suditu

legislative action 'determines how,much money is available for grants and varioUs,.

-other programs:for subsidizing musical organizations, with 4 direct bearingion

number of jObs available to professional musicians. Musicians who are directly

._emplcyed -in government_dgencies and institutions rely on positiVe action from

legislature to insure the existence of their jobs. This applies principalf.y_to

-
music therapists wbo work in state mental hospitals but with the rise

-symphonies many more musicians are benefiting from positive action by state

legislatureS. One such model is that of the North Carolina State SyMphony.

Siipported largely by the state legislature, the orchestra has a,season of sixty

to ninety concerts, -ostlY spent touring the State performing in school's and

community centers The support of.ths_legislature not only.prbvides seventy

musicians with full time professional work,-but ale° promotes a wdebase

,public supOort.for serious music. -.If other states.f011ow the:.podel.provided by

North Carolina, the resulting employment outlook for symphonic musicians will be

much brighten Without such support we will continue' to see many uf America's

most highly trained musicians working in orchestras in' Canada supported:by the_

Canadian.gOvernment, or in other foreign dountries.

Ondother aspect, of the emploYment of musicians as affected:by legislativa ,
y-

=

action is the military- band. The armed forces aintain bands proportion to-
_

overall military strength. Any klubstantial redUction of military .strength -

leads to-e- reduction in the number of military bands.. Careers'in military.bands,

are available as ere shoreer term 6nliStments with this Military Occupational

v2)

Specialty.
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Technology for professional musicians has been a doUble-edged sword: while

closing oppo tunities with one stroke, it has created new.opportunities with the

other. Far and away the most impprtant impact of technology has been recording,

The availability of near perfect performances produced in studios undertightly

controlled acoustical conditions has Put tremendOus pressure on live performers

tO ..match this bigh quality in their public concerts. the increased useof

.recordings on radio, television, and i n theatrical and dance produc ions has taken

its toll in the numbet of positions
---

available for live performing musicians, but
,

on'the other hand the wide-distribution of recordings has brought More music to

more people than liv e. performances could hope for Stimulating -he demand for .

more new tecordings.

As the popular recording industry is an ecOnomy priented pne, short cut- are

often used to save money. One cOMmon technique available in multitrack rec rding-

systems allOws one musician to sini Or play many. parts. Instead -f requiring

three flute players, one player can record each part separately after-which the

recordings are combined electronically to produce the sound of a trio.

Another common technique allows modification of the- Sounds of one instrument.to

sound like another. If a guitar is recorded at seven and a half. Inches per -second

'and played,back at fifteen inches Per second it sounds like a mandolIn, .A fact

which an eliminate the employment of a mandolin.playenin a recording studio.

Along with electric guitars and drums, many rock groups are today loading

synthesizer's into their equipment vans.- A TERC,staff member who recently visited

a synthesizer factory learned from the company's educational director that there is

a-need for musicallY- competent people in sales.and promotion of these all-purpose

electronic musical instruments, As the synthesizer becomes an accepted instrument
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in conservatories colleges, universities, and in many high-schools, positions

will 13_ created for teacher administrators with special skills in electronic music.

The Piano Technicians' Guild maintains that there is an adequate supply

ofyiano _uners, but some n the field of:piano,technology believe that expanded

use of electrenic instruments, such as stroboscopic tuners; could lead to increased

employment inpiano-tuning, 'as an example-of the effect of technology on jobs.

Technology has radically altered,the face of music throughout its history:

Consider the development of the violin, the piano, keys for wind instruments,

valves forl3rasses, electronie sound generation. -predicting the impactof technology

on the future musical worker is as -difficult as predicting the next technological

ijreakthrough in any otherlield.

For the many musicians who will seek work as public school music teachers,

the outlook'is not encouraging. There will be a decline in Population in elementary

and'secendary'Schools from about 50 million now to about 45 million:by 1982.

(Projections of Educational Statistics to l98283, 1973 Edition, U.S.O.E.). During

the same period, enrollment in higher education __ expected to increase slightly-- The--

number of college graduates.prep- ed to teach in- the music field rose 81.2% from--

1950 to 1972, (Teacher.Supnly and Demand in Public Schools 1972. Research Report-

.

1972-p.8, NEA, 1972), and this increase can be expected to continue with a rise

An college and university enrollment until approximately 1980. Even with only

56.2% of graduates qualified to teach high scH;o1 music trying to enter the profession;

-the supply still exceeds the demand. The same is true for graduates qualified to
*

teach elementary school music, vith 66% of the qualified graduates trying to enter

the field. (Ibid.)
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Fundamental-changes in the economy as well as changes expected in school

populations reach out to affect a -ide variety of educational support services,

one ofwhich is publishing. An editor of educational music interviewed by TERC

staff indicated that her publishing companY, along with many others, because

rising costs and declining school populations is cutting back staff strength

through attrition.

MuSical education may change its shape completely by 1980, however. New,

and_well-publicized tea ds,_notab y the=Kodaly and Orff systems for

vocal and instrumental music and the Suzuki method for strings should provide

more work opportunities for teachers trained to uie these methods for innovatIve

programs.

The,citing.of examples regarding.the ey many factors affect the job opportunitiet

for musicians sheuld make'clear that the moat versatile and flexible musicians will

have the best chances to change'Nthe direction.of their careers as jeb opporthnities

open up in different areas. More valuable to 4 musician than straight job

projections is ah understanding of the faCtors that affect the growth and decline

opportunities in the vatious\areas of the working musical world.
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C. Job Pro'ections in Theater EntertaInment and Media

In discussing employment outlook is Useful to combine the p ojections

for jobs in theater, 'entertainment, film and television because of the consistent

cross-over from field to field of many individual jobs. A designer, forjnstance,

-iy-move from theater to movie -ork as the employment situation changes. _For seme

jobs, the .outlook is similar in all of these fields-

In general the outlook for actors is not particularly,good. Ruth Fiecher

inhr June=197._4_Change_magazine-article,-i'The-Shame-ofTheaterAr-ts-111--states

that there are few jobs available for professional actors anywhere. She cites

the vast disparity between supply and demand: "There are literally hundreds

of qualified applicants for every available job in the theater. There are more

aspiring actors, directors,.playwrights, designers, and technicians than all the

theaters in the world could absorb in the next seve al centuries."

One cannot say for sure how-Many People there are in New York who are

looking:for acting jobs without success. One example _f the problem of over-supplyjc

however, the Chrt tian Science Center Repertory in New York which-Announces

its list of yearly productions in trade paper and then holds auditions,

Christopher Martin artistic director, states that in 1975 the advertisement drew

approximately.500 Applicants - only five of whom Would be admitted to the troupe.

Members are paid $50 per week; Mr tin estimates that 5000 acto s would

audition if the pay were higher. Alan Hewitt, statisticIan for Actors Equity
.

Association, states thatof the' more than 16,000 paid members of theUnion in

the 1973-74 season only 23,1% found theattical employment.
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Evenjf-an actor is fortunate enough to be cast in a small role on Broadway-

there is nO guarantee that the role will-even exist the next day. Threethingscould

haPpen: 1)the play, es manY do could close right after it opened, or 2) the

particular role could be cut from the play, ) the actor in the early rehearsal

period may prove to be hot.-hat the:director wanted for the role.- Until 1972

Broadway was indeed the place where the greatest number, of:people ware eMployed.

However, a,changing_trend is: exhibited by.the 1973-74 season. !John Beaufort in the

January 6 1975, _hristian Science_MonitOr has ranked the settings for employment

from where-the-mo -to-the least are employed: 1) resident regional-theater; 2)

dinnel theaters, 3) stock companies, 4) touring theater-"the road" and 5). Broadway.

Alan Hewitt .predicts that dinner theater will-asaume the lead shortly; in agreement

with,him is.Frederick O'Neal, President Of the Associated Actors and. Artistes of-;

America.

,The reen Actor§ Guild, the media counterpart of Az-ors' Equity, has reported

that 85%. of ,its Members are uhemployed- all or most of the time. President Dennis

Weaver says that mote than 3/4 -f SAG's 30,000 members earn legs than $3,500 per

year as. actors - a figure whichiis below the natiOnal poverty,level.- Of:the close

to 40,000 actors in. the United Statea few have re eivedzritical recognition.

_ The _big_demand:in_the media now, because o increased product promotion _through'

advertising, is for actors and models in television commercials, which causes jobi

and public recognition for some actors.

Since directors a e faced with the same.opportunit es and competition as

actors, the outlook for them in both theater and media looks the same as it does

for actors. FrodUcers of theater_are handcuffed by the cold statistics that only

8% of'the plays which open are financially successful.
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The projections for playwrights are equally discouraging. Science Research

Associates* quotes an anonymous play publisher as saying that 95% of-the aspiring

playOrights in the U.S. gre trying to have a play produced on Broadway, :but less than

12 sUcceed. Joseph Kierland, playwright stated.in an interv ew with TERC, that the-
/

outiooklor playwrights beC partially because of the ris_ of regional theater

and dinner theaters, which.use well-kno _ plays rather than o- ginalacripta. Bowever,

ha feels that technology will advance the theater-by making it available o more.

people than ever before.' Plays.will be performed only once, he pro ects and video

taped sothat thpy ,can be watched bY ihe whole nation On televiiion .,Clearly, writers

can look forward to-more opportuniads in film and television than in theater;laost

of the available writing jobs are held'by staff writers-in sortie speci_l area

televisionor films.

Designers areconfronted with a contradiction in job pro ections.: On one

.hand plays like Shenandoah which require little scenery.and rely upon lighting

effects tq create the setting are popular in.today theater. On the otheriland,-
. _

revivala.of big shows and musicals of the 1950's and 60's require elaborate

design schemes and personnel. Both trends effect all areas -f theater production:

lights, set, sound,' costumes, properties and. make-up4 HoWever, most openings

in backstage theater occur through death or retirement, rather than through

.increased numbers of positions.

-The movie-industry seems to be experiencing
-

-ost lucrative period in many

years. There is a ratura to "big movies" which require "big atories big directors,

and'big stars." A return to'larger scale movies-dould Open up more job. opportunities

for screen extras and for produCtion and technical employees.

-Science Research Associates, Occupational Exploration Kit, "Occupat onal Brief #295."
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Exemplifying the current movie industry attitude is Irwin Allen, producer

The Poseidon Adven ure and The Towering Inferno, wh6 believes in.the ttall-

family picture". This kind of picture insures box office success

because the picture will appeal to everyone. Allen says: "I include enough

elements soArou can't keep anyone away who a ts to come. Inferno has five love

are-tories.. -There _ tremendous derring-;do,for the kids, there great -philosophical
_

overtones for the.senior citizens, and there's all kinds of hope fer the teen-agers,

and young marrieds ' (Newsweek November 25, 1974). While one may disagree

:with Allen on aesthetic or evgn moral grounds his attitude resUlts indirectly

in increased job opportUnities.

The, movie industry has increased the demand for public relations people bedause

they often are, responsible for the financial suc6ess of a movie. If a company

makes the effort to publicize a movie carefully,it has a greater -hence of

succeeding financially. With The.LastTango An Paris United Artists.used a

review-quoting-campaign-which-proved-that even a'scontreversia14-possibly-Offensive-

movie can be popularly received.'

Promotionis also important live entertainerg. Although-strong conpetition

exists in the live entertalnnient field, increased publicity either-by a managerl

or by the entertainer himself/herself could increase the number of jobs:found cAs

am,example, the magician interviewed by TERC project.staff has printed.an inexpensiVe

,

leaflet to advertise himself which he sends to business organizations and social irou-s.
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He- also advertises in the telephone book, by word of mouth, and by performing for

charity groups without charge. Many of his jobs have been secured by someone's

seeing him at a benefit and hiring him for a party or other function. This

promotioncould create a demand for more magicians and other live- entertainers '

as the public becomes aware of their services for bar mitzvahs, cocktail parties,

children's birthday parties beatty pageants, or bu iness functions.

In television and radio fields continued groWth is expected for certain

kinds of jobs, .Disc Jockeys, according to. 4:1974 Science Research Associates

,"Occupaticrnal Brief" have good opportunities for finding employment: "The number

(:)f broadcasting outlets-iaon the rise. If radiels present ...continues..

re disc jockeys will be needed." The outlook foventry jobs for television

announcers is,not as good because even though television stations-Are increasing,

in number (from 939 to 953'during 1974) beginners are ra ely hited. The slow

growth of Cable television may soon spurt, providing new ji_b opportunities for

announcers.

In the educational world _he projections for drama and Media teachers,

are somewhat optimistic. Although the possibility exists that an economic

depression will eliminate all "luxury" eeachers, the demand for teachers

Of theaterand media is growing. More schools are introducing these fields,

particularly film, into their curricula.. The teachers interviewed by TERC staff

feel that those schools which already'have drama and media teachers will'hire

more- persennet to teach such sPecializations as designing, sound, TV production,

literature and directing. This, sanguine attitude, .however, has to be tempered

by the demands for budget restrictions placed upon school administrators and.

school beards.-
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Major factors limiting job- opportunities in theater and film ate the

economy and government policies,/ Escapism during depreasion is not a great

enough impetus to bring people to live theater when the rent has,to be paid

and the grocery bill has sky-rocketed, Although the U.S. Public has more to

spend than in manY othernations, the United States government con _ibutes

less to the arts per capita tnan any, other major country.

Further the outlook for:jobs is dimmed by:the use of tontacts,in:seeuring ,

_

jobs in theater and_media, :In order to acquire a backstage job(lighting,

costumes, e ) in,a Breadway shoW:or'a job as a camera person or gaffevon-

a --vie aet, the most,important,preparation to have in being the son or daughter

of someone who is already a production pe acin. Directorproducer Jerome

Rosenfeld -tates that membership to IATSE (International Alliance of Theatrical

Employees -'and Moving Machine Operators of the United States and Canada) and

subsequent job_ acquisition in difficult if not impossible for the'person who

knn- no one working in a production capacity.

A.past success Is Also a strong .factor in jobattainmen_ In the design

field; as is the-case in many other aspects of theater and media, experience Is"

the only means of securing a professional job. Producernwill fin& work only if

they have a success to their credit. The producer TFRC interviewed presently

has a successful show running_end'is looking for ,other-shows to produce at the

name ti e. Had his prdsent show been-unsuccessful/ it,would have been difficult

jor him to lind.work. He states: "Peopld are not willing to truat losers. Had.

4

I loa [had the sho- not been a. uccess], t would be a lot harder produce new
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shows." Peter Bart, an)independent producer, says in Newsweek,,:"People are

scared that a _allure will put'th- -out of business." Thus, people are trying

fewer new genres and are returning to the old reliable Material.
7

-

Ih comparison to the past, a more favOrable outlook'is projected for

women and mlnorities. As more,femala and 'Minority playwrights plays are

produced, increased acting jobs are available for :hese two groups. Few women

have found success as disc jockeys,:but members o malejainority groups have

been very succes-sful in TV announcing.

Finally, a well-roundad theater.and media person with a knowledge

.theater, technology, music and design appears to be themost

for Community art- coordinator positions as these amerge.

able to compete
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D. Job Proiections for Visual Arts Occu ations

EconemicfluctUations affect all practitioners in the.visual arts

but are not constant factors for all persons in any given spe-ialty. For

example, an illu- _ator for a newspaper could be layed off due to cutbacka

in publishing, while advertising firms have :ay have more illuStratien, work to do

than they can handle. For established fine.artists,-a period of recession

can mean increased sales of theirinvestment-quality" works. This,

:turn, creates a favorable ma ket for gallery workers, agents, or publicsts.

_-Unfortunately, an upswing does'not filter down to the younger artistS and

in 1975, moderately-priced work is'selling poorly, andlesser galleries

'galleries dealing in this work can suryive solely on sales from their

exhibition's. One agent-interviewed by TERC project staff auggested that

artists will have to modify their work to be mo,re decorative and- materialistIc

if they hope to sell at all. He alao noted that the government.is becoming

a major purchaser of art and that some specialists may be needed as buyers

and advisors to these'agencies.

A sculptor we spoke to Supported there points by saying that he'.

was forced to produce small,- low quality pieces t-C Offlet.the declining

numbe large-Scale commissioned werkabeing funded. As the Volume of

Oriva financed building decreases, federally-funded buildings become

theImajor 'source of commissions for environmental sculptors. . Some large

three-dimensiOnal work is also being--done fortelevision in place of-traditional-

graphics. Many artists, o king in two dimensIons are showing an- interest in

printmaking as a means of producing work that can be sold more Cheaply than
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one-of- kind pieces, which could cause the establishment of more studios

where artists can use the printmaking equipment they cann t afford to buy

individually.

In the applied arts, there are some identifiable trends within

industries, but no patterns to include all practitioners. In the 1975

economic .situation there may be very little demand for young fashion

designers in sportswear companies. There may be, however, opportunities

for them to deaign leisureear-for the growing numbers of pedpleLwho prefer

to entertain at home, or for clothing-accessories

There was some consensus among the people interviewed as- to the'

future of the graphic design field: they felt that it would re ain:fairly .

stable despite its'dependency on the.general economy.

Roy Brown, Art. Director of Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company, felt

that bee-awe the public is becoming used to e visual information, graphic-

designers will continue to find work. Even though full-color- full-scale

designs have become prohibitively expensivei:the demand for pictorial and

'graphi materials will increase. As new techniques such as computer art

and modular design become popular, apecialists

formats.

Illustration is a free-lance field in which artists face competifton

from photographers. put an illustrator TERC interviewed believed that his,

work would.continue t- be in demand since it has always had great popular

suppcirt. Popularity is not however, a-guarantee of continued employment. The

animated cartoonist we interviewed explained that such a seemingly pcipular f eld
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has nearly died out. Unionization has done away with most of the.loWer,

training-level jobs, so that a beginner has no chance of working his/her

way up. This fact, coupled with the public disinterest in short-features and

censure _f children!s cartoons has closed down most of the studios and

reduced the Screen Cartoonists Guild to 250 members, Much of the actual -

'production work is done abroad.

Many traditionally stable jobs in printed graphics are becoming

obsolete as well. The growing,use of automated typesetters has diminished

thd need for eompositors and press en, creating a need only fo, people

to handle these machines. Photoengraving, which is part of the letterpress

process,'is also declining as offset printing becomes more popular. 'Only

a few hundred new people per year will be neededi-Aue to attrition. J,itho--

graphy, however, is projected to remain an essential service.

The vast n-_-bers.. of -ommercial photographers available.makes this

a very competitive field, but the demand' for their-work should remain high.

Opportunities for them are probably best i_ technical fields, such As

scientific and industrial,photography,.while competition is keenest_smong

portrait photographers.

For commercial designers, there are likely to be jobs in television

and package design, with a stable demand for mechanical lettering and

paste-ups. Theneed for industrial designers is also stable, but in

keeping with the trend for manufacturers to establish their own design

departments, many will have to specialize in very nar-ow fields. According

to one industrial de-igner we interviewed, designers May be r quired to
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specialize in the styling aspect of theIr field, rather than the functiOnal

.aspect of new product,design. They may_also face growing competition from

engineers and architects forced out of work by the declining building trade.

Those designers working Inan essential industry, Siich as ceramics,

will find stabli production, but increas'ed automation and' importation will

t expansion of job opportunities. More unstable industries, Such as plastiCa,

de_y generalization. Although a major use In emploYment as expected fel. the

--tire industry, thereby creating a demand for designers, petroleum shortages

can eliminate these openings.

Those design fields connected with furniture and ornament production

are ext_emely vulnerable to general economic fluctuations. _Because peOple tend

.not to buy new furniahings-in a period of reces ion, such indus_ries cut back

accordinglY. Interior decorators are usually.the first to be affected

/
by the economy. The interior designer we spoke to said that people

-who do buy furniture want ready-made goods and seek only the services of

designers working ln-the stores. With fe -er people aemanding total design

and fewer young couples setting up new homes, interior design Is A very

-uns able field, with expansion only in semi-professional, retail store jobs.

The present outlook for architects is generally discouraging, ap

the entire building trade is cuttingback, and,new residential contracts

are few.andlar between. There is, however, a. growing need for city planners
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And environmental architects to work on.urban redevelopme t ana possibly new

town-planning. Young architects are far more likely to.be successfUl

in these areas than:in joining-establl-Shed -fesidential firms or beginning
1 4

in,private'practice. Drafting the traditional'entry-level joblin architecture,

is in jeopardy of being replaced by standardised forms and procedures which

can,be used instead of hand-drafted work. Perhaps the most stable specialty

is landscape architecture, as it is a versatile field in which'practitioners

can become involved it-Lail aspects of environmental design.

-In general, our interviewees indicated that most careers in the

visual arts,cluster are financially tenuous and that most jobs are obtained:

through personal contacts or by-repptation. They felt that they do,not

have much job secu ity and oven less geographic,mobility to moveaway from'

large cities. For people dependent irisome way on government funding,

the attitude was apprehensive. Even with the Natlonal.Lndowment for the Arts

this country gives less per capita to the arts than anY major country and

spreaas the money out too thinly to'insure anyone's financial stability.

Since the Ford Foundation has cut its current budget to alMost half of its

1974 alio ment; the situation seems to be growing worse. TERC did however,

\
hear some encouraging opinions about the growing public interest in visual arts.

For example, Barry Gaither, art director. of the Elma Lewis School, felt that

the "whole cultural arena is broadening," and that, increasing numbers of people

are'getting involved:with art as a leiSuretime activity,. Many of TERC's

interviewees felt that cotnmunitybased art programs are becoming: more popular

.than ever before; and that many art.managers, instructors and cp uni y

Oecialists w14 be needed. Of course-,- this is a nebulous promise, but it

indicates that the visual arts are by no means dying,
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Job.Pro ections 7 Crafts

Because hand craf-- have only recently been recognized as-A viable

means of earning a living, no definite,figures Ate available:on the number of

craftàproducers the U.S. In the national censUs data some categories
f

crafts (such ascabinetmakers, jeWelers, and blacksmithsare included fp

-

but because only vague definitions are given of these categories it iS unclear as

to whether industrial crafts andliand crafts are lumped together,.or whether

-hand crafts occupations are icluded

Most of the traditional sources of occupational inforMation such as

the Dictiona- Occu ational Titles, and thd Occu ational Outlook Bandbook,)
*

, include little or no infOrmation on held craft
/

When a crafts occupation

is described, it is altost.always in the contejt of an,industrial Setting .

The maior reason that hand crafts-have been neglected-asan. acceptable

source of-income,is that craftspeople'have had,a difficult time competing

for a. market which'is doMinated by industrially produced goods Because

.of high-costs of production lack of know_Age as to management and

distribution, or inefficient means of production, the craftspersen has had

marginal economic return for his/her woric. Many craftspeople ha've had to

supgement their income through teaching, or by holding down regular

joba in addition and producing crafts only ii their leisure time. If the-,

craftsperson has been able to eke out a living from crafts, it isusually

on a seasonal basis, dependent on crafts fair sales, the local tourist season,

or the Chris-mas trade.

,The-pupational Outlook Handbook(1973-74),does provide information on-jewelers
'and floral designers. Approximately 25,000 jewelers are currently employed and

this-number is expected te remain steady. Openingslor floral designer are
expected to increase Until the Mid-1980's, with approximately 30,000 employed in

\1972
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Yet, in the face of such dificillties, some date Anditatea'thet the nUmbet

ofcraftspeople and_the crafts market are growing rapidly. FOr example, the'

number of colleges-offering craft- curriculum has grown from 16 in 1962

to over 750 in 1974. jhe Northeastern Crafts'Fair (a major-fair sponsored

by the American Crafts Council) 'held in:Rhinebeck, New York in June.1974,

had 500 craftspeople participating. Retail sales were double thatof 1973,

and wholesale purchases showed a 25% increase over 1973. Paid attendence

**increased froi 21,000 in 1973 to 35,000 in 1974

_

As the-Cconomic outlook has,improVed, national_and_local government

leadera have begun to.take an active interest in the:preservation of the cra ts.

People are also beginning to realize a pressing need to maintain our natural

resources and the environment, and as they-prepare for a celebration of cultural

and folk traditions in 1976, they have shoWn renewed- interest in the hand-

crafts, -The federal government has established an Tnteragency Crafts-Board.

to,encourage the development of the crafts as a significant part of our

national heritage.

Member agencies of the Interagency Crafts Board, such as the Office of

Economic Opportunity,(0EQ),

realized that crafts tan be

and the Department of Agriculture have also
1

a means of generating jobs and intdme in impoverished

rural areas within the U.S. In the late 1960's and early 1970's- 0E0 has

. John Coyne and TomRébert, AL=1-14L_O=.L_Ude to Schools and Careers in Crafts

(New York: E.P. Dutton, 1974), p.11..

lalliam R. Seymonr, s"Crafts and the CoOperatiVe: Answering_a Need for Economic
Development" (PaPer delivered at "Aesthetie Responsibility Workshop" sponsored
by the American/Home Economics Association, SnoWmass, Colorado, August 1974, p.11.
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spent an,es__ ated $12 million for craft developmen depressed areaS.

For example, the Shelburne Spinners in Burlington Vermont, ars using local

renewable _esources to provide unemployed persons with a means of lea ning:

0

a craft and'earning an income,. The DepartmenofT.Agricul
1

supported and funded crafts cooperatives whlch can enable

ure has sttongly

for erly isolated

.craftspeople to learn how toiwork tbgethe- to maintain a shop Orough,which

they nan provide_ themselves w th collective management, business-,and'

marketing'skills wholesale materials,/,and joint purchase and-- --of-equipment.

Data collected in 1972-from coopAratives show-that-members_have been

able to increase.theit production significantly after becOming members:so that

woodcraftspeople can-earn between Wand $12/per hour; potterssculptors--

and glass craftspeople(can earn ae much as $8/hour, and weavers,and sewers,

who formerly were dra ing 0111. $.30-.50/hoUr can now earn.$1.20-$2.00/hou

Obviously, " nnh of a craftsman's.te ard for his w ritA.s Marginal in economit

***
terms" even though the situation has improved. Bnt interest is growing

/and y craftspeople are willing to make the neCessary:economic.sacrifiCes'

to continue with their,craft.

William R. Seymour,"American Crafts: A Rich Heritage and a Rich 'Future"
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture,:1972), 0.1.

Ibid 'p.Z.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development:Administration, The
POtential of Handcra- s as a Viable Economic Force: An Overview (Washington,

-vernment Printing Office, 1974),.p.22.
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As several persons interviewed'by TERC ate mentioned, craftspeople

o_.=en facea personal dilemma in deciding whether to mechanize part of their

'craft production in order to3. make ends meet. Many would rather live at a

subsistence leVel so as to-Maintain the, .traditional way8 of producing

.
the craft in .its entirety,: while others willturn.to machine production

.-forpreparing raw materials, or other parts-of their-product.

However .the craftsperson chooses to work, it is clear that i7 he

o- ahe is to survive there musthe a..marketfor the product and the_crafts-:
:-

person must know,how to take advantage of this market.- It isn't necessarily

enough for the craftsperson to be an exCellent artist, designer or technician.

He or she must know hovrto manage a business, advertise, and distribute

the prochict. Too often the craftspersonlearnsanch skills in!Aa. haphazard Way

without anYformaliied t aining. If the earningq3otential of the craftsperSon

is to be maximized, craftsPeople will have t_ find ways oI preparing-themselVes

to better manage and market their craft as Well as create it. .ThiS preparation..

could he obtained:throUgh expanded curriculum offerings at the college levet,

or throUgh continuing eduCation sponsored by local adult education programs

or a crafts coOperative.

Although it-can be concluded both from the staff research and interVie s

1

with craftspeople that supporting oneself through,the crafts can be very

difficult, TEkOpels that .the crafts component of the visual art$ deserves

special emphasis.. Not only are many craftspeople fine artists but many

ethnic craftspeople work to maintain the unique aspects of our cultural
\
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heritage in-a ti_e when technblogy could easilY override this,heritage.

The f,ederal government has taken a special intereat in the potential

-for the crafts both artistiCally arid economically through, variousfederal

.offices-and-the:Federal -Interagency Crafts CoMmittee. The crafts are

.tiecoming Increasingly-visible and for these reasons, educators and studen s

should become more aware of the possibilities for full and part time

occupations and activities Im.this field.
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.

E. Rib Pro ections in_Writing'

A newspaper advertisement in the January 6, 1975 Christian Science Monitor

reads "Chicago, Man Reveals a $hort Cut to Authorship'. and continues, "discloses

little-known ankle by which begihners often'ket paid five to ten times more per-

word than the rates paid to famous authors." For, the sake of truth-in-lending

legislation, the advertisement does not promise a Steady income as a- freelance

writer.

Which is a gdod thing all around. The Federal Trade Commigsion would

go after that,Chicago' Man and perhaps. the Mon1tor as well, and readers of the

ad would be grea ly duped For the facts are that the job outlook for free-lance
/.

/creative writers depends-not on angles, or even muses, but owthe vagaries

-f public taste and acquaintance With those who cOntrol the publicstiOn of'

creative works. -A third factor in the_job;outlook for creative writers is the,

economy'. In late 1974, for example publishers dealt withrIsing product:ion costs

by,raising the(cost of books thus limiting sales to:libraries and individuals
-/

with a consequent reduction of writers' income through royalties; book publishers

in'1975 annoUnced planS to reduce ('in some-cases by half) the number of'neW

books published. 'Publishers are reducing money spent on promoting the salts

a particular book, which can, also adversely affect the writer's income.

DesOite poets-in-residence programs sponsored by governmental agencies,

foundation fellowships, and local school or university writer-in-residencies

which attempt to provide a creative writer an inCome while working, only a minute

- percentage-of those people aspiring to earn a living as a free-lance.writercan
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'adtually do so. Differences do exist in outlook 'for people doing,different

.kinds of writing, according to sniftS in.publie taste. In the-mid-1970's,

for example, the writer of short stories has less publishing potential than

-the:novelist who in turn has a smaller audience than biographers andUther

non-fiction writers. The.poet has the least commercial publication potential of all.

Magazine and book publishers have for the past'ten years been liMiting publication

of poetry and fiction, and 1975 reductions in total:publication will limit

.carter Possibilities for'free-lance writers of all kinds. Some possibilities

exist for specialized free-lancers in puzzle and prd-game construct on, for

technical writing and. editing jobs, and ih educational,writing work. As an

example of the latter, textbook companies revising basic reading series ill
1

solicit or commission manuscripts from free-lance creative -riters, (and the

trend during the paat,few years to adapt published'writers' works may be

rever ed:by the 1974 problems in.,Kanawah County, West Virginia thus increasing ,

potential for free-lance writers).- For the-person who needs a stable-income,

free-lance writing- except for the infrequent exception must be supplemented

by other means of earning money.

The job outlook-for salaried writers differs among fields, and there are'

\

,di.efetences within fields. In-newspaper'journalism, for example, the outlook for

'editors and heginn ng reporters varies according to -egion and size of-community:

keen competition for work exists in highly populated areas; po-itions-are
Ls

available with less competition in the growing suburban newspaper market, and

on rural newspapers. In urban areas, journalists,with special knowledge or

ability in a particular area have greater job possibilities than those with

general reporting skills.
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Magazine and book publishers offer salaried jobs more generally, to editors

than to writers (except for indust ial trade journals which employ wrIters who,

mos= likely will not get a byline, orfor regular ColUmnists in general audience

:journals,) As adve tising dollars have transferred froM magazines to television,:

many,general magazines haVe had to cease publication,: which reduces the job

outlook f-- magazine editors, iters, and other employees, Magazines appealing

viability and

generally to free-

to_a_smallcirculation.specialized audience are maintaining economic

p _vide the beat outlook for salaried employees, although les_

,lancers. In addition to adVertising, factors which affect magazine em:loyment

opportunities are raised production and mailing costs in a:time of inflation and

potential decline in subscriptions accompahying the present recessien,. As indicated

previously, bOok publishersin,1975 reduced the numbers Of books published, thus

dedreasing-the-avatlabilitTofaalaried positionsi7this :rend-ia;-ant-apt7tOr-Changt-Soon.

/n_addition to creative and journalistic writers; a third :major category

of writers iS 'specialized this soMewhat catch-all category includes such fields,

as adver ising, public relations writing, and:technical writing and editing. .1n

a4vertising, as the 9dcupational'Outlook.Handbook'(00H) indicates, competition: for

positions is great; however- the tendency for increased advertising during a,recession

may also increase job opportunities (although it may simply increase the workload

on:exjsting emplOyees). A favorable-Outlook for publid elations. writing positions

exists in organization whose economic survival depends on favorable public respoOse

to a service; in.consumer product manufacturing, these poSitions are more likely

-
to be available in a stable Or growing ecOnomy than ia a recession. The outlook
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for salaried public relations positions which are promotional rather than
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Strictly writing in nature is similar to the job outlook fOr'advertising

positions.

Another kind of specialized writer/editor deals w th technical data.

While technical writer/editor positions are tied in with economic-positions,

the growth of some technologies will offset declines in others and should lead

to stability and possibly increased growth in this area of specialized writing.

Major opportunities for technical writing/editing fields p edominate in areas

which have a concen ration of technological firms, such as the Northeast and

,the Southwest. .

Business,occupations which support the Writing ieId are.also. adversely'

affecred by reduction of_publication; very,simply,, if book publishers reduce-
.

th=eir-lISES-0-f-bo-Oks-ro-be---printed fewer:princers. will-find-work. Further,
\

'as newspaper and meiazine publishers switch theprinting process'from hand-Set,

type to lithegraPhY'(offset printing) -hich can be Computerized, fewer and'

different 19inda of technicians are used. Literary agents selling to book

publisherd are more affected by an economic decline than are those selling

to the television and movie industry; similarly, the effect is. greater on

SC_

salespeople for which the finished product is a book rather than film, magazines,

or newspapers.

Except for teachers, for whom the job outlook is generallY gloomy-, critics

and others concerned with educating the public about the field of writing ere-
, r ,

enjoying slightly increased job possibilities; particularly in urban areas.
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The past decade's increase In the number of college gxaduates.has resulted in

, =

a somewhat A.arger public with an interest, in discerning .among.publications .As

a result,sp e urban newspapers are carrying regular columns which-critique

magazines; ournals sUch as the New Yorker regularly.critique newspaperreporting;
. _

radio and television stations are now presenting book.revie as are suburban

and rural newspapers.

In te ion
.

h g run an increase in the level of literacy among the puhlic_

augers well for writers and thoSe whose work relates to writing. In early 1975,

'that.long run, sadly, see s a.long way off,
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F. Job Pro ections for Humanities:Occupations_

The major Occupation for all'fields in the humanities has traditionally

been teaching. .However, in the-mid1970's employment opportunities for all,

-teachere-i-es- ell-as-other-related'octUpations-ifv-the'lield cif educatien,

severely limited. In postsecondary-education, there is intense competition

. for the few available teachingpositions.. 'This reduction in college teaching

opportunities Is due to declining student enrollments, decreased turnover of .

existing personnel, and.budget cuts necessitated both by the economic recession

and _ decline in government spending fOr higher educatIon. In addition the

colleges and unive Sities have been slow to adjust to the ne* Conditions art'

are generally producing as many Ph.D. recipients as ever, thus adding to the

already overcrowded job market. The Occu-ational Outlook Handbook (1974175

edition ) Claims that jobs will be available in junior and comMunity. colleges

-

as they hire more Ph.D. holders in order to upgrade the educational levei/of

their facilities. BothNthe 00H and.Chronicle_Guidance_Publications Ocalpational

Brief #184 (1974) predict that enrollments at public institutiontwill increase

and thus there will be greater employment opportunities at public than at pri-

vate colleges and universities.

Declining enrollments and budget cuts also affect employint .cpportunities

. for college administrators. With the exception of a few new institutions, the

only opportunities for-"line' administrators - those who deal directly ith

faculty members - are replacing those who leave already existing positions.

"Staff" administrators - those Who Operate the Suppert services - are,even

more affected by the.ubig-itous budget cuts) less money is available for-ser-

Vicee that might not be conside ed essential, such as counseling and placement.-

On the other hand, the 00H predidts that after the mid-1970's there will-be
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-increased opportunities in career counseling and placement especielly in

\\/

community and junior c011eges, in response to the growing nuMber of\minority

and low-income students.

Employment opportunities are equally restricted in elementary and

secondary edur.,ation. A major factor is the declining birth rate which has

resulted in%lower-school enrollments and hence a decreased demand for teachers.

'HoweVer, the .supply,nf,trained teacher- has not diminishedby 'an equal.amourit-

Yor example a report by the National :ducatiOn Association States that in 1972

the estimated supply of beginning entary teachers was 102,852- hile even

the mag-t Optimi tic estimate of th _demand for such teachers waS83,659. The'

statistics for the supply and de and of beginning secondary school teachers

are equally discouraging. The same NgA report estiuted \supply of 22,966

beginning-English teachers and a demand:for-only-18,337-;-a supply-of-26,747_

Socialstudies teachers and a demand f64 unly 12;39z; and.e. Supply of 6,612

foreign language teachers and a demand for_5,237. In addition to beginning

teachers? former teachers are also re-entering the field end the nuMber of

available teaching positions-has generally been reduced even further since 1972.

Thus, it is apparent that there will be inc easingly intense competition for

ap increasingly fewer nuMber of jobs. BOth the 00H and Chronicle Brief_#9.7

(1974),state that jobs still exist for teachers in mathematicsi industrial

arts, special education, and some vOcational-education subjects. However, of

these areas, only special education istincluded in TERC's hu anities cluster,

and the published sources,may already'be outdated. In a recent conversation,

a supervisor_at one of_the-major_training_institutions for special education

teachers in the Hoston area indicated that even in states such'as Massachusetts

National Education Association, Research Division, Ieher 8mnly.end.Detand

in Publie-Schools, 1972, Research Report 1972-R8, 1972.
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and Pennsylvania, which have laws requiring special education programs, it

77 is difficult for speCial eduCation teachers to obta n employment. In the
\

area of early childhood education, current interest in services such as day-:

J/
care centers:and in_programs_for.dise Vantaged Children pay result 'bran

inereased \demand for teachers but ther teaching positions may not be:filled

because:of budgetary restraints and those,positions that are available may go::

experienceclteachers rather than to these just entering the field any of

the: sa e considerations are true for teacher aides According,to Chronicle

;Brief #292'(197 ) there is an,increased interest ih the-T-US; of teacher ides_

but budgetary restrictions, pa ticularly a decline in Federal funds formally
1

available under the Elementary and Secoffdary Education Act of 1965, migh
/ o

clude many school systems from hiring aides.
,

I

Suppo sei'vicea-far-elemeintary and secondary educati n, Which includes

I

occupations such .as guidance counselors, School social wor e s and school psy-
, ,

1

chologists, have also been affected by declining enrollmerilts and the resuIting,

I
budget cuts. Although the 9QH predicts that t&re will be increased opportun-

ities for-school'guidance counselors, recent experience in.the field indicates

:this may no longer be true. The current eConomic recession and inflatiOn,

:Coupled with declining enrollments have resulted in tax paYers de ending gYeater

fiscal:accountability from their school systems. As there is often less Obviolls,

need for support services than for teaching personn

the first to expexience budget cuts.
,

For elementary and secondary school adminiatra ors', most of the opportun-

the former area-A.
1

often

ities are in replaeing those who:die, retire, br leave the profession and the/

competition for thesejob_ is intense. Since there:are many more elementary

than secondary schools, there are obviously many more elementary,principalshipe;'
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but on the secondary level, frequently more than a hundred people will apply

for a single principalship. Progressing up the career ladder as the number of

jobs decreases, the competition increases. Vor a recent opening for an

assistant superintendent a suburban school system in.the Boston area received

279 applications.

1, In humanities fields other than education, the employment outlook varies

from field to field. The major occupation in the field of languages is teaching

onthepostsecondary, secondary and elementary levels and, as indicated in the

foregoing discussion, the supply of trained teachers far exceeds the number of

teaching positions available.,. The other occupations for which language is the

primary rather than an auxiliary skill are interpreting and translating. In er-

pteting 's a very small Occupatien; according to the 00H there are only about

600 interpreters working in the United States and competition exists for the

few positions that becothe aVailAble, though openings may occur in a particUlar

lanage, Such as Arabic Or Chinese. Recent job projections are less readily- .

available for translators; the 00H does not discuss this occupation but Chronicle

Brief 11365 .(1971) stated that there was a shortage of adequately trained

translators.- This is probably true only for certain areas of translating expertise.

No specific information is available about occupations in the-field of

literature the j2ictiorOceu-ational Titles does not list literature .

occupationa as such and therefore the field is not covered n the standard sources

F of occupational informa ion, the _Occupational Outlook Handbook, Chronicle.

Guidance Publications Occupationa] Br efs and Science Research Associates

OccUpational efs.. Presumably, the major occupation in literature is teaching

on both the poStSecondary and secor.dary levela and, as indicated in the section

on education, there are very few nNployment opportunities in these areas.
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In the field of history and criticism of the arts any occupations are

in postsecondary teaching e g art historian, musicologist.. For these

occupations, the aforementioned projections for college and university teachers

would apply. Another occupation in this field is special librarian, art

librar an, music librarian. The 00H predicts that employment of special librarians

will continue to increase, However, Chronicle Brief #117 (1973) states that, due

---------to-the-reduction-of-Federal-funda-for libraries,- -the employment-nutlook-for-speclal

librarians is not favorable and, although thb less recent source, this prediction

seems more realistic in the light of the current economic situation. American .

Library Assocatjon rePorts a decline in employment prospects fer all librarians.

A recent survey of the job market conducted by the American ical

-" :ociation in the-fall of 1974 gives an indication of the employment opportun-

e:\

ities for historians. Of the 1,315 Ph.D. holders and candidates who acvely

sought jobs fer 1974°75, 918, or 69.8%, found history-related positions and

397, or 3n7%- did not. Of the history-related jobs, 655 were. in .college and

university teaching and 606.5 of these postsecondau teaching positions wers

as full-time equivalent faeulty members. However, for 1975-76 the colleges

and-universities responding to the questionnaire expect to hire\only 266

1

full-time faculty members! As the survey itself points out, this may repre-

sent the min±mum number of jobs available becausd'the survey was conducted

early in the-academic year and a nmt6er of positions usually open in.the spring

and summer. A similar survey conducted in the fall f 1973 projected 459.3

full-time positions for the 606.5which were eventually filled.'.Nevertheless,

in one year the projections dropped from 459.3 to 366, or almost 200

positions.)
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H wever, as the demand for historians decreases, the supply does not.

According to the survey,'1,317 Ph.D. holders and candidates are actively

seeking jobs for 1975-76, about the same number as the previous year. In

addition, 229 currently employed.historians are in non-renewable jobs and the

majerity a these will probably seek history-related positions. Some attempt

has been made to adapt to the restricted job market: the number of first-year

graduate _students_in history has fallen steadily from 3,177 in 1970-71 to

2,278 in 1974-75. Nonetheless, it is apparpt tbat many more historians will

-have to find jobs in areas other than college and university teaching.

The survey indicates that- for 1974-75, 144 hisio ians found history-

related jobs in areas other than postsecondary teaching: 33 in secondary school

\

teaching, 51 in archival or library position's, 14 in editing, 42' in government

and 4-in work on the bicentennial; and 33 held jobs not'related to history: 20

in business,' 8 in .college administration, 1 as a free lance writer, 1 as a

national association' administrator, 1 as a church activities coordinator, and

1- as-a priest. The American Historical Association itselfIs conoerned about

the emPloyment problem and is currently preparing mat ials on non-academic

careers for hiStorians.
_

.

Tnfo _ation on job projec ions for political scientists is less. complete

torians. The 00H and Chronicle Brief_#119 (1974) agree that
than thos f_

'the number of poli-- al scientists with Ph.D. degrees will exceed the number of

available jobs and competition will be veTy stiff for college and uniVersity teaching

positions. The long range projections indicate an even greater oversupply

politicai scientists unless the number of degree candidates is. reduced. ,Those with

a master!s degree may find some employment opportunities in government or industry.

For example, as government regulation increases, there will be positions for
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political scientists .working as public policy analysts. There are:a very limited

number of jobs in political science for those bolding only a bacheldr's degree.

Opportunities in one such job, that of legislative aide may become less available

as legislative operating budgets are reduced.

In economics as opposed to most of the other social sciences the major

occupation is not postsecondary teaching:. only about one-third of the economists

are college and university teachers while one-half are employed by business and

industry (the remaining --e-sixthyo-k for government agencies). Thus, Although

the acadeMic j b market is as overcrowded in economics as it is in other fields,

there are many other employment:: opportunities for economists, particularly in

business and industry, though entry-level positiona for thoSe holding only a B.A.

degree appear to be decreasing. The increasing- reliance on analyzing and forecasting

bu-siness trends will result in many jobs f__ ecohomists with advanced training.

For example, economists, ex_ now hired by banks ;to forecast such factors as loans

and deposits, and the opportunitys for bank economists dre expectedito increase.

A similar development is antic/pat-d in the area of market research. As competition

for the consumer, market grows business will rely to a larger extent on market

research services. The 00H predicts that the opportunities for market research

analysts will expand rap'dly for the next ten years. The 00H also states that the

employment of economists in state and local government agencies will increase

rapidly to/meet the growing demand for analysis

of economists Will only

programs, but federal emplp _ent

e slowly, in line with all federal employment.

According to the 00H, job opportunities exist for geographers in all areas.

The predicOon of openings for geognaphers in college and university teaehing

is based on:the assumption that college enrollments will:continue to rise.

However, since enrollments are not growing at the expected rate, academic-
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positions for geographers also may not increase. In other areas, the 0011

predictions seem more realistic. The 00H elnims that an increasing number of

geographers will be eMployedjv federal, state*and local governments to work

on planning, environmental, and similar projects. The 0014 also anticipates that

private industry 11 eurloy mo e geographers for market research and location

analysis. Opportunities for those wIthout advanced degrees are, however, limited.

In aletter of December, 1974, to the_T9.Z0numanities-specialist, an

executive associate of the American Sociological Association stated that 90

percent of their members are emplOyed by colleges and universities. (The 00H

sftates that 80 percen_ all sociologists are in postsecondary education

Both figures may be accurate, for the professional association may attract a

higher-pergentage of,those in academic occupations0- The remaining 10 percent

-of the ASA menbers work for private research firms, government agencies, n?n-

profirorganizations and foundations, and business organizations. The.letter
_ -

goes on to say:,

"Al hough the labor market is. tight, we are/unaware of any unemployed

sociologists. The,academiclabo-r-market dOes not appear capable of

,absorbing the current output of graduate depart ants. Consequently,

. -
some graduate department's are decreasing the number of students accepted

for training:. In other departments, applied sociology, programs are

being established in order to p epare sociologists for nOnacademic

employment At this time we have no reliable indicators of the

potential ,nen-academic labor market for sociologists. The Academic

labo_ market is expected to expand at the rate of about three to five

percent Thco the 1980's.

According to the 00H, non-academic oPP tunities for sociologists will exist

in programs dealing with social and welfare problems.
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Anthropology i5 a very small field and one in which four-fifth's of the

occupations are in postsecondary teaching; consequently, as in all other areas

of college teaching, compet tion for.jobs will be very great. .The 00H claims'

that there will be jobs for anthropologists in museuns and in a eas of applied

anthropology such as mental_and public health and poverty and community action,

but these jobs depend'-n available state and federal government funding 'policies.

---A gub-divisiOn- f-aathro-p-I-Ugy-is ardheology. Science-Research AesoCiates

OtcuR.Itional Brief #212 (1972) says that employment for archeologists is limited
.\

because of restricted job opportunitieS in colleges and univerSities. More o enings

will exist for'archeologists trained as anthropologists than for classical

:archeologists.

There is aot informa ion readily available about job projections in the

fields of philosophy and ethics. The.pictioational Titles does

not even,list the occupation of philosopher and this occupation is not dis-

cussedAn the standard sources, 0011, 'Chronicle Briefs, and BRA. Briefs. Howeveri,

the American Philosophical Association reports that the major occupatiom is

postSecondary teaching, and, as in academ c occupations in all other fields:,

the supply of trained philosophers exceeds the number

The.major occupa

and the job proje

s available.

ion in the field of religion is that of Clergy-person,

tions vary according'to the religion.- For Protestant

ministers the outlook is mixed: although a surplus of ministers-eiists In

.
urban areas and in some parts of the country such as the Northeast, there is'a'

shortage in rural areas and in other-areas of the country. Bimilarly, althoUgh

:the number,of 'cpngregat.ions is declining because of mergers or lack of financial-

support, thcre are 1.creased opportunities for women ministers serving either

alone or in team ministries. According to the 0011, Protestant mini%ters can
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als0 find employment in education, social work, and as chaplains in the armed

forces. The projections for Jewish rabbis are also somewhat mixed: although

the 00H claims that in 1972 there was a sho tage of rabbis because of the

growth of synagogues, particularly in suburban areas, it also states that some

congregations are merging and this -:ould decrease the demand for rabbia., it

predicts a growing need for rabbis to work with social welfare and other Jewish

organizations. For Catholic ,priests the outlook is clearer, the 0014 predicts

that more will be-needed because the number of ordained priests is insufficient

.for the positions available. The assignment of minor duties to lay deacons

will not reduce the demand for priests.-

growth in the nUmber of law school graduates will make it 'ncreasingly

difficult for lawyers to find jobs ith-law fIrms. In some parts of the

country such -as the Northeast that already have a large supply of lawyers, the

competition-for jobs will be particularly intense. Similar conditions exist

for lawyers set ing up their OWD firms; many parts of the country have

abundance of lawyersand there is great competition to secure business. Many

more women are attending law school-than in the past and hence there are many

more women lawyers; they are subject to the same competition for employment as

meu. A legal occupation with better employment opportunities i paralegal

work. Because it is an dmerg ng occupation there are many potential job

openings, especially in larger ,las, fIrms where'the use of paralegals represents

'a saving in time and money. Some oUt-of-work young lawyers; ho ever view paralegal

workers as, competitors for entry-level\positions.



Richard Grove, a consultant specializing in museums and education in the

arts, stated in a telephone conversation with a'TERC staff member that musecaogy

is a groWing field. This observation. IS supported by the .published sourcea:

Chronicle Brief 11393 (1971) says that there are more muse-_s of all kinds. Obviously

--------rnore museums hould-mean= ore-jobs-,--b the-distribution-of-employment-opportunities-

is not entirely clear (the 00H does not,cover museum work).. On the curatorial

level, most Sources agree that there will. continue to .be a great deal of competit -n

for jobs.- Mr. Grove stated/that education departments are the fastest growing

area in-museums becauSe of new programs instituted in the late 1960s and _= the

need to justify the expenditure of public money. A research associate in the

Fogg Museum at Harvard University believes that the greatest number of jobs and

opportunities for- advancement are in-the occupation ofmuseum technician and are

.a,result of inereasid ihterest in exhibit techniques-.

In conclusion, it is apparent that for-fields in the humanities where the

major occupation is college and universi y teaching, the employment opportunities

will be very liMited. Even in the field of education itself, although the ndmiier

f job openings is great the supply of- trained _teachers is Muth,greater. ..The

only fields in which easonable employment opportunities exisr.are those auch as

economics, whera the -ajority of occupationa are in areas other than postsecondary

.teaching. Despite such. projections, TEgC believes that humanities occupations are

'vital and will therefore not discourage appropriate students from entering any

h:-anities
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONS: POSTSCRIPT

The preceding discussion of job projection: will be updated before

presentation of information in the Resource Book for Students. The Depa ttnent

_ _af_Labor_ls_pxeparing_a_revised_version_ f_the_Dictionary_of_Occupational._

T tles with cross7referencing to tJ.es and numbers in the present edition;

the Bureau of Labor Statistics is currently revising the ethodology.upon

which projections in the 1974-75 Occu a lanai Outlook Handbook were based;

and some professional associations.will be conducting new surveys pf their

memberships; as new data is obtained:by TERC'staff it will beinc_ porated.-

into final project'documents.

Materials for students, teachers and coUnselors will include considerably

broader information.about arts andhumanities occupations th n which is

inclUded in- this report.
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V.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES OCCUPATIONS
A DISCUSSION OF COMPETENCIES

_As part of ita U.S. Office of Education contract responsibilities, TERC

was askad to indicate competencies and'skills required for.performance in arts

and humanities occupations-. Such competencies And skills are generally

considered a basic component for developing currimilum which.prepares students

for,entering a particular occupation.

The following pages present our ideas about arts and humanities competencies.

Theae ideas are intended.to be suggestive rather than definitive.
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Competencies in Arts Occupat ons

"Competence is the ability to apply to practical situations ,the essential'
,principles and techniques of a particular subject-matter field." *

For the occupations in the arts ci _ter competencies exist on many

levels, most of which are highly pecific: for example, Aviolinist whe cannot

applY the principles of bowing to musical phrases nannot be considered competent

because bowing is a necessary competency _ to
_ _

a violinist. At such-a level

of specificity, a liat of competencies for the arts occupations would be essen-

tially the same as a list of all the activities Of all the lobs in All the arts.

To avoid what would thus be essentially task inventory, the TERC staff

attempted to identify competencies of a higher order which can be applied to

the arts in a more general way. While it was necessary to identify some Com.-.

petencies crucial to pnly one the arts, staff pritarily seledted competencies

which would emphasize the relationsh ps ex sting among all the six disciplines

in the arts occupational cluster .

For example color manipula ion" is crucial only to visualartists working

in chrOmatic media.
"Composition/design/ConceptOalization," however, Is a

ba ic creative faculty common to all the hrtistic disciplines.

Again with th_ aim of displaying the interrelatedness of.competencies

among fields, two levels of :relative importande were established. On the

attached charts, occupa-ions listed in Level One for a particular competency,

are those for whiCh the skill is considered crucial for adequate occupational

Performance.', In Level two the competendy is useful for adequate functioning

A.n an occupation, but not essential.

*--picticationi Canter V. Good, ed McGraw Hill, New York, 1959.

1/8 9
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"Hand dexterity," for example, is a competency which'both an instrument

.builder and a sound equipment opera or make use of, yet it is crucial only to

the former. An instrument builder without "hand dexterity" is clearly incompetent.

A sound operator with the dexterity needed to repair his own equipment may have

a considerable advantage over a colleague without this skill but both may be

--equally employable in the actual operation of the equipment.

In the creative aspects of the arts, the issue of competencies is quite

controversial. Indeed, defining competencies precisely for a given field is

somewhat like "trying to nail a drop of water to the wall," because each artist

tends to create according to his or her own abilities. He shapes his work by

making fullest use of particUlar strengths and avoiding areas in which he lacks

particular competence.

,
The art of printmaking, for ins anc, can be pursued by an artist with a

fine color sense, produCing effective chromatic prints. Many printmakers, however,

create effective prints exclusively in black and white.

manipulation" while essential to one, is not importan

The competencY of "color

o the other.

The notion of competencies is also contr versial in the arts-because,

'unlike most occupations in other U.S. Office of Education.clustets, there are no

readily agreed upon criteria for success. Whether a work of art is successful

because it fulfills the artist's intent, because it is critically acclaimed, or

because it is commercially viable is an issue not likely to be se tled. The

artist's judgement will always be subjective and the crit c's judgement will always

be equivocal. An art critic of the naturalist school may cal ntAudubon drawing

successful, while a formalist may condemn it In o th woTs, the success of a

weirk may be po ind cation of the, competency of its
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In spite of the lack of criteria for success, theie seems to be a general

cceptance of some elements -- competencies -- necessary for adequate performance,

as well as general agreement as to what the essential principles and techniq:_s

are in the various arts occupations. The competencies selected by the TERC

staff are all basic principles or techniques in current use in the,arts, without

which adequate performance s not possible in the occupations included in the

arts-cluster. These-competencies are-teadhable-and are-being_developed_in._

students through traditional educational processes or through exposure to

experiences in the field.

The terns we have given these essential principles- ay, however, not be

immediately recognizable to those oriented toward thinking of competencies on

the level of tasks. As indicated earlier, the level of specificity was chosen
4

to show how the competencies rquired in the occupations of one discipline are

related to those of another.

skills -into a broader competenc

i level also shows a way of combining detailed

'A violinist, for-example, does not go to a teadher with the precise idea

of learning ."ear-hand coordinat A 'violin teacher instructs in bowing,

I

fingering, and ther techniques which ar :part of a laEt group of specific

skills contributing to "ear-hand oordination."

This level also allows the'd monstration of alternative careers for people

with particular competencies. A erson With_good "ear-hand coonination" who

has'limitations in °the' competenAes required for performance may realize a

career in tuning or in so: d equip ent operation. Such consjderations preclude

an ekhaustive list of competencies

Consultation with members of TERC's Arts and Humanities Project Advisory

Committee, as well as other practi ioners in arts occupations lead us to

I

conclude .that our suggested competencies are
appropriate for the arts cluster.
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This conclusion is also supported by available diSsussions sal competencies,

traditional curricula and texts, And by widely accepted measures and standards

of performance in the arts fieldS.

The following competencies are offered as being appropriate to the arts

cl er:

1. Somposition/Design/Conceptualization: the.ability to isolatq.
abstract, and coordinate a co esive image (visual, aural, or
written) from the observation of random formal material. It is
crucial to all :those who synthesize creative work from observable
phenomena.

2. Color -_anipulation: the "ility to select and apply. color
wittpan understanding'off;its individual and reactive chromatic
qualities. It is crucOi to those whose works are dependent

Tor their success on cffromatid effedt and important for these
whose work is primarily linear or sculptural.

On the second leve in this group are listed directors and
choreographers often must manipulate the color of costumes
on dancers and actors to make an artistic effect.

Perception o: os_tive/Ne ative S ace: dhe ability to visualize
and manipula, in two or three_dimensions the boundary between
a form and its surrounding space. It_is crucial to those who
design the format of spatial arrangemente and iMportant to those
who design within that ,given space.

Hand Dexterity; the abilitylto manipulate physical materials
adroitly. It is crucial to those who do-fine handwork and
important to those whose work is basically manual

5 E..D:plza2_22171laiLiza: the ability to integrate simultaneously
the visual perception,of a model with the manual reproductionng
that model in line or fOrm It is crucial to those who do lany
form of copying And imporiant tO those who interPret from Visual
perception.

Jiand7EAr Coordination:, the ability to integratAMovements of.the
hand,. Mouth, or voice, with-aural perceptions. It is.crucial to
musicians and dancers, and important to those-who process music
electronically.

Voide Control; the'ability-to color and-change the sound of the
voice in many ways,and to project that sound, regardless of the
emotional- state at the time of the performance. Beyond the
direct .application to singing, voicb Ontrol is Crucial to all
those who use their voice in the' serVice of their art,- Voice
_control is 'useful te therapists eeiTHteachers who use their voices
as a mediurfrof communication.
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8. Timing (Rhythm): the abiliy to time.movements, actions, words,
and musical ideas preci3ely in relation to the movements of others

or in relation to a regular pulse. Beyond the musical use of rhythm,

a sense of timing and pattern is crucial tO those in other disciplines

who must use it to achieve an artistic result.

9. Body Control: an exceptionally high degree of physical coordination

with respect to movement of the body through time and space, along
with a paramount sense of balance. Body control is crucial-in the

field of dance and useful to many entertainers and musicians.

10. Concentration: the ability to focus mental and emotional energy
for extended periods of time. Essential for those who must
"maintain character" or perform extended works oU'atage, concen-

tration is useful to many writers working against deadlines as well
aslworkers behind public performance who must always remain alert.

11. Memory Skill: the ability to learn material foi total recall during

performance. Crucial to concert artists and actors, At is useful

to rany entertainers.

12. Synibolic Translation: the capacity to perceive a representative

description or orm-(sound, movement) presented in one medium and

to interpret it in another. It is crucial to those who must read

blue prints,musical scores, scripts, aad notation. It is also

useful to those who work less directly with such symbolic languages.

13. Organiza5onal ability: the ability to identify and delegate re-
sponsibilities, deal with personalities, and unite a variety of

artistic endeavors into one production. Organizational ability

is a quality associated with leadership. It is crucial to all

managers, conductors, diro.ctors, and administrators. It is

helpful in many areas of production.

While "Organizational Ability" ia not on the same level as

"Eye-Rand:Coordination" or "Color Manipulation," it is included

to reflect the many pósitions of leadership that are unique to

the arts. A stage manager, for instance, draws, his skills from

such a wide variety of experience that a broader term is needed

to describe his particular\competencies. A film director may

exercise competent judgment\in visual art, dance, music, theater

and writing, ahd yet cannot\be described as competent in any of

these fields. ,The film director's competencies exist in organizing
a great variety of artistic and technical efforts into one creative,

'statement.

The attached lista show the arts occupations from each of the.six disci-

plinea distributed by competency according to level one, crucial, and level

twO,.useful, but not essential.
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COMPOSITION / DESIGN / CONCEPTUALIZATION

Composition/Design/Conceptualization is1he ability to isolate, abstract and coordinate

a cohesive image (visual, aural, or written) from the observation of random formal ma-

trial. It is crucial to, all those who synthesize creative work from.observable phenomena.

Level I

Media' . .
Theater &

Dance (Teievision,Film,Radio) Music Entertainment Visual Arts Writing

Dancers Performers Stage Directors Fine Artists Literary Writer

Choreographers (musical) Designers Architects Journalists '

Designers Composers Actors Illustrators Specialized

, Mimes Compositors Writers

Storytellers Cartoonists Critics and

Comedians Photographers Vriters about

Mimers Designers Literature

Impersonators Journalistic

Puppeteers Writers

All Fields Magicians
1

Hypnotists

Teachers Ventriloquists

Circus Performers

All Fields

Publishers

Researchers

Librarians

194

Masters of Ceremony

Level II

Artist-Repertoire Editors

Persons Manuscript

Property Makers Readers

Hair Stylists Rewrite People

Literary Agents

Production

Supe visors

Art S pervisors

Publi ation

Lay-out People

Jourrialists

I

I
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Dance

Designers

COLOR MAMIPULATION

Color manipulation is the ability to select and apply color with an understariding of

its individual qualities and inteiaction with other colors. It is crucial to thoe

whose works are dependent for their success on chromatic effect and important for

those whose work is primarily linear or sculptural.

Level I

Media

(Television,Film,Radio) Music

All Designers

Set Decorators

Make-up People

Light Show Operators

Choreographers Camera People

Lighting People

Some Costume Peopl,e

Property Makers

196

Level II

Theater &

Entertainment

Designers

Painters, stage

settings

Make-up People,/

Stage Directors

Stage Managers

Painters, stage

settings

Stage Electricians

Property Makers

Visual Arts Writing

I
"Fine Artists

Designers

Color Experts

Colorers

Ornamental

Morticulturalist

Art Teachers

Illustrators

Fashion Artists

Sketch Portraitists

Clay Designers

'Printmakers'

Paper Craftspersons

Decoupage Crafts-

persons

Candlemakers

printeri
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PERCEPTION OF POSITIVE/NEGATIVE SPACE

Perception of positive/negative space is the ability to visualize and manipulate in two

or three dimensions, the boundary between a form and its surrounding space. It is cru-

cial to those who design the format of spatial arrangements and important to those whc

design within that given space.

.Level I

Media Theater &

Dance ,(Television,Film,Radio) Music. Entertainment Visual Arts. Writing

Choreographers Directors Directors Fine Artists

All Designers . All Designers All Designers Designers

Dance Teachers
Silhouette Artists

Lay-out Persons

Architects

Urban Planners

Compositors

Art & Craft

Teachers

All Craftspeople

Level II

Dancers Actors Actors Photographers

Mimes All Illustrators

Printers

198

tl)
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Dance

HAND DEXTERITY

Hand dexterity is the ability to manipulate physical materials adrnitiv, It is crucial

to those who do fine handwork and important to those whose work is basically manull.

Media

(Television Film,Radio)

Set People ,

Lighting People

Costume,Pople

Sound People

Make-up People

Film Specialists

& Processors

Hairstylists

Actors

Camera People

Production Property

People

Other Sound People

Level I

. Music

Instrumentalists

Music Graphers

Level II

Sound Equipment

Operators

Rtcording Engin-

eers (for Main-

tenance)

Copyists

'Theater &

Entertainment

Mimes

Magicians/Presti-

digitators

Puppeteers

Waiter/Egtertainers

Designers

Circus Performers

Costume People

Hairstylists

Make-up People

Actors .

Stage Managers

Grips

Highrigging Persons

Riggers

Fly Persons

Acrobatic Riggers

Lighting People

/Property People

'Sound-Persons*

Hypnotists

Visual Arts Writing

Fine Artists

Calligraphers

, All Illustrators

Fine Arts Ceram-

icists

Art Teachers

Everyone except Printers

managers, super- Video, Film

visors, editors, and: Producers

other),nonlanual jobs

CO

0
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HAND-EYE COORDINATION

Hand-eye coordination is the ability to integrate simultaneously the visual perception

of a model with the.manual reproduction of that model in line or form. It is crucial

to those who do any form of copying.and important to those who interpret from visual

perception.

Levtl I

Media .
Theater &

Dance (Television,Film,Radio) Music Entertainment Visual Arts Writing

Painters, stage Sculptors

settings Painters

Draftspersons

Printmakers

Calligraphers

Illustrators

Cartoonists

Court Room Artists

Sketch POrtraitists

Silhouette

Sign Painters

Delineators

Architects

Art Teachers

Notators

202

Level II

Make-up People Make-up People Fine Artists

Property Makers Property Makers Patternmakers

Hairstylists Hairstylists Die Makers

Costumersk Costumers Glass Decorator

Architectural

Modeler

Designers

Craftspeople



HAND.EAR COORDINATION

Hand-ear is the ability to integrate the 1111., ents'of the haad, mouth and

voice with auldi purceptions. It is crucial to all performing musicians and dancers

and important to those who process music electronically.

Level I

Media Theater & ,

Dance (Televis--1ion Fim Radio)
E-- '

Music Entertainment Visual Arts Writin

___--
, . .

Dancers Performers

'Rehearsal Accom.\, Tubers

panists MpSic Therapists

"Dance Teachers ,; Music Teachers

'Sound Equipment:', Sound Equipment

Operators' ,Operators

RecOrding,Engineers Recording Engineers

Lighf-Show Operator's ,

Level II

0
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Dance

\
,

,Voice Control is the ability to color
and change the'sound of the voice in many ways,

'and to project that sound, regardless of the emotional, state at the,time of the per-

fohnance,f Beyond the direct application to singing,
voice control is crucial to all

artists Who use their voice in the service of their art. Voice control is,useful to

therapists and teachers who use their voice as a medium of communication.

VOICE CONTROL

.11a

n Film Radio)

Actors

All Newspeople/

Announcers

Le1I

(/

Music

11

Iheater.&

Entertainment 'Visual Arts Writing.

Vocalists Actors

Announcers Dramatic Readers

Entertainers Story TellerS

Voice Teachers Comedians/Mimics

Masters of Ceremony

Impersonators

Puppeteers

Ventriloquists

Waiter/Entertainers

Barkers

Ringmasters

Drama,Tekners,

Coachcs

Level II

Teachers Stage Managers

Therapists Stage Directors

Hypnotists

,
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RHYTHM MD TIMING

Tillyg (rhythm) is the ability to time movements, actionsi works and musical ideas

precisely in relation to those movements of Others or in relation to a regular pulse.

Beyond the musical use of rhythm, a sense of timing and pattern is Crucial to those

in other disciplines who must use it to achieVe an artistic result.

.,:.

l

h
Level 1

edia Theater . /

..........
Dance leievision,Film,Radio) Music Entertainment Visual Arts xi

)1.1:iliri

Dancers. ,. Broadcastlirectors Musicians .Stage Directors Poets.

Choreographers Stage Managers Stage. Managers, Lyricists

Musitians Announters Aftprs . Librettists

..Stage Managers Performers Mimes

Dance Teachers Light Shoi Operators ,. .4 DramatiC Readers.

, ,.'" .
Story Tellers,

7 ,Comedians/Mimics

Impersonators,

Magicians

CircUs Performers ..,

Hypnotists .

Theater teachers

Therapists

208

LeVel II

Production People Composers Masters,of Ceremony Calligraphers Playwrights

Therapists Puppeteers . Iherapists Reporters ,

Therapists Feature Writers

.Ventriloquists .Advertising

Waiter/Entertainers iters

Models ,

Greeting card .

Barkers ,

Writers

Show Girls ,...
Game Creators

Autor.Writers

Editors



BODY CONTROL

Body control is an exceptionally high degree of physical coordination with respect

to movement of the body through time and space,a paramount sense of balance. Body

control is crucial in the field of dance and useful to many entertainers and mUsi:ians:

Media

(Televiiion,Film,Radio) Music

Actors

Doubles

Photographers Models

Artists Models

Teachers

Performers

Set People

Level I

Conductors

Opera Singers

Musical Comedy

Singeys

Level II

Theater &

Entertainment

\Mimes

Magicians/Presti-

digitators

/04,
She !Girls

Circ s Perforiers,

Theat f Teachers

Comedians/Mimics

Masters of Ceremony/

ImperSonators

Waiter/Entertainers

larkers

kual Arts



laNTRATI

Concentration is the ability to focus mental and emotional energy for extended or

conCentrated periods of time. Essential for those who must "main:ain character" er

perform extended works on stage. Useful to many writers who must work against dead-

lines and to many workers behind public performances who must alleys remain alert.

Metii2

Dance (Televi:q21m,Radio)

Choreographers

lancers

Musiciams

'Stage Managers.:

212

Actors

.Photographers Model

Artists Model

All Newspeople/Announ.

cers

SCript Writers

,Camera People

.
/Lighting People

/ Film Specialists

and Processors

Teachers, Writers,

Librarians

Costumes People

Most Sound People

'.Make-up People

Level I

:heater

Music Entertainment

Performers Actors

Critics, Stage Directors

Dancers Stage Managers'

Broadcast Directors Mimes ,

Conductort Dramatic Readers

Story Tellers. '

Comedian/Mimes

Masters of Ceremony'

IMpersonators

Magicians

Hypnotists

Ventriloquists'

Waiter/Entertainers

Barkers.

playwrights

,Designers .

Circus Performers

Production Historians

Critics.

Level II
-------- Set Watchmen

Composers , Production Set People

Announcers Production Lighting

Production People People

(light, sound, ProductiOn Costume

set) People

Sound People

Make-up People

4 Hairstylist

Stage Door People

Visual Arts Writing

FineArtists Literary

Industrial. Designers Writers

Cartoonists Journalistic

(mOtion pictures) Writers

Court Room Artists ' Spetialized

Silhouette Artists Writers

Photographers,' , Editors

Craftspersons Copy Editor.

Index Editor

Proofreader

6
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MEMORY SgILLS

Memory skill is the ability to learn material for total recall during perfhrmance.

It is crucial to many concert artists and theater artists. Useful to entertainers.

Level I

Media Theater &

Dance (Television,Film;Radio) Music Entertainment Visual Arts Writing ,

. . ,

:,Choreographers Actors , Concert Performers Actors

Dancers Teachers Dancers ,Story Tellers .

--Musicians Entertainers Comedian/Mimics
/

Teachers Conductors Masters of Ceremony

Teachers Impersonators

Teachers

Level II

Composers- Mimes Literary Writers ,4

Magicians/Presti- Journalists

digitalors

Puppeteers

Ventriloquists

Waiter/Entertainers

'Barkers

Playwrights

Composers



SYMBOLIC TRANSLATION

Symbolic translation is the ability to perceive a representative description. of

form presented in one medium and to interpret it in another. It is crucial to,

those who mist read blue prints., musical notation, etc,, and important to those

who work less directly with symbols,

Level I

Dancers

Choreographers

Notators .

Musicians

Media

(Televisioallilm,Radio)

Most ProduCtion People

Music

Theater &

Entertainment

Performers

Composers

Designers ,

Instrument Builders

Musicologists

Most Production

PeoPle

Visual 'Arts

Architects

Modelers,

Draftspersons

(architectural):

Interior Des4ners

Cartographers

Display Assemblers

Industrial Designers

Model Builders,and '

.Makers

Urban ,Planners

Cabinet Makers

Boat Buildeis

Leathes, Clothing

IM::: 7:7.-
WeaverS

,

Writing

All Workers

in Field

i,
Needlhorker,i-,./,

Dancers

216

Designers

1

Quilt MpOrs

Off LookFilier Crafts

Custom Wthing Makers

A
Level II

Acoustician-s Designers Designers

Publishers

Editors

Copyists 217



ORGANIZATIONALABIL1TIES'

Organizational ability is the ability to identify and delegate responsibilities, deal with

personalities, and unite a variety of artistic endeavors into one production. Organiza-

tional ability is a quality associated with leadership. It is crucial to all managers,

conductors, directors and administrators. It is helpful in many areas of.production.

Level I - All Fields

Perf6rmance Managers (includes Choreographers

Conductors.and Producers)

Visual and Industrial Arts Managers and Supervisors

MuSeum Curators'and Managers

Sales Managers and Personnel

Government Workers in Arts Fields

'Community Arts Specialists (all fields)

Directors, Professional Associations

Researchers

Librarians,

Historians

Critics, Writers about Arts

Teachers

-Publishers'

Level II - All Fields

Designers

Agents

Therapists

Production People

9r-A

218
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Competencies in Humanities Occupations

Those curriculum delielopment projects in occupational education which are

aimed at preparing students with-employable skillls require careful,.thinking

about the competencies necessary for successful job performance in a given occu-

. pational cluster. In researching competencies necessary for occupations in the

humanities field, TERC considered several factors:

1. The charge fcr our curriculum development under the U. S. Office

of Education contract concentrates on helping students to explore

humanities occupations rather than to prepare them for entry into

the field;

2. Preparation_for humanities occupationS] because very fewjobs can

be obtained without a minimum of a baccalaureate degree, most

frequently occurs beyond the secondary level and is thus beyond the

charge of our curriculum development pr ject, which is grades 7-12.

3. Problems in delineating humanities competencies also arise from

the widely accepted U. S. Department of Labor scheme of examining

competencies from the-point of view of the worker's relationship to people,

data, and things. Humanists are concer ed, on one level, exclusively-
]

with data; even teaching is the passing n of data or eliciting from

students the interest and ability in ac uiring data. Yet the nature

of the word "humanist" acknowledges a p imary concern with,people.

Things have littie importance for the hu anist, except as a tool

( .g., the calculator for the econometri ian involved in macroeco-

nomics) for dealing with data. The D.O. . scheme, further provides

only F gro impse T,'-at become high y differentiated competencies

ir Li ice: the professor of art history.who advances on the

career ladder to become chairman of an a ademic department-depends

:upon new relatinnship with people anI co1icern .with totally
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.Ands of data and is called upon to 2erform functions quite

from those of a post-secondary teacher; yet this person's

()T'771c- -:a-things" ratio would reMain the same in the D.O.L.

cI:EFfs';, :ion. Traditional views of competencies are thus inappro-

pi -the humanities cluster.

. TC df" om the D.O.L. scheme, preparation should provide po-

t en actitioners with a number of competencies; however, post-

se: 7,reparation has customarily (with perhaps the exception

of training for elementary and semndary education) emphasized

only cquisition of a body of knowledge, with lesser emphasis cm

acqu coMpetencies in conducting research And analyzing the

res. For example, the person preparing for a-career in :he

fie 1iterature is expected 'to become acquainted with the major

wc-i(*E-g ,i1glish and American literature in each genre in eadh

'n terms of performance objectives, the goals are generally

-77e,,cc,Trr n.and explication of meaning. Preparation generally in-

;1, attention to skills in research:, methods of obtaining,

validat±ng, and presenting information coherently. The

fc:: .ate student preparing for a career in literature,may also be taught

expository writing skills, and on the graduate level some teaching

skills-through learning-by-doing.and perhaps eyen some on-the-job

training.. Learning how to acquire theoretical knoWledge and how to

think critically, are.the broad cOmpetencies one can expect-tO obtain

from traditional preparation for humanities fields.

Mos ndary school.students have little exposure to practitioners

.tip .,glanities occupations except for their oWn teadher7 r,nd have

limiten understanding of either detailed competencies required for

dr functions performed in the different humanities.jobs.
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Alpinst this hackgrcrne and wi_th,the t=ioT high amd secondary school

,r1 mind as the ev-E-7-lual target popul, n for research in hamaniti-s

TERC decided to present "cOMpetE ee'in-the same format as 'functions."

We rn1 thus equating the kinds of activities ,Erformed tn. a job with -the k-7.nda Of.

ctr, ,..!rmcies required fc-77 that fob. This eva..E:tion would nOt be'valid in writing,

cu:rtfzulum which prepares a student with empaoyable skills,i)ut it is an effective

way .
informing potential huManists about cr=petennies that are at best eimaive

\.

durit& the educational process and at worst Lacomprehensible to young people who

are -,ploring career choices.

In the Chart of Humanities Occupations (see pages 45-60), those competencies

c:dons which are considered crucial r.e indicated by a check mark (0.

1.11.0gt. :ompetencies or functions which could be important for successful job

icr.mance are indicated by an "M." The titles of the functions/competencies

ie s;:,:,-.1f-explanatory for the level of detail with which a junior or senior high

,a±hori student needs to be familiar in the career orientation prOcess.

Two weaknesses in this scheme of presentation are that 1) it does not show

immmnrtant components of a larger function/competency (for example "librarianship"

in-ots not indicate that "cataloging" may call upon different Skills thani"reference
V

does).and 2) it shows.only cognitive competencies because those skills

carr=lare well with job functions Creiating-well with people" may enhance a

poli=tal scientist's success in a career, and indeed may be as teachable a
I

compeency as "analyzing" but-it is not a basic function of the political scientis,

r.

daespite the weaknesses in out equating functions in-humanities occupations'

-E1.1t.bat forMat is intelligible for youngPeoplew±th competencies, 77e

emplitinq thc. cinstet.
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